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ABSTRACT
UNIVERSITY STUDENT CULTURE IN CHINA, 1978-1990;
FORMAL AND INFORMAL ORGANIZATION
SEPTEMBER 1992
PAUL M. ENGLESBERG, B.A.
,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
M.A.T., UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
M.A.
,
YALE UNIVERSITY
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor George E. Urch
This study is an interdisciplinary inquiry into university student
culture in the People's Republic of China with a focus on formal
organizations and informal social relations. The purpose of the study
is to examine the characteristics of student organizations and networks
on campuses and to determine how students participate in and evaluate
these organizations. Literature on college student culture and higher
education in China is reviewed as a basis for the study. The author's
study of Chinese society and prior experiences teaching at Chinese
universities further guided the research.
The research employed three major types of data collection:
participant observation on three campuses in an urban area in western
China in 1990, interviews in the United States with Chinese university
graduates, and document research.
Three types of formal organization were studied: academic
divisions by department, grade, and classroom; mass organizations- -the
Student Association and the Communist Youth League; and a political
organization- -the Communist Party. Informal groups included networks
vi
based on former schoolmate and hometovm ties, student societies and
clubs, and male
-female couples.
Classroom groups were found to be the most important reference
group for most students. These groups and the related dormitory groups
were important both academically and socially. The Student Association
and Communist Youth League were found to have limited influence on the
majority of students who were passive members. The Communist Party was
found to have some indirect influence on students, but only a small
percentage of students were recruited as members. The dominant
characteristics of the formal groups were their rigid hierarchies and
the division between those who held positions and the majority of
students who tended to remain uninvolved.
The study found informal groups and networks to be active and the
preferred mode of interaction for most students. These groups bridged
the academic divisions and had fluid, loose structures with little or no
hierarchy. During the 1980' s, many types of informal groups developed
in number and in popularity as students became more involved in extra-
curricular activities such as part-time work, business, and love
affairs
.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
This interdisciplinary inquiry into student culture in the
universities of the People's Republic of China from 1978 to 1990 focuses
on the social organization of students, including both formal and
informal groups. It is an attempt to answer some fundamental questions
about the structure, function, and importance of various types of
organizations and networks on campuses. The purpose is to determine
what and how students learn through out-of-class experiences. The study
of the social and political learning of college students in the post-Mao
period can contribute to a more complete understanding of contemporary
Chinese political culture and social change.
The student- led demonstrations in 1989 and the tragic aftermath
captured the attention of people around the world and provided the
initial interests and questions which shaped this study. The events of
1989 raised many questions about Chinese university students and
generated much discussion among journalists and scholars. Initially
much attention was focused on the immediate causes of the demonstrations
and the government response. However, there is a need for research and
analysis that goes beyond the day-by-day accounts and the political
ideas of the movement. This study is an attempt to provide a deeper
understanding of the underlying culture, attitudes, and social organiza-
tion of China's students.
Background to the Problem
Higher education in the People's Republic of China expanded rapid-
ly after the beginnings of educational reform in 1977. This
expansion
1
was a direct result of Deng Xiaoping's strategy for development, called
the "Four Modernizations," which placed a high priority on advanced
training and research. From 1977 to 1989 the number of institutions
nearly doubled and enrollment more than tripled. By 1988, China's 1,075
of higher education had a total enrollment of approximately
two million students (Lo, L.N.
,
1989j Min, 1990) . The expansion was
especially significant in view of the disruption in higher education in
the preceding ten years of the Cultural Revolution and its aftermath,
1966-1976. During the Cultural Revolution universities were closed, and
when some re-opened, their enrollment and educational quality were
greatly reduced.
Although university students today comprise only a relatively
small part of their age group in China, they occupy a position in
Chinese society far more important than their numbers or their age might
suggest. The shortage of trained professionals in the 1980' s, due in
large part to policies during the Cultural Revolution, has served to
elevate the status of students. As the future intellectual elite,
students are a segment of society with strong potential political
influence
.
Since the recent expansion in higher education, government
authorities in China have been troubled by the tendency for students'
values and attitudes to deviate from the official political norm, and by
the ability and willingness of students to engage in political activism
as a group. In the past decade, student activism, from small-scale
campus protests to the massive nationwide demonstrations of spring 1989,
dramatically illustrated the divergence of student values and attitudes
from the expectations of the Chinese government. The demonstrations
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also served to prove the importance of university students as a politi-
cal force in contemporary Chinese society.
Although students have been recognized to be an important group by
commentators and scholars in the China field, there remains a relative
lack of knowledge concerning students as a group. Except for a few
anecdotal accounts by visiting faculty, students, and journalists,
Chinese students had been largely neglected outside of China until the
dramatic events of 1989.^
The large number of recent works on the 1989 student movement have
focused on the immediate events and the government response, but they
have offered few insights into the everyday lives and thoughts of
China's college students (for example, Cheng, 1990; Cherrington, 1990;
Duke, 1990; Feigon, 1990; Kwan, 1990; Saich, 1990; Simmie & Nixon, 1989;
Yu & Harrison, 1989). Observing the way in which the protest movement
developed, several commentators were impressed by the importance of
student solidarity, and particularly the role of student organizations
and friendship bonds:
Throughout their student careers, and particularly in the
university, students are taught to organize and be organ-
ized, to lead and be led. The plethora of student organiza-
tions in the university, including the Communist Party, the
China Youth League, student unions, and student governmental
organizations going down to the grass-roots level, provides
students with rich organizational experiences and skills.
In the 1989 movement, student activists were able to turn
the communist political culture to their own democratic
ends. (Francis, 1989, p. 915)
In 1989 [there] was a novel feature that helped to change
the meaning of the whole process of solidarity. This was a
strong ideology and actuality of friendship . Personal ties
among individuals created voluntarily , rather than by the
system, were highly valued and emotionally charged.
Friendship, and also kinship and other directly interper
sonal relationships , seemed of central importance to
students' lives. . . . The resurgence of friendship was one
of the most basic manifestations of the emergence of society
beyond the reach of the state, and thus of a capacity for
3
genuine insurgency and an independent public sphere.
(Calhoun, 1989, pp . 436-437)
Aside from the 1989 demonstrations, the importance of student
groups has been suggested by a variety of sources. Published surveys,
reports by observers, and preliminary interviews conducted by the author
(Englesberg, 1990c) have indicated relationships between the changing
attitudes and behavior of Chinese students and the groups and organiza-
tions to which they belong. These sources have suggested that institu-
tional control of students through formal organizations appeared to
weaken, and that elements of resistance to dominant political values
were becoming more widespread among students. There also were indica-
tions of the expansion of informal groups, such as clubs, "salons," and
friendship networks, and the development of some degree of student
autonomy from institutional and state control.
Purpose of the Study
This study is rooted in the developing field of campus and aca-
demic cultures which has only recently included cross-cultural studies.
One of the purposes of this type of inquiry is to understand and give
voice to student perspectives of these organizations and social rela-
tionships. This study also follows in part a more focused, somewhat
structural- functionalist approach in examining student involvement in
both formal organizations and various types of peer interrelationships.
The broad objective of this inquiry is to understand how univer-
sity students in the People's Republic of China are organized
and how
students participate in and evaluate various types of organizations
and
groups. This study explores both formal organizations and
informal
4
groups on several university campuses in the People's Republic of China
from 1978 to 1990.
As this is an exploratory study, the first research objective is
to review and assess what existing literature suggests about the nature
and influences of student groups in other countries and, more specifi-
cally, about student culture and organization in China. The insights
from other social settings and from prior studies of Chinese youth and
schools guide the research process.
The second objective of the study is to explore the characteris-
tics and function of the formal student groups and organizational struc-
tures; of particular interest are their purposes and goals, organiza-
tional hierarchies and lines of control, membership, participation, and
leadership. The formal organizations include three types; the academic,
the "mass organizations," and the political. The academic includes
grouping by department, specialization, year, and classroom and also
classroom-related residential grouping in dormitories. The official
mass organizations include the Student Association and the Communist
Youth League. The only official political organization on campuses is
the Communist Party.
The exploration of the characteristics and function of informal
student groups is the third objective of the study. Included are infor-
mal associations, various types of peer groups, and other informal
relationships and networks such as hometown and school-mate networks,
friendship networks, couples, and family ties.
In addition to understanding these various types of organizations
separately, it is important to consider their interrelationships and to
compare their characteristics, their purposes and the involvement of
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students in them. Thus, the fourth objective is to analyze patterns of
organization and participation in both the formal and informal groups.
Finally
,
this study explores the implications of student social
organization and other elements of student culture for broader questions
concerning political culture and social change in China. Many questions
inevitably emerge from such an exploratory study in an opening field.
With this study I hope to raise questions which provide some "grist for
the mill" of research in the areas of university culture and Chinese
education.
Research Methodology
This is an interdisciplinary study based on the qualitative, or
naturalistic approach. Thus, the research design is not based on the
testing of a set hypothesis, but develops as part of the inquiry process
based on emerging themes. Principles of naturalistic inquiry guiding
this study include purposive sampling, inductive data analysis, trian-
gulation, and case study reporting (Lincoln & Cuba, 1985; Merriam,
1988) .
The study employed three major types of data collection; partici-
pant observation on three Chinese university campuses, case study
interviews with graduates of Chinese universities, and document review.
Following interviews with Chinese students in the United States as a
pilot study, field work in China was conducted in 1990-1991. Subse-
quently, informants who had attended other Chinese universities were
interviewed in the United States. Various documents collected both in
China and the United States also provided data which were especially
useful in checking conclusions drawn from the field work and interviews.
Analysis involved taking the data obtained from all these sources and
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categorizing them by themes. Where possible, the voices and perspec-
tives of the students were used to illustrate these themes.
Definitions
"Students" as subjects of this study refer primarily to regular
full-time undergraduates enrolled in institutions of higher education
and is equivalent to the Chinese term, daxuesheng. Within the Chinese
system of higher education, the majority of students are enrolled in
four-year degree programs f benke l
,
but there also are those students who
enroll in short-term college programs of two to three years [ zhuanke 1
.
Although the latter are included the primary focus of the study is on
students in the benke programs. Graduate students [ vani iusheng l on
occasion are included as a subgroup where interactions between them and
undergraduates are important for an understanding of student organiza-
tion. "Students" refers to both men and women.
"University" and "college" are used to refer to institutes of
higher education f gaodeng xuevuan i . No differentiation is made between
the two terms or the corresponding Chinese terms of daxue and xueyuan .
Various specific types of institutions are referred to in the study, and
data is primarily based on three of these types: comprehensive univer-
sities, teacher training universities, and technical universities.
"Formal" organizations and groups refers to those which are
organized and officially sanctioned by the institution or by the govern-
ment. These include departmental and class -year groupings, classroom
units, dormitory groupings, the official student associations, campus
branches of the Communist Youth League and the Communist Party, and
party study groups.
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"Informal" groups refers to any groups found at the institutions
that do not meet the above definition. These may include personal
networks and associations such as friendships, unofficial clubs, and
cliques. Dyads or couples are included but do not constitute the
primary meaning of the term informal groups. These groups include both
single-gender and mixed-gender groups. While on-campus student groups
are the primary focus, groups that socialize off-campus, inter-campus
groups, and groups that include non-students are not excluded.
Limitations of the Study
To a great extent this inquiry utilizes the case study approach
and is subject to limitations of scope. The objective of this case
study is to gain a deep understanding of interactions and associations
of the students observed and interviewed rather than prove a generaliza-
ble hypothesis.
One selects a case study approach because one wishes to
understand the particular in depth, not because one wants to
know what is generally true of the many. (Merriam, 1988,
p. 173)
Although I do go beyond the case study data in offering some
suggestions pertaining to Chinese university students in general, I
consider these to be tentative hypotheses which require verification by
means of further research. My aim is to provide sufficient detail about
the particular conditions of the groups and campuses studied so that
others may judge the "transferability" and "fittingness" of the cases
(Lincoln & Cuba, 1985, p. 124). I certainly make no claim for these
case studies being "representative" or "typical" of Chinese institutions
of higher education; rather, I base the analysis and conclusions on the
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cases under Investigation and intend broader interpretations to be
suggestive (Henderson & Cohen, 1984).
The primary focus of this study is on interactions and relations
among students. Relations between students and faculty and between
students and administration are only be discussed where they have a
bearing on student organization and interactions. Thus, this study is
limited to primary groups of students. Furthermore, the purpose of the
study is to gain an understanding of student perspectives on aspects of
their lives. To be sure, the perspectives of faculty, administrative
3nd parents would be valuable additions, but I have made only
sparse use of these and have not considered them as central to this
study
.
Sienificance of the Study
As previously discussed, the role of student activism in China has
been the focus of much attention since the 1989 movement. The back-
ground which this study provides into university student culture not
only places student activism in a broad perspective, but also explains
some of the complexities of the relationship between students and the
government. This deeper view into the organization of students' lives
and how students interpret their social lives can contribute to the
understanding of the effects of education and political socialization
during a period of rapid social change. In addition to its specific
focus on institutions of higher education, this inquiry makes a con-
tribution to knowledge about informal and formal organization in Chinese
society
.
Although the study does not directly analyze student political
activity and attitudes, there are several implications for studies of
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student activism, political socialization, and Chinese political
culture. The role of these formal and informal systems in the political
socialization process is of particular importance in understanding the
changing political culture in China. Student organization and partici-
pation in various types of group activities are also of interest as
important aspects of the role of schooling in political socialization.
Almond and Verba (1965) found that participation in school activities
and organizations was related to individuals' political learning.
Schools provide both direct and indirect modes of political socializa-
tion. Indirect socialization is often in the form of political "appren-
ticeship" in which students gain skills and acquire values through
practice (Dawson & Prewitt, 1969, pp. 67-70).
Because university students constitute an elite among youth with
much potential for influencing other social groups, their role vis-a-vis
the political culture is of great importance to the government. The
university continues the process of political socialization carried out
in the schools, but the government has higher expectations for univer-
sity students. Students, as potential leaders in their fields and as
immediate political actors, are also important in the shaping and
transmission of the dominant political culture, even if this political
culture appears immovable (Brown, 1985).
Besides the deliberate political training and experiences which
they provide, schools create an environment in which peer groups often
develop strong influences on individuals. Several studies of American
colleges have found peer influence to have had a great impact on
individual students. Peer group influence can exceed the impact of
faculty and often is not in congruence with institutional goals. This
tendency for the formation of strong peer groups is especially evident
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at boarding schools (Cookson & Persell, 1985), which function similarly
in many aspects to what Coffman (1961) characterized as "total institu-
tions." Given the more total environment of the Chinese college in
comparison with its Western counterparts, peer groups might be expected
to have an even greater impact on students in China. By examining the
various types of student interrelationships on Chinese campuses
,
this
study suggests ways in which peer groups influence students and satisfy
certain needs.
A final implication of this research is the emergence of elements
of a civil society in the university environment. The weakening of the
exclusive hold of the state-controlled organizations and the evolution
of voluntary associations among students and other intellectuals are
significant developments auguring broader social and political change.
Outline of the Dissertation
Chapter two is a review of two bodies of literature. First, I
review literature on university student culture with specific reference
to groups and peer group relations. Next, I discuss the literature on
Chinese education, social organization, and students. One of my pur-
poses of this second section is to provide some backgound on the Chinese
system of higher education for the reader.
In the third chapter I discuss the research process and metho-
dology. I describe the process in terms of stages and discuss the
methodology in three separate parts: participant observation, case -study
interviews, and document analysis. I also identify several methodol-
ogical limitations and concerns in this chapter.
In Chapters four through six I present the findings of the
research, divided by type of organization. In Chapter four I focus on
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the academic groupings within the system of formal student organiza-
tions. The major groups of concern are the classroom, grade, and
dormitory units. In Chapter five I present the findings concerning the
official mass and political organizations, namely, the Student Associa-
tions, the Communist Youth League, and the Communist Party. Chapter six
covers a wide range of informal groups and networks.
I treat the analysis of the findings in Chapter seven; in addi-
tion, I discuss several broader implications mentioned above and suggest
several problems for further research.
In the Appendix section I have included biographical profiles of
the informants, the interview guide, and several relevant documents
which I have translated.
Notes to Chapter 1
1. A notable exception is the work of Stanley Rosen, whose work on
Chinese students is discussed in detail in the literature review section
of this study.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The framework and questions guiding this inquiry into the social
of student life in Chinese universities draw upon previous
studies in two major areas, academic cultures and Chinese education. In
this chapter, I discuss the theoretical and conceptual foundations for
the inquiry by reviewing relevant literature in these two areas
.
I first present a review of literature on college student culture
and possible approaches which this literature suggests. The aim is to
examine the range of approaches taken in these studies rather than to
analyze the findings. Because the studies reviewed are predominantly of
students in American colleges, it is the theories and approaches, rather
than the findings, which are most relevant to this inquiry.^
In the second part of the chapter I review the literature on
Chinese college students and the system of higher education in China.
The purpose in this part is twofold - to locate this study in the field
of existing knowledge and to provide background for the study. Both
English and Chinese sources are included in this part of the review.
College Students Culture: A Survey of Approaches
My original expectation in reviewing this body of literature was
to discover a theoretical framework and a research strategy which I
could then adapt and apply to the study of Chinese students . Although I
found many useful insights and interesting directions, no single theory
or strategy seemed appropriate for my purposes. The search, however,
widened my vision of the range of understandings of what is considered
to be "student culture" or "academic culture." (Most helpful were
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Becher, 1984, p. 167; Clark 1984; Cowley and Waller 1979, pp. 379, 385;
Erickson, 1987; Freedman, cited in Bushnell, 1960, p. 56; Horowitz 1987,
pp. ix-xiii; Hughes, Becker and Geer 1962, pp. 518, 520; Kuh and Whitt,
1988; Moffatt 1989, p. 230; Pettigrew 1979, p. 572; and Sanford 1968,
P* 132.) The researcher's concept of culture shaped the perspective
and direction of the inquiry, I found Erickson's discussion of culture
in academic settings to be particularly useful and expansive. He
emphasized how culture defines "the range of available and desirable
options.
. . . because it shapes what we think is possible" (p. 19).
The notion of culture as a shared way of making sense re-
veals the action patterns and underlying assumptions in the
conduct of educational practice that otherwise might go
unnoticed, or
. . .be dismissed as trivial because they are
so commonplace. (Erickson, pp. 23)
The study of student culture is mostly based on American colleges,
dating from the late 1950' s to the present. Included in this review are
studies by sociologists, anthropologists, psychologists, and profes-
sionals in education, many of which are collected in several edited
volumes (Clark, 1984a; Dennis & Kaufmann, 1966; Katz & Associates, 1968;
Newcomb & Wilson, 1966; Sanford, 1962; Yamamoto, 1968). While the
studies differ in assumptions and approaches, they share basic interests
in students' perceptions of college and college life; student attitudes,
values, and orientations; and student relations with peers and faculty.
Sociological research on American college students has been
interested in topics related to the academic goals and impact of the
institutions; psychological studies have primarily focused on values,
personality, intelligence, and academic performance. The widespread
phenomenon of student activism led to increased interest in student
group behavior and social roles in the 1960's and 1970' s. Among a
considerably large body of literature on college students, however, only
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a relatively small number of studies have made student culture their
focus (Becker, Geer & Hughes, 1968; Horowitz, 1987; Harris, 1964;
Moffatt, 1989). Several other studies have loosely applied the terms
"student culture" and "student subcultures" to models, clusters of
attitudes, and general perspectives of students (Clark 6t Trow, 1966;
Gottlieb 6e Hodgkins, 1968; Wallace, 1966; Warren, 1968).
1 found Ixttle consensus about the meaning and use of the concept
"student culture" among researchers, but some important dividing lines
can be drawn. Sanford (1962) made the important distinction between the
quantitative survey of beliefs, attitudes, and values that is sometimes
called student culture, and what he meant by student culture as:
A system of 'understandings and agreements' concerning the
requirements of the student role, that is unique to each
campus and to each campus subgroup; that may, in most plac-
es, be distinguished from the academic culture; and that is
presumed to have its origins in conditions that exist on the
particular campus. (Sanford, p. 467)
In a monograph devoted to the theme of academic cultures
,
Kuh and Whitt
(1988) defined culture as:
The collective, mutually shaping patterns of norms, values,
practices, beliefs, and assumptions that shape the behavior
of individuals and groups in a college or university and
provide a frame of reference in which to interpret the
meaning of events and actions on and off campus. (p. 12)
In making the distinction between the sociocultural and ideational
traditions in anthropology, Kuh and Whitt (1988) emphasized two major
differences: the point of view considered legitimate and the level of
analysis. In the sociocultural approach, the focus is the researcher's
observations in the cultural context, and it is the group or institution
which is analyzed; while in the ideational approach it is the inter-
pretation of the participants that is legitimate and the analysis is at
the individual level. Thus:
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To understand events and actions in a college or university,
one must appreciate how faculty and students interpret those
events and actions and how their interpretations lead to
action and the meaning given to action in the college
setting. (Kuh & Whitt, 1988, p. 34)
In my view, both researcher and participant perspectives are
legitimate, and analysis at both the individual and group levels can be
reflexive and dynamic.
Kuh and Whitt (1988) presented an onion-like schema of college
cultures with four layers of analysis including the external environment
surrounding the institution, the institution itself, subcultures within
the institution, and individual actors and roles (Kuh & Whitt, pp . 41-
42) . Some researchers have located the study of student culture within
the broader field of academic cultures (Becher, 1984; Clark, 1984;
Gerholm, 1990; Rhoads & Tierney, 1990; Tierney, 1991). However, college
student culture in the United States in the 1980' s, as Moffatt (1989;
1991) and Dalton (1989) pointed out, was shaped more by general popular
culture and youth culture than by the individual institutions. I find
that student culture cannot be considered solely a subset of academic
culture
.
For the purpose of exploring the various concepts of student
culture and subculture, I discuss four major approaches to the study of
college students, each with a different emphasis and related method.
First I discuss studies of student orientations utilizing typologies.
Secondly, I survey several studies of student peer groups. The third
approach, which tends to rely on psychological surveys, focuses on the
values, needs, and attitudes of individual students. Finally, I review
ethnographic and case study approaches which focus more on meanings and
interpretations of student life.
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Student Orientations and Subcultures
A number of typologies were developed by sociologists in the
attempt to contruct models based on structural
-functionalist assumptions
about society. These typologies are problematic because they do not
appear to conform to accepted definitions of subcultures as groups that
practice socialization, social control and patterns of interaction (Kuh
& Whitt, 1988). Nevertheless, typologies were used or tested in various
studies, and they offer some insights into student orientations to
college life.
With these typologies of student subcultures, researchers at-
tempted to describe student "orientations" rather than existing groups
of students. The purpose of defining these "types" was to analyze
rather than to categorize students or institutions. Clark and Trow
(1966) defined the typology as "a heuristic device for getting at the
processes by which social structures shape student styles of life in
different kinds of colleges" (p. 20). I found the relationship between
these "orientations" and "subcultures" in such studies to be imprecise
at best. Often the terms were used almost interchangeably.
These orientations are defining elements of student sub-
cultures, in which they appear as shared notions of what
constitutes right attitude and action toward the range of
issues and experiences confronted in college. (Clark &
Trow, p. 19)
An early typology was suggested by Katz and Allport (1931) based
on Syracuse University students' responses to an extensive survey.
Three "roughly defined types" of students emerged from patterns in the
data: scholarly type, social- fraternity type, and religious -minded. The
authors cautioned that these groups overlapped in many areas and should
be considered types "only in a very loose, hypothetical way" (pp. 48).
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In what is considered by many to be a classic study in the field
Clark and Trow (1966) defined four "types of student culture" as
"collegiate culture," "academic culture," "vocational culture," and
"non-conformist culture" (see also Trow, 1960). The four subcultures
were portrayed in a two-by-two matrix and were said to "emerge from the
combination of two variables: the degree to which students are involved
with ideas and the extent to which students identify with their college"
(Clark & Trow, p. 24-25) .
In a related study, Warren (1968) combined elements of the Clark
and Trow typology (omitting the collegiate culture) with two other
categories: status -seeking and identity- seeking. Warren identified five
subcultures as perceived by students and defined them as bi -polar
dimensions: academic- -uncommitted; autonomous- -traditional
;
vocational-
-
nonconformist; intellectual- -conformist
;
and undirected- -self-centered.
This study showed that dimensions may be more useful than categories for
describing student orientations and that analysis of types can overlook
dimensions which are significant to the students themselves.
Several other typologies of American college students with strong
similarities with the Clark and Trow typology and Warren's dimensions
were developed. In a follow-up study of Bennington alumnae, Newcomb,
Joenig, Flacks, and Warwick (1967) crossed two assumed dimensions,
individuality and intellectuality, and constructed four ideal types --
wild ones, scholars, social group, and creative individualists. To
these they added two other orientations- -leaders and political activists
(Walsh, 1973). Katchadourian and Boli (cited in Kuh & Whitt, 1988)
identified four academic orientations among Stanford students: career-
ists, intellectuals, strivers, and the unconnected. In a study of
Vassar alumae
,
Brown (1962) found five patterns of behavior which he
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labeled as social and peer group orientation, over-achievers, under-
achievers with family orientation, high achievers, and seekers of
identity. Other typologies were suggested by Holland, Kenniston,
Pemberton, Schumer and Stanfield, and Tabor and Hackman (cited in
Feldman & Newcomb, 1969, pp , 374-77; Kuh, 1990).
^
In her historical study of American college students spanning 200
years, Horowitz (1987) analyzed and depicted student culture in large
strokes by focusing on changing student "subcultures." Horowitz
explained the focus of this study as:
The variety of ways that undergraduates have defined them-
selves, viewed their professors and fellow collegians,
formed associations, and created systems of meaning and
codes of behavior. (Horowitz, p. ix)
The subcultures which Horowitz described were "college men and women,"
"outsiders," "rebels" of the early twentieth century, and "new out-
siders" of the 1970' s.
Although there is a common sense appeal to the dichotomies and the
resultant typologies developed in the studies cited, this approach has
serious theoretical and methodological weaknesses. Despite attempts to
"operationalize" subculture models, research failed to show that like-
typed students actually engaged in patterns of interaction or that
students participated in "interactional environments" corresponding
to these orientations (Feldman & Newcomb, 1969; Gottlieb & Hodgkins,
1968; Kuh, 1990; Walsh, 1973). The matter of what constitutes a type,
orientation, or subculture is problematic because typologies tend not
adhere to widely accepted definitions of subculture. Researchers did
not demonstrate that these subculture constructs actually existed as
regularly interacting subgroups which "act on the basis of collective
understandings unique to their group" (Kuh & Whitt, 1988, pp. 36-37).
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Furthermore, by basing models on two-dimensional matrices yielding
four categories, researchers seemed to arbitrarily limit the possi-
bilities of orientations and dimensions. For example, the factor of
gender may have been significant but was omitted from consideration in
the typologies, further obscured because Clark and Trow were mostly
studying men, and Newcomb only studied women. Another problem is that
the types seem to describe students who have one strong orientation, and
thus might not be useful in describing many students with orientations
lying somewhere in the middle of the dimensions (Walsh, 1973).
Role orientation was used as an alternative concept to subculture
by Bolton and Kammeyer (1967), and may be the more useful and accurate
concept (Kuh & Whitt, p. 37; Walsh, 1973). An alternative to construct-
ing typologies is to explore indegenous typologies . These come from
classifications and labels used by participants and thus provide clues
about the phenomena and meaning which might be missing in models
constructed by researchers (Patton, 1980, pp. 306-316).'*
Peer Groups and Informal Relations
The peer group, one of the primary agents of socialization, may
exert more influence on children and adolescents than the formal school
(Dawson & Prewitt, 1969). Participation in school groups and activities
may have a stronger role in political socialization than formal study in
politics and civics classes (Almond & Verba, 1965; Ziblatt, 1965).
Youth groups, both formal and informal, perform socialization roles in
many countries (Kahane & Rapoport, 1990; Yogev & Shapira, 1990).
Peer group influence became a topic of interest for social scien-
tists studying American college students when it became clear that the
influence of the faculty and academic work was weaker than had been
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thought. Research on peer groups focused on their effects on student
values, attitudes, and self-concept.
Theodore Newcomb (1966b) found three main factors contributing to
the formation of peer groups in college: precollege acquaintance,
propinquity, and common interests and concerns. He analyzed the devel-
opment of the power of a peer group over its members as two simultaneous
processes, the development of trust between members of the group, and
the simultaneous adoption of shared norms by members. Newcomb found
that the influence of peer groups was affected by a variety of factors,
including group size, group homogeneity, degree of isolation, and the
importance of group activities to individual members. Although both
college and student characteristics affected the formation of peer
groups
,
these groups in turn influenced the students and had an impact
on "both the actual and the perceived nature of the college itself"
(Newcomb, 1966b, p. 16).
Coleman (1966) analyzed the effects of peer groups in terms of the
distribution of energies, attachments to values, attachments to other
people and groups, and self-concept. He stressed that the student peer
culture could either reward or constrain opposition to the dominant
institutional culture. Coleman also suggested that student society be
analyzed at three different levels: the total student body of a campus,
voluntary associations, and the more interpersonal, informal associa-
tions of friends, roommates, and classmates.
Reviewing the vast body of research on college students in
America, Feldman and Newcomb (1969) delineated some of the possible
functions of peer groups for individual students including, achieving
autonomy from home, supporting academic goals, offering emotional
support, providing social experience, challenging or reinforcing values,
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offering alternatives for the academically unsuccessful, and developing
ties and skills for the future (pp. 236-237).
Studies suggested that the student body as a whole functioned as a
comparative reference group for individuals in assessing their own
abilities, academic success, and career choices, and that the student
body, rather than smaller subgroups, was most influential in changing
attitudes towards grades and academic plans (Wallace, 1966; Feldman &
Newcomb, 1969). Similarly, "attainment" - student sense of progress,
satisfaction and grades - was found to be more related to the larger
student body than to subgroups (Pace 6t Baird, 1966). But as Pace and
Baird only looked at departmental majors as subgroups, I found their
conclusion that peer groups or subcultures had lesser influence to be
quite weak. In contrast, other studies showed that formal and informal
groups had strong influences on how student attitudes and values
changed, or, in some cases, stayed the same (Feldman & Newcomb, 1969;
Wallace
,
1966)
.
Researchers have been particularly attracted to fraternities as
relatively structured organizations with both residential and social
functions and rather elaborate rituals and traditions (Leemon, 1972).
While informal student groups have not been as carefully studied, many
scholars have commented on their great influence on students' values and
behavior. A study of student "bull sessions" found that student peer
groups and informal interactions were not generally supportive of the
institution's academic goals (Bolton 6t Kammeyer, 1967). Hartshorne
(1958) described informal groups or cliques as having both positive and
negative influences.
By discouraging deviant behavior the informal group thus
serves to train individuals in the subtler techniques of
"getting along" with other people . . . "getting ahead" in
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the world by making friends and influencing people. It isfrom the informal group, not from the formal curriculum,
that the college student learns the folkways of American
adult society. (Hartshorne, p. 73)
A focus for research on informal peer groups is on friendship and
friendly relations (Kurth, 1970; McCall, 1970; Suttles, 1970; Willmott.
1987). These can be studied both as social institutions themselves and
in relation to the formal social structure. For example, two recent
studies of American college students examined the possible relationship
between the size or type of social networks and students' academic
achievement but no relationship was found (Antrobus, Dobbelaer, &
Salzinger, 1988; Culbert, Good, & Lachenmeyer, 1988).
Another approach emphasizes a common peer culture among student
groups. Dalton (1989) argued that while American college peer culture
of the 1960 's may have been campus -based
,
by the 1980 's it existed
outside the university and was shaped by the media. Peer culture, often
invisible to outsiders, shaped how students how students interacted with
the college environment.
Studies of high school students have shown how the peer group can
support a culture of resistance to dominant values and goals. In a case
study of a group of British working class high school students, Willis
(1981) found the informal group to be "the basic unit of this culture;
the fundamental and elemental source of its resistance" (p. 23). While
conformist students were more involved in the formal school structure,
these working class "lads" developed their own counter-school culture
based on the informal group. Another study showed how students could
develop a culture of resistance within the formal groups such as the
classroom. In his case study of a Catholic high school in Canada,
McLaren (1986) analyzed ritual behavior to show how students undermined
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the school's norms and codes both actively and passively. Similarly,
Moffatt found that the values of college student peer groups at Rutgers
were often in conflict with the academic direction of the institution
and usually exerted a stronger influence than the institution (Moffatt,
1989, 1991).
Needs, Values, and Attitudes
The traditional psychological survey approach, emphasizing the
individual college student as the unit of study, also contributed to an
understanding of student culture. Much of the literature dealt with
assessing outcomes and change of student values, attitudes, and academic
performance without much consideration of the interactive processes of
students in groups. Researchers concentrated on various aspects and
indicators of student well-being and affective and cognitive develop-
ment. Often measurement was more of an object of research than descrip-
tion, and the concepts to be measured were defined by the researchers
rather than the students. The themes of some of this research, however,
as they relate to processes of socialization and aspects of interactions
between students and faculty and among students, can inform an inquiry
into student culture.
One such approach was to try to measure personality "needs,"
inferred from a person's actions, and "environmental press," a composite
of external influences including the administration, faculty and curri-
culum, and student groups (Pace & Baird, 1966; Stern, 1962). Critics
have pointed out several serious weaknesses of the needs -press approach.
To measure college environments, the survey methods and indexes relied
entirely on student reports about the college rather than about their
personal activities. There was no means of distinguishing students'
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perceptions or institutional reputation from students' actual expe-
riences nor were features related to the social structure of the college
and student groups measured (Walsh, 1973; Feldman & Newcomb, 1969). In
my view, the value of the needs
-press approach was not so much in the
actual method and outcome, but rather in some of the factors and
dimensions which were considered in attempting to construct models of
college environments or "student ecology" (Stern, 1962).
An important question extending beyond the academic goals of the
institutions is how students change in college. By asking students
about their changes and activities, Katz and associates (1968) were able
to draw conclusions about their orientation to careers, sense of iden-
tity, and perceptions of the importance of various groups and experi-
ences to their social and academic development. Students saw their
major change being in the area of personal growth more often than
intellectual development, and they identified interpersonal relation-
ships as being the most influential in these changes. Students tended
to adapt to highly controlling college environments by becoming passive.
Wilson (1966) assessed change and agency of change as seen by college
seniors . The study found differential influences of various agents of
changes upon types of changes. Peer influence, for example, was strong-
est for change in areas of interest, personal philosophy, and dealing
with others.
Studies of students often have overemphasized institutional goals,
neglecting the influence of schools on students in ways that are neither
intended nor explicit. Exposing what he called "the hidden curriculum,
Snyder (1971) stressed the importance of the tacit rules and require-
ments for students at Massachusetts Institute of Technology [MIT] . He
found that the important question facing the student was "not only what
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he will learn but how he will learn" (p. 4). The study focused on the
dissonance between the "formal rules and explicit prescriptions" and the
"generally accepted academic and social behavior" (p. 7). As a result
some students became alienated and withdravm, others became politically
active, and many were trapped into "narrow and rigid adaptive response"
in order to succeed (p. 150). Snyder suggested that the most important
aspects of the student experience were not readily apparent or formally
acknowleged.
[The student must] learn which patterns of behavior are
tribally and/or institutionally sanctioned.
. .
.
[and] how
to cope with
. . . covert student culture which represents
such an important part of the hidden curriculum. (Snyder
p. 25)
What this perspective suggests is that students' attitudes and
responses cannot simply be used to describe a college environment or
their own experience because there may be significant conflict, con-
fusion, and mixed messages in the interactions both between student and
college and among students. Often the formal aspects of college social
and academic life can obscure many of the most significant facets of the
student experience. 1 am in agreement with Snyder that the hidden and
often tacit understandings, interpretations, and rules are crucial
elements of student and college culture.
Meaning and Interpretation: Case Study and Ethnography
In contrast to many of the approaches discussed above, which tend
to rely on surveys, the case study and ethnographic approaches begin
with the observation of student life. The object of this approach is
"knowing college life as students see it," and the research question is
simply, "what [students] do, how they feel about it, what they think
they are doing, and why" (Becker, Geer, & Hughes, 1968, p.2). Their
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behavior can be best understood in this way, for, "If we do not see it
as they do ... we will not be able to understand what they Hn " (Becker
et al
.
,
p. 2) [emphasis added].
This type of inquiry may begin by looking at the setting in a very
broad, even total way, as Blanche Geer (1969) found herself doing in the
first days in the field at the University of Kansas. "Almost inspite of
myself, I have embarked on an attempt to apprehend undergraduate culture
as a whole" (p. 149).
In a study of Vassar students, Bushnell (1962) conducted extensive
field work and particularly focused on the importance and effect of peer
groups. He identified several subgroups on a continuum between the
highly social and the highly intellectual extremes. Bushnell viewed the
campus as a setting for contact between at least two cultures, involving
the two processes. Acculturation was the cross-cultural exchange
between the student culture and the dominant academic culture of the
faculty and administration which primarily flowed in one direction
affecting student culture. Enculturat ion . the learning among students
as they acquired their own culture, was more informal and was mediated
by groups such as friendship units and campus organizations . Bushnell
also drew attention to a strategy which he called syncretism . whereby
students were able to redefine elements of the dominant academic culture
for their own purposes.
Riesman and Jencks (1962), studying three campuses, elaborated
"college subcultures" as composed of three environments: the geographic,
the political, and the social. Student "interest groups" of various
sorts, including occupational, geographic, ethnic, women's, social
class, adult, and political interest groups, were seen as shaping the
college and its students. Another study by this team found residential
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houses at Harvard to be centers of leisure where friendship was the
major theme (Jencks & Riesman, 1962). In both studies, however, des-
cription of student life was quite thin.
In a study of students in a medical school, Hughes, Becker, and
Geer (1962) found that the combination of common goals and problems and
the relative insulation of each class of one hundred students produced a
more integrated and homogenous student culture than might be found in
other college settings.
Subcultures
. . . develop best where a number of people are
faced with common problems and interact both intensively and
extensively in the effort to find solutions for them.
This intensive interaction in an isolated group produces a
particularly meaningful and essential array of those under-
standings and agreements we call student culture. (Hughes
et al.
,
pp. 521-522)
The major theme around which this student culture developed and
operated was the notion of how hard to work and what to work at, or, as
the researchers analyzed it, "the level and direction" of student time
and effort (Hughes et al., 1962). Students collectively limited their
school work and supported one another in following these standards,
which were not in accord with faculty expectations. In the context of
American colleges, the medical school was considered to be an extreme
case of intense group interaction and development of a subculture
(Becker, 1977).
The same team of Chicago School sociologists later explored the
undergraduate perspective, defined as "a description of what students do
and think," but "not an explanation of student activity" (Becker, Geer,
6t Hughes, 1968, p. 30). Perspectives were explained as "modes of
collective action groups develop" (pp. 29-30) within a situation, with
three components: students' definitions of the situation, the kinds of
activities one may sensibly engage in, and the criteria of judgment.
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The researchers found that one perspective, which they called the grade
point average [GPA] perspective, predominated among undergraduates
.
^
Becker held that the similarities of students on a campus were of
more importance than the differences or subcultures
,
which he saw as
variations on a common theme.
The college experience itself is in a large sense, very much
the same for all students ... In saying there is one
student culture, we focus on thts kind of feature of campus
life, an element of the common setting against which differ-
ences must be seen. (Becker, cited in Feldman & Newcomb
1969, p. 229)
It is precisely this assumption that led the researchers to the
analysis of a single perspective. The neatness of a single collective
perspective of students toward academic life is attractive and perhaps
useful for university administrators and faculty. In my view, however,
this analysis tends to oversimplify complex phenomena and also isolates
one facet, the academic, from the total student experience. This
approach tends to exaggerate the collective nature of student life and
portrays student culture as monolithic rather than as a "plurality of
heterogeous subgroups" (Feldman & Newcomb, 1969).®
Harris (1964) adopted a more pluralistic framework for his inquiry
on British university students and how the university experience
appeared to them. The study emphasized students' needs and motivations
on entering college, their disappointments, and their most valuable
experiences. Although student culture was not the explicit subject of
the study, nor was the team- conducted interview method adapted for this,
the study explored important elements of student life and its meaning.
For him [the student], university is not so much an institu-
tion, as three or four years of his life, when living away
from home, making friends, falling in love, or realizing his
religious convictions may be as important as studying for a
degree. (Harris, 1964, p. 3)
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In contrast. Moffatt's (1989) ethnographic study of undergraduate
life at Rutgers directly focused on student culture. Moffatt lived with
undergraduates in the dormitory as a participant observer on a regular
basis and made use of various self-reporting techniques which were
particularly revealing of students' "private pleasures," including
sexual attitudes and behavior and the "life of the mind" (pp. 38, 271).
He outlined three purposes of this ethnographic study: to reveal more
about the student subculture, to make tacit, taken- for- granted knowledge
about daily life explicit, and to relate local knowledge of students to
broader themes in contemporary American culture (p. 23). The major
themes explored centered more around social life than academic life; the
code of "friendliness," patterns and roles in male -female relations,
race and prejudice. The detailed decription and in-depth analysis of
co-ed dormitory culture revealed much about cliques, friendship net-
works, ritual, and authority and control.
Trained in village ethnography, Moffatt based his observations on
a dormitory floor and paid particular attention to the relationships and
interactions between residents of the floor. An assumption which he
seemed to have made was that residence was the focal point of student
society. In my opinion, this assumption weakened the study. Although
he was able to observe certain kinds of interaction patterns, by failing
to follow students through their other activities and associations, he
only observed part of the lives of these students. As Erickson (1987)
has cautioned, "schools are not primitive villages. ... In modern
societies some crucial social relations take place indirectly and
anonymously" (p. 12). Moffatt treated the dormitory as a village rather
than one component of a modern complex institution. On the other hand,
his methods of gathering data from student self-reports and stories and
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of checking tentative conclusions with students were very revealing and
well -adapted. Furthermore, he contributed a valuable perspective on the
informal aspects of student lives, an area largely ignored by research-
ers (Moffatt, 1991).
Studying Student Culture: From New Jersey to China?
Studies of university students in the United States were mostly
conducted by sociologists and psychologists interested in constructing
typologies, exploring students' orientation to academic learning and
competing goals, and assesssing the effect of the various aspects of the
college experience on students. While notions of student culture ap-
peared in the literature for many years, few studies attempted to
describe student culture in any depth. The case study approach seems to
be the most useful for obtaining such a view because it enables the
researcher to explore student groups and peer group interactions.
Despite the attention given to the study of college students since
the 1960's, the concept of student culture remains relatively
undeveloped. There are quite a few definitions of student culture, and
the literature is fuzzy about how to explore and interpret it (Kuh,
1990). This may be in large part due to the fact that until recently,
the study of university students was largely the domain of sociologists
rooted in functionalism and psychologists not oriented toward cultural
theory
.
What approaches does this Western literature on students suggest
for an inquiry on college students in China? First, the considerable
literature on student subcultures and orientations demonstrates the
importance of exploring differences, sub-groups, and multiple perspec-
tives and interpretations. It is clear that any conception of a mono-
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lithic Chinese student culture needs to be critically examined, and
inquiry should pursue possibilities of variation and divisions. Everett
Hughes (1961) suggested:
VTherever some group of people have a bit of common life with
a modicum of isolation from other people
,
a common corner in
society, common problems and perhaps a couple of common
enemies, there culture grows. (p. 28)^
In China, divisions of students by gender, region, dormitories, class-
rooms, departments, and informal groups are all potential foci for
investigation. Chinese authors recently began to discuss student sub-
cultures as a reality on China's campuses (Peng, Y.
,
1991; Wang, D. H. &
Yang, 1989; Yang, A. H.
,
Dong, Gong, & Mei, 1989). At the same time,
however, the influence of mass culture on modern youth (Moffatt, 1989;
Dalton, 1989) and particular socializing patterns in China (Ho, 1989)
may produce a more homogeneous student culture.
The importance of understanding both the formal and informal
aspects of students' social lives is suggested by a wide range of the
literature reviewed for this study. The application of this framework
to socialist societies is supported by the literature on students in
Eastern European countries and the Soviet Union (Avis, 1987; Pervan,
1978; Riordan, 1987; Rudman, 1967). Peer groups need to be a primary
focus, as they play an important socializing role for students, and peer
values, and directions often run counter to institutional goals.
Studies of boarding schools (Cookson & Persell, 1985; Kahane , 1988) and
other "total institutions" (Coffman, 1962) suggest that peer influence
may in fact be strengthed in institutions which attempt to exert control
over all aspects of the lives of students or inmates. This hypothesis
may be particularly relevant to the Chinese university environment
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because of the high level of control over students by university author-
ities
.
Consequently, the perspective of the university's "hidden curri-
culum" seems particularly appropriate for the study of China's insti-
t'-ibions
,
which extend their control to both formal organizations of
students and informal groups. Both the intended and unintended conse-
quences of university control and organizations need to be studied, for
as Merton (1968, p. 120) pointed out, it is the study of "latent
functions" rather than "manifest functions" which often makes a greater
contribution to knowledge about societies,
Chinese Students and the University System
In this section, I outline some of the characteristics of Chinese
students and features of the campus environment. The purpose is two-
fold: to locate this research within the body of existing literature and
to provide some orientation and background for the reader. First, the
system of higher education and types of institutions are briefly des-
cribed in order to place students in context and to provide background
for the study. This is followed by a few observations on the admissions
system and enrollment patterns. The central focus of this section is
recent literature on university students in Chinese universities,
Chinese sources reviewed include survey reports, academic articles,
popular media reports, and official statements. With the exception of
observations by journalists and visitors and a very few studies based on
interviews or field work, the literature from outside China is secondary
source material, relying on similar sorts of information from Chinese
publications
,
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Institutions of Higher Education
Several studies of Chinese universities and students during the
Republican period (1911-1949) provided historical background for this
study. A fascinating perspective on university student life during this
period is offered by Yeh (1990). Yeh identified and described four
distinct types of institutions: the state-sponsored institutions created
under the rule of the Qing dynasty (pre-1911), Western missionary
colleges which were mostly established by Americans, private Chinese
colleges, and government -sponsored regional institutions supported by
the Guomindang [Nationalist Party]
. These different types of colleges
drew different types of students who created distinct student cultures.
For example, one third of students at the elite Yenching University in
the 1920' s and 1930' s came from businessman families and the university
maintained an aristocratic image (West, 1976).
In 1949 the communist government took control of 205 institutions
of higher education, nearly one -third of which were private or mission-
ary-sponsored, and reorganized them into a centralized system, dissolv-
ing some colleges and reconstituting others (Hao & Zhu, 1987, p. 17;
Orleans, 1987, p. 186). By 1955 there were 195 institutions, of which
141 were specialized colleges, 40 were teacher's colleges, and only 14
were comprehensive universities (Chao & Yang, 1968, pp . 15-16).®
During the 1950 's the structure of Chinese higher education was greatly
influenced by the Soviet model, and much of the curriculum and organiza-
tion of knowledge was copied from the Soviets (Goldman, R. , 1971,
Orleans, 1987; Price, 1987). In the 1960 's the Soviet pattern in higher
education was maintained despite China's break with the Soviet Union
(Hayhoe, 1989).
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In 1966 the Cultural Revolution erupted, closing universities
entirely for three years. Following this hiatus, some re-structured
universities re-opened in the early 1970' s under new leadership by
"revolutionary conunittees , " and new political criteria replaced academic
examinations for entrance. During the early 1970' s enrollment remained
low by pre-Cultural Revolution standards. Curricular reforms emphasized
production and politics, while academic quality, in most cases, general-
ly suffered.
Rapid expansion characterized the post-Mao higher education system
from 1977 to 1989. Chinese institutions of higher education, numbering
598 in 1978, increased to 1,075 by 1988, including national and provin-
cial universities, technical universities, teachers' colleges, special-
ized institutes, and local and two-year colleges (Lo, 1989, p. 15).
Total full-time student enrollment in these institutions of higher
education exceeded two million by 1988, which represented a doubling in
less than ten years and a tripling since 1977 (Lo, p. 16). [See
Table 1
,
p . 36 ]
.
Despite the emphasis on expansion, the average enrollment in
China's institutions was only 1,922 students in 1988, approximately
equal to the figure for 1957 (Min, 1990, p. 43). The more prestigious
universities typically had enrollments ranging from 2,000 to over 5,000
full-time undergraduate students, but 44% of all institutions in 1985
enrolled less than 1,000. The small size of institutions was seen by
Chinese reformers as one of the major weaknesses in the educational
system (Hao & Zhu, 1987, p. 246; Min, 1990; Yang, Z. L. , Lin & Su, 1988,
p. 213).
1
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Table 1
Types of Higher Education Institutions in China (1988)
types of institutions y/ of insts F.nr*n1
Comprehensive universities 49 241,581
Science and engineering 281 732,941
Teacher training 262 490,978
Medicine and Pharmacology 119 186,253
Finance and Economics 80 113,936
Agricultural 59 115,592
Arts 30 12,477
Political Science and Law 25 28,518
Physical Education 16 13,366
Language and Literature 14 15,021
Forestry 11 18,108
Other" 129 97.092
institutions 1,075 2,065,923
Note : “"Other" includes Vocational Colleges and Minority Institutes,
which numbered 118 and 10 respectively in 1985.
From "Gaodeng jiaoyu guimo kuozhande xingshi yu banxue xiaoyi yanjiu" by
Min, W.F.
,
1990, Jiaoyu Yani iu (October), pp. 43; Higher Education in
the People's Republic of China , (p. 228) by Yang, Z. L.
,
Lin & Su, 1988,
Beijing: Beijing shifan daxue.
The rapid expansion in higher education and the reforms of the
system in the 1977-1989 period have been widely discussed (Hayhoe,
1988c, 1989a, 1991; Henze, 1984, 1989; Lewin & Xu, 1989; Lo, 1989;
Pepper, 1984, 1990; Shanghai Jiaoda, 1985; Wang, J., 1989; Yang, Z. L. ,
Lin & Su, 1988).^° Hayhoe (1991) argued that the curricular reforms
were especially important in creating the conditions which led to
increased student activism. Some of the 1985 reforms which directly
affected students were more elective courses, greater university
autonomy, more emphasis on social science fields, and a de-emphasis of
political study (Hayhoe, 1989a).
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Types of Institutions
Institutions of higher learning can be divided into several types
according to management, organization, and specialization. They also
vary to a great degree in quality and prestige, perceptions of which are
linked to job assignments given to graduates and recruitment and selec-
tion criteria. At each level of administration, certain institutions
have been designated "key-point," which means that they receive addi-
tional funds, accept the most promising students, have better general
conditions in terms of faculty and equipment, and are expected to
produce the best trained graduates.
Institutions of higher education are generally described as
forming a four- tiered pyramid with the key-point national universities
at the top. Beneath these are other nationally and provincially-run
four-year institutions, followed by locally-administered and short-term
colleges. On the lowest tier are radio and television universities,
correspondence programs, and other forms of non- formal adult tertiary
education (Liu, W.X.
,
1985) . This review and study will not consider
this fourth level, as it forms a separate system with unique charac-
terisitics (Fu, 1991; McCormick, 1986).
National universities are administered by the central government,
either directly by the Ministry of Education (which became the State
Education Commission in 1985) or by other ministries. Students are
selected nationally, and graduates are placed in jobs according to
national allocation plans. National comprehensive universities, which
combine liberal arts, social sciences and natural sciences, are rela-
tively few in number but very high in prestige. National polytechnical
institutions are considered the top schools in pure and applied
sciences. Often specialized technical institutes are run by various
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ministries of production, such as agriculture, metallurgy, and water and
electric power. Although these institutions are also national in scope,
they are narrower in academic specialization than the polytechnical
universities and tend to be seen as lower in quality and prestige.
Provincial -level institutions are administered by the education
bureau in the province or autonomous region and recruit and allocate
jobs within the province. These are the greatest in number and are
intended to be more responsive to regional needs. One of the priorities
in higher education during the 1980 's was to develop more short -cycle
f zhuanke 1 programs, bringing them into balance with four and five-year
university programs (Hayhoe, 1989a). As a result, locally-administered
institutions such as vocational colleges f zhive daxue l running short-
cycle programs (two to three years) greatly expanded in the 1980' s.^^
Because of the speed with which lower- level institutions were named
"college" or "university," minimum standards were not always met.^^
Differences in structure of the various types of institutions are
due in part to their traditions and the models which were followed.
Most technical institutions were established in the 1950 's according to
the Soviet model, teacher's colleges after the British normal school
model, and comprehensive universities after the German and American,
some of which began as missionary colleges (Hayhoe, 1989b; Orleans,
1987; Price, 1987).
Who Goes To College?: Enrollment
In 1977, the national college entrance examination system was re-
established following an eleven-year lapse during which college enroll-
ment continued to be a highly-charged political issue fueling and fueled
by the Cultural Revolution. The post-Mao reforms basically brought back
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the pre-Cultural Revolution system which had been viciously attacked
since 1966 for its perpetuation of education for a privileged elite of
urban intellectual and Party cadre families. Since 1977 candidates have
been selected for admission to colleges and universities throughout
China based on provincial and national examination scores and placed in
specific departments based on these scores, a quota system, and con-
sideration of their listed individual preferences (Englesberg, 1979;
Pepper, 1984; Unger, 1982).
Studies of the entrance and enrollment data since the restoration
of the national examination system have examined who goes to college and
how the meritocratic system has actually been implemented. Increased
stratification and a marked urban bias have resulted from educational
policies and implementation at the primary, secondary, and tertiary
levels to the extent that China's system has been described as two-
tiered (Henze, 1984; Rosen, 1985b; Shirk, 1984). Even though this type
of elitist system was a major target of rhetoric and struggles during
the Cultural Revolution, official policy since 1977 has upheld the
system as necessary for the achievement of national modernization goals
,
especially in science and technology.
Several studies have examined patterns of disparities in terms of
rural versus urban population, geographic and economic regions, ethnic
minority and female representation (Davis, 1989; Dilger, 1984; Hawkins,
1983; Kwong &Xiao, 1989; Lamontagne , 1989; Lo, L.N. , 1989) The enroll-
ment rate for women rose during the 1980' s, and in Beijing universities
gender parity was virtually reached in 1985 (Lu, J., 1987).^^
Although about 80% of China's population is classified as rural
and national policy is officially promotes the interests of farming and
working class people, higher education mostly serves the urban minority.
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Although reliable data has not been published, composition of student
bodies at various levels and types of institutions vary to a great
extent. Students from rural families seem to be in greater numbers in
agricultural colleges and in departments placing graduates in rural
>
whereas students enrolled in the most prestigious universities
disproportionately come from urban intellectual and cadre families.
University Students in China
In this section, I review literature specifically related to
university students in China. Following a brief glimpse of the histori-
cal background, I discuss variation among students, value shifts,
informal relations, and student romance.
Historical Background
College students have always been a very small elite relative to
the population. Before 1949 most students were men in their early
twenties from wealthy urban families (Israel, 1966). Public colleges
were considerably less expensive and attracted students from less
wealthy backgrounds
.
Yeh (1990) described a diversity of styles and patterns of life
among students in the 1920' s and 1930 's at the various types of institu-
tions. One of the most striking differences was between the Western-
suited, English-speaking students attending missionary and some private
colleges, and those in Chinese gowns or Party uniforms at the public
institutions where Chinese was the medium. Although there was no
national student culture, Yeh described a widespread feeling of pessi-
mism, alienation, and "inability to believe" among students in the
1930's (p. 253).
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Wasserstrora and Liu (1989) described how students in Shanghai
during the period from 1919 to 1949 were bound together with native-
[ Pongxiang] ties, student associations, and "dozens of types of
links" (p. 16) which enabled them to readily mobilize for collective
action. They also noted the "all-encompassing nature of the
social world of the university," where "students
. . . not only studied
together but also lived and ate together" (p. 19).
The organization of university students in contemporary China was
in large part created under the control of the Communist Party beginning
in 1949. There seem to be many continuities between the way that
students were organized in the 1950' s and the 1980' s. As a student at
Beijing University in 1949 immediately following the establishment of
the Communist government, Maria Yen (1978) found that new student
organizations bore no resemblance to the pre-revolutionary clubs and
student unions. In the dormitories students were organized into living
circles of five to ten students, floor groups, dormitory union, and
finally the all-dormitory council. Class organization within each
department had a similar structure of small mutual-aid circles, and
classes had officers and representatives on the departmental council.
In addition, students were organized into additional circles and groups
in political study class. Counting all these "interlocking circles"
(p. 157), Yen estimated that each student belonged to at least thirteen
groups (p. 127). Student life in the first years of the Communist rule
was highly regimented and subject to strong Youth League and Party
ideological pressures especially during self-criticism sessions within
the various groups.
Rene Goldman (1971), who studied at Beijing University from 1953
to 1958, contributed one of the only outsiders' perspectives based on
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in-depth observation. The major theme raised by Goldman was the tension
between students and the system of party control and indoctrination.
Other accounts of university students in the 1950 's rely mostly on
official Chinese press reports, particularly criticisms of the educa-
tional system which were publicized during the "hundred flowers" cam-
paign of 1957 (Chao & Yang, 1968; Goodstadt, 1965; MacFarquhar, 1971).
In 1966 when the Cultural Revolution broke out, universities were
the first sites of struggle, and competing Red Guard groups fought each
other and attacked struggle targets
,
especially on middle school and
university campuses. The dynamics of student groups, and especially the
activists, in this period have been the subject of many studies (Chan,
1985; Shirk, 1982; Thurston, 1987; Unger, 1982). These studies, all of
which relied on interviews with refugees often several years following
the events under investigation, showed how serious divisions among
students could lie dormant beneath official structure and control until
catalyzing events resulted in an outbreak of conflict.
Several studies of education in China since the Cultural Revolu-
tion [CR] period have primarily dealt with government policy and
national patterns of enrollment and job allocation but have not dis-
cussed university students in any detail (Cleverley, 1985; Hawkins,
1983; Hayhoe, 1984, 1989; Pepper, 1984). Studies of students, based
largely on interviews with refugees, have focused on high school student
activists during the CR. Chan (1985) analyzed personality types of
activists and described the political socialization process of adoles-
cents. Shirk (1982) looked at competing strategies for success of
activist and non-activist youth during the pre-CR period. More recent-
ly, Schoenhals (1991, 1992) studied student- teacher relations in a
Chinese middle school.
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Separate studies of Chinese youth (Hooper, 1985) and intellectuals
(Goldman, M.
, 1981) included some treatment of college students; indeed
student culture can be seen as one subculture within the larger youth
culture, and Chinese students are considered "pre- intellectuals . " Yet
in China, since the university is a small society wherein students have
a distinct cultural identity, students as a group merit separate study.
With the exception of a recent work on university students by
Ch®^^irigton (1991)
,
accounts in English of Chinese students since the
Cultural Revolution are largely anecdotal or impressionistic (Barlow &
Lowe, 1987; Boone, 1988; Holm, 1990; Jochnowitz, 1986; Rosemont, 1985).
Cherrington dwelled mostly on the political aspects of campus life,
relying heavily on press reports for data. The many recent analyses and
descriptions of the 1989 protest movement concentrated on the immediate
events and political background, but did not make significant contribu-
tions to a comprehensive understanding of college students (Barme &
Jaivin, 1992; Cheng, 1990; Duke, 1990; Feigon, 1990; Firestein, 1990;
Kwan, 1990; Saich, 1990; Simmie & Nixon, 1989; Unger, 1991; Yu &
Harrison, 1990) . Two autobiographies written in English by student
leaders who left China after the June fourth crackdown provide some
fascinating insights on students' lives and backgrounds (Li, L.
,
1990;
Shen, with Yen, 1990).^^
Variations Among Students and Campuses
The literature suggests that there may be important differences in
the university cultures of various t3?pes of institutions of higher
learning. Traditions, student background, institutional organization
and student experiences may vary widely. Hayhoe (1989) compared six
types of institutions and the dominant ethos of each. No such study has
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been conducted of student cultures in various types of universities, but
vignettes and observations suggest considerable variation ("Benkan,"
1991). Paine (1985) studied a teachers' college, where students
destined to teach shared a strong disdain for the teaching profession.
Descriptions by Paine and others suggest that teachers' colleges share
certain distinctive characteristics (Ford, 1988; Forward, 1991; Guojia
jiaowei, 1990; Lo, B.L., 1984). Recent reforms of higher education also
have created more diversity in structure, curricula, and financing of
institutions, and as a result, a new overall ethos may be developing in
addition to the individual variants (Hayhoe, 1989a; Lewin & Xu, 1989).
Changing Values of Students
In recent years, Chinese social science and educational organiza-
tions, concerned with the disaffection of young people, conducted
extensive surveys of student attitudes, especially related to political
orthodoxy and deviation. These studies and related interviews suggest
that middle school and university students were responding less to the
Communist Party's political socialization efforts, and more to a variety
of other influences (Rosen, 1985a, 1989a, 1989b). These surveys are
indicators of change and dissatisfaction, and their results offer some
directions for further research (Yang, D.
,
1987).^^
Several surveys of middle school students focusing on their
ideals, motivations, aspirations, and interests were reported in the
1980s. Among the results were a dislike for political education and low
interest in the occupations of teaching, agriculture, and self-employ-
ment, but a high interest in studying mathematics and the occupations of
engineering and science (Han, Xiao, & Wei, 1984; Lan & Zhang, 1983, Luo
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& Shen, 1984; Rosen, 1988b; Tong. Zhao, & Yang, 1984; Wang. H.
.
Li. &
Liu, 1984).
An analysis of university candidates' preferences for college and
field of study also revealed a wide gap between the officially sanc-
bioned ideal and the student thought and behavior. Among applicants
from Beijing, only a small portion applied to institutions outside of
the capital or to institutions that tended to allocate jobs away from
Beijing. Few students applied in those critical fields in which grad-
uates would be sent away from Beijing and other large urban areas. In
general, the study found that some students "harbored calculating,
opportunistic mentality in making their decisions" (Zhang, J., 1987,
p. 17).
Surveys of college students revealed a decline in loyalty and
commitment to the Communist Party and communist ideals, commonly
referred to with the phrase "crisis of faith" (Yang, D.
,
1987; Henze,
1989) . Students expressed patriotic and individualistic values over
socialist values and many were critical of Party- supported models and
goals (Investigation, 1990). Negative attitudes toward political study
courses, political cadre, and instructors were particularly striking
(Rosen, 1985a, 1989a, 1989b; Zhao et al
. ,
1985). Interest in studying
about capitalism and religion was greater than that shown for Marxism;
Mao's thought was unpopular and was seen by many as irrelevant (Song,
D.
,
1987). Student attitudes toward membership in the Communist Party
showed widespread disinterest or cynicism (Xiao, G. & Li , 1987). Even
those promoters of ideological orthodoxy, the political instructors and
cousellors, were found to be frustrated and unhappy with their work
(Li, Z.
,
1989a)
.
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A common criticism of the reliance on interviews and question-
naires as methods for probing attitudes and values is the problematic
relationship between expressed belief of an individual and his or her
actions. Participation in an activity such as a demonstration may be
more telling than a paper- and-pencil questionnaire. Demonstrations also
have indicated the types of frustrations and problems which students
experienced. Most demonstrations between 1984 and the spring of 1989
focused on campus grievances, the most common complaints being food
quality and cost, tuition, safety, and campus regulations (Cherrington,
1991, pp. 73-93; Hayhoe
,
1989a; Kwong, 1988; Levy, 1987; Moody, 1988;
Munro, 1988; Rosen, 1988a; "University rumpus," 1986; Yeh, M.D., 1986,
1988) . A high level of dissatisfaction and alienation also was
suggested by the frequency of demonstrations despite the relatively
restrictive atmosphere (Schell, 1988). In the first half of 1988, for
example, over 1,000 applications for street demonstrations were made,
mostly by students, but very few permits were granted (Rosen, 1989c).
Although the demonstrations of December 1986 raised the call for
democracy and freedom ("Demonstrations," 1986; Kwong, 1988), it was not
until 1989 that national issues of Party corruption and democratic
freedom became major student rallying cries. Various factors, some
student- related and some of national and international scope, have been
suggested for this development (Calhoun, 1989a, 1990b; Cherrington,
1991; Francis, 1989; VThyte, 1990).
The increasing incidence of college and graduate school drop-
outs, student boredom, cheating, concern for money and consumption, and
excessive individualism were some of the salient issues reported in the
Chinese press and academic publications (Li, B. , 1989, Li, X. , 1990,
Liu, X. H.
,
Cheng, Wang, & Wang, 1991; Liu, X. P., 1991; Lo, L. N.,
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1989; State Statistical Bureau. 1989; Sun & Lin, 1989). The declining
political loyalty of students, problems with recruitment of university
students into the Communist Party, and ineffectiveness of political
education also received great attention (Hooper, 1985; Li, J. G., Li &
Wang, 1985; Li, Y.
,
1987; Li, Z.
,
1989a. 1989b; Rosen. 1989a, 1990a.
1991) .
The failure of role -model emulation was discussed as another
example of the breakdown in political socialization of students.^
Students openly ridiculed official models (Rosen, 1983, 1985a) and
failed to identify current Chinese leaders and socialist models as
objects of admiration (Rosen, 1989c, 1992). ^ One author argued that
the failure of official models resulted from the way they were made into
"supreme moral beings" and became a "yoke on people's minds" (Jingwa,
1990, pp. 56-57). Instead, popular singers and international stars
replaced these as the heroes for many students; the values they repre-
sented became an important facet of student subculture (Li, S., 1990;
Liu, Q.
,
1990)
.
Popular culture provides additional insights into the world of
college students. Recently students' graffiti, a source previously
unnoticed, has received some attention (Han, F.
,
1990; Li, S., 1990;
Liu, J., 1990; "Students carve," 1992). "Desk literature," "toilet
literature," and notices posted in dormitories and elsewhere on campus
have been used to illustrate the "emergence of 'dormitory culture'"
(Li, S., pp. 93, 106, 110-12; see also "Students up," 1992). Although
some cited "desk literature" as an expression of student culture,
critics saw it as evidence that, "students show a lack of basic civil-
ized behavior and moral values." (Yang, J., Li, et al., 1990, p. 12).
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Popular music on campuses also has been used to show the values and
attitudes of students (Barme, 1990; Dong, W. L.
, 1989; Li, G 1989‘
Liu, Q., 1989; Shen, 1990; "Xiaoyuan gequ," 1989). Of course, this
music was not limited to students, and was more a reflection of a shared
youth culture.^
Peer Groups. Friendship Ties, and Informal Relations
The role of friendship bonds and small groups has largely been
ignored in the discourse which assumes a dichotomy of the individualism
of youth and the collective ideal (Liu, X. P., 1991, p. 89). The
literature on student peer groups and friendships in very sparse, but
several sources and my own experience suggest that this is a very
important area for inquiry.
Whyte's (1974) study of formal small groups f xiaozu l in China
during the 1960 's identified two uses of the group - enforcing control
through regimentation and generating mass enthusiasm and attitude
change. These were attempted by means of xiaozu political ritual which
combined "vigorous peer pressure with tight hierarchical control"
(p. 55). Although student organization at middle school and university
levels was found to be much the same, universities had a stricter
political atmosphere. In both, classes were organized into small
groups, and each class elected officers; dormitories were organized into
small groups of seven by room; and ultimately the small groups were
under the larger organizations, the student association and the party-
controlled Youth League. Counting xiaozu heads, one informant estimated
that nearly half of the students in his technical middle school held at
least one office (p. 108).
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Hsu (1983) suggested that the Chinese cultural emphasis on close
connection with kin discouraged the type of informal peer group forma-
tion that typified American colleges. Similarly, individuals tended to
create pseudo-kinship ties with peers, especially with those from their
native place, rather than join voluntary associations. In fact, Whyte
(1974) found that friendships tended to develop among students from the
same local area despite efforts of authorities to criticize localism.
Studies of socialization of children in China have suggested that
because child- care and educational institutions supplanted the family as
primary agents of socialization while both parents were working, peer
influence grew stronger than under more traditional socialization
patterns (Ho, 1989). Nevertheless, others have stressed the perpetua-
tion or resurgence of traditional particularistic ties and reciprocal
exchange [ guanxi 1 based on shared background, such as kinship, native
place, or schoolmate connections (Barlow & Lowe, 1987, p. 104; Bond &
Hwang, 1986; Gold, 1985; King, 1991; Lewis, 1986; Pye , 1988, pp. 86-87;
Yang, M. M.
,
1989). These informal connections and networks have long
been pervasive in Chinese society, but researchers have only begun to
treat them as subjects for study.
Several studies found that small groups of friends provided
"havens" from the pressures and tensions of political movements
(Bennett, 1977; Shirk, 1982; Whyte & Parrish, 1984, pp. 347-349). Peer
groups also formed among those labeled together in class categories
during the Cultural Revolution, but in the context of frequent betray-
als, some chose isolation from the group out of distrust (Raddock,
1977) . There is only partial evidence of the influence of such peer
relations. One study suggested that the ability of college peer groups
in Taiwan to influence students' beliefs and attitudes was related
to
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non-heirarchical relationship, freedom from government control, and
shared experience of modernizing values away from parental authority
(Rosenberg, 1970). In a series of case studies of Chinese students and
professionals. Lew (1989) found that both peers and teachers were strong
influences in middle school and college for personality development.
Extra-curricular organizations such as clubs and the less
-formal
discussion "salons" became common on campuses in the late 1980s. Salons
were not under the control of university officials and were the one type
of group that has been linked to demonstrations by both the Chinese
government and observers (Chong, 1990; Rosen, 1988a). Observers of the
1989 student movement identified friendship bonds and small group
association as important elements of student life and organizational
strategy (Calhoun, 1989a; Francis, 1989).
Gender and Romance
Gender issues and relationships between men and women are two
related themes that are salient for students but mostly unexplored in
the literature. Problems for educated women in seeking marriage and
employment have been publicized in recent years. One survey found that
only 28% of college men preferred to marry college women (Cleverley,
1985, p. 267). Although female admission rates rose in the early
1980' s, problems of job placement became critical (Tang, X. & Ji, 1990;
Yang, X., 1987; Zhu, H. , 1988).
Little has been written in the areas of gender differences and
male -female relations among college students and Chinese youth in
general . One survey of college students found that fear of success was
much stronger for women, but that both men and women listed successful
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career and good friendships or happy marriage as first and second order
personal goals (Wang & Creedon, 1989).
Love and courtship, once taboo topics, became popular topics in
the Chinese press after 1978 (Hershatter, 1984; Honig & Hershatter,
1988)
. Sanctions on student love affairs were quite strict until the
early 1980' s, and sexual relations were seen as grounds for expulsion
(Hooper, 1985). Following the relaxation of regulations, surveys and
reports indicated that pairing of couples had become quite common on
campuses and that students overwhelmingly opposed the idea of restric-
tions on "love and romance while in school" ("Investigation," 1990; Zou,
1988)
.
Since the mid-1980's, Chinese magazines, journals, and books have
discussed love and sex among college students more openly (Chen, M. H.
,
1991; Dong, X. Q. & Wu, 1988; Feng & Li, 1991; Gao, Y. F.
,
1987; Li, C.
& Ma, 1987; Liu, X. P.
,
1991; Ma, 1987; Tao, 1989; Wei, 1989; Yang,
X. S., 1987; Yuan, 1989). Li Shaojun (1990) considered love and career
to be the two most important concerns of students. He maintained that,
"love affairs often occupy the major part of the lives of the majority
of students" (p. 104) and were "probably the most ubiquitous thing on a
university campus" (p. 95). Certainly, relations between the sexes must
be considered an important aspect of student culture in China in the
1980 's and 1990' s.
Conclusion
In this section I have discussed various kinds of studies
,
approaches, and suggestions relevant to Chinese university students.
This is an important topic, but one which has not been studied system-
atically or thoroughly. Published surveys and studies by Chinese
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researchers provide many suggestions and implications for further
research, but have mostly been instruments for policy making and
political control and are flawed in many aspects. They indicate wide-
spread alienation from the Communist Party and socialist values. More
troubling for the officials is the tendency for attachment to values and
attitudes seen as dissonant by the political leadership. These findings
are echoed in visitors' reports, Chinese media reports, and popular
culture
.
In comparison with the many studies of American college students,
is known about Chinese students and their campus environments.
Even speculative and anecdotal treatments of Chinese students are
extremely sparse. There is little discussion in the literature regard-
ing types of students and their differing perspectives. In Chinese
sources the clustering of students in the same group for both studies
and residence is taken for granted. Likewise, the role of formal
student organizations, dormitory units, and classroom groups have
received little attention. Peer groups, friendships, and male-female
relations have only recently been discussed in some Chinese sources and
merit further study. This inquiry aims to provide an understanding of
the organization of campus life from students' perspectives and attempts
to address some of the aspects of student life which have been taken for
granted in previous studies.
Notes to Chapter 2
1. A more detailed review of this literature is available from the
author on request (Englesberg, 1990b). This chapter contains parts of
the earlier review,
2. I deal more with other definitions and discussions of academic
culture and student culture in the paper cited in note 1.
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3. Other orientations which were suggested, but not necessarily incor-
porated into typologies, should also be mentioned. Katz (1966), Bushnell
(1960), and others described students' "privatist orientation"
’ as
putting a high priority on one s career and future family and having
much less involvement with national or international affairs. The
passivity of students described by Katz (1966) seems to be related to
the "undirected" and "uncommitted" ends of Warren's dimensions and
Katchadourian and Boli's "unconnected" orientation.
4. Since constructed typologies depend on induction and labels developed
by the analyst, Patton (1980) suggested that the types be presented back
to the subjects as a member check and argued that logical analysis has
the danger of forcing data into categories and manipulating data to
conform to a matrix (pp. 306-316).
5. Alternative perspectives and negative cases were also examined, and a
few cases of students who did not conform to the GPA perspective at all.
Becker and his colleagues concluded that the evidence was stronger for
professional and liberal arts orientations as additional perspectives
rather than as alternative prespectives (Becker et al
.
,
pp. 124-129).
6. Horowitz (1987) suggested that possible oversight of other types of
students and perspectives might have resulted from the way in which the
research was conducted. "Hostile camps" of non- conforming and rebellious
students, those who cheated, and members of the "button-down culture" of
the well-rounded student were probably not open to the observation of
the researchers (p. 192).
7. I was introduced to this quote initially as cited by Gerholm (1990,
p. 269).
8. Enrollment increased rapidly from 117,000 in 1949 to 289,000 by 1955.
After a peak of 965,000 in 1960, enrollment dropped steadily in the
early 1960's to 679,000 in 1965. In 1970 when universities began to re-
open, only 47,800 students were enrolled (Chao 6c Yang, 1968, p. 15; Hao,
K. M. 6c Zhu, 1987, pp. 11, 46).
9. In 1985, of the country's 1,016 colleges and universities, 449
institutions enrolled under 1,000, 59 enrolled over 5,000 students, and
the average enrollment was 1,676 (Hao, K. M. 6c Zhu, 1987, p. 246; Yang,
Z. L.
,
Lin 6c Su, 1988, p. 213). In 1989, another source reported that
over half of the institutions enrolled fewer than 1,000 ("Where lies,"
1990, p. 18).
10. See also the entire issue of Chinese Education. 18(4) [Winter 1985-
86] for a series of translated articles on higher education reform.
11. Students admitted to short-cycle programs accounted for only
4.5X
of total enrolment in 1965, 23% of total admissions in 1980, and
49% by
1985. Short-cycle programs were offered in the 140 new vocational
universities administered by cities added between 1980 and 1985, with
further expansion planned (Hayhoe, 1989, pp. 42-43). A series of
articles on vocational colleges was translated in the Spring
1991 issue
of Chinese Education, edited by Dai and Hayhoe (1991).
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12.
In 1989, 200 institutions were given three years to upgrade their
notes!""*l989?
E'lu'^atlonal Coomlsslon ("Cultural13.
Female enrollment increased from 23.6% in 1980 to 31.5% in 1985 (LuJ., 1987). Women in graduate studies rose from 16% in 1984 to 19% in1985("Eighty-seven million," 1990). However, colleges reported
difficulties in placing female graduates in jobs as the majority ofinstitutions and government bureaus wanted only males (Yang, X.
,
1987)
I have reviewed inequalities in education in a separate paper
(Englesberg, 1990a).
14.
These autobiographies should be analyzed with some caution because
of the special circumstances of the subjects and the joint authorship
with American collaborators.
15. Although surveys are an important source of evidence about value
change among students, weaknesses in data collection, analysis, and
interpretation must be considered. Data collection problems include
veracity of respondents, sampling, political bias. Problems of analysis
stem from both technical flaws and political motivations leading to
over- generalization, over-aggregation of data, and failure to analyze
data by social characteristics of respondents. The lack of comparable
data before 1979 is a limitation on the interpretation of results (Rosen
6t Chu, 1987; Rosen, 1989b). Because published surveys have been
employed mostly to determine the political and ideological orientation
and steer political education of students, there are many aspects of
student life which surveys have not touched upon (Rosen, 1989c).
16. The use of models for emulation has traditional Confucian roots.
Burch (1979) discussed emulation of models as a strategy for compliance
and conformity, the "Chinese style of getting people to do what is
wanted by indirect, participatory means" (p. 136). In order to reach
contemporary youth, Geng and Zhu (1987) discussed the need to select
appropriate ethical models for the times and to improve publicity about
models. In the aftermath of the 1989 demonstrations, however, the
1960 's Lei Feng model was revived in a new "Lei Feng spirit" campaign
(Chang & Shi, 1965; Jiang, Y.H.
,
1990; Rosen, 1992).
17. One effort of Chinese educators to analyze the response of young
people to models found that only 3% of college students surveyed
identified "listen to the Communist Party and become successors to the
revolution" as a quality which a college student should possess, and
that only 25% of "young people" surveyed in Shanghai chose "have
Communist ideals" as part of their own ideal image (Geng & Zhu, 1987).
With official socialist models ridiculed by the young, the party
promoted politically-concerned scientists such as Marie Curie and Albert
Einstein as models for students in the early 1980's (Shirk, 1984).
18. In another paper (Englesberg, 1990d) I discuss student graffiti and
popular music in some detail in relation to students' search for self-
expression and identity.
19 . The importance of guanx
i
networks was brought to my attention by
Professor Tu Wei-ming.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
From Problem to Procpsc;
The problem is how to gain an understanding of the organization of
student life in Chinese universities. How can the formal organizations
and informal groups and networks of these university students best be
studied by an outsider?
It appears quite straightforward, if not obvious, that to under-
stand college student culture, to learn how students' lives are or-
ganized and how they relate to one another, one should start with the
students. One might read what they have written, listen to what they
say to one another, watch while following them around, live with them,
and ask them about their lives. Perhaps one might also want to look at
what others, such as teachers, administrators, and researchers, have
observed about students.
It seems to be a very simple idea, but for some reason, few
researchers have utilized this type of inquiry process even though most
of them work in very close proximity to large numbers of college
students. As Michael Moffatt (1989) noted in his study of students in a
university in the United States, no other American anthropologist had
studied "these most local of natives" (p. 20) through intensive
participant observation. In China, however, outside researchers have
found it difficult or impossible to conduct participant observation and
to interview citizens freely.
The methodological challenge was to adapt approaches utilized on
American campuses by Moffatt, Becker, and others to the context of China
in 1990. In creating the research design, I relied on suggestions
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derived from the literature, the advice of other scholars, a pilot
project, and my own prior experiences as a instructor at several Chinese
campuses
.
Research Assumptions
This study is predicated on several assumptions about understand-
ing the student experience. The first of these is that both informal
and formal aspects of student organization are important; the second,
that both the non-academic, out-of-classroom experiences of students and
the academic experiences must be studied in order to understand what it
is to be a student (Bolton & Kammeyer
,
1967). A third assumption is
that the perspective of students themselves is a necessary core for
understanding student behavior. The object, therefore is "knowing
college life as students see it," which includes, "what [students] do,
how they feel about it, what they think they are doing, and why"
(Becker, Geer, & Hughes, 1968, p. 2). Their behavior can be best
understood in this way, for, "If we do not see it as they do ... we
will not be able to understand what they do " (Becker et al . , p. 2)
[emphasis added].
The Research Process
The primary purpose of this study is to gain an understanding of
how the lives of university students are organized from the perspective
of the students themselves. I concentrate on the student point of view
for two reasons. First, I make the assumption that the student perspec-
tive is valid and highly important. Their viewpoint is important
not
only because of their knowledge about the university and
their own
experience, but also because of their influential role in
society.
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too often remain
Secondly, I recognize that the voices of students
unheard or muffled by the voices of authorities or officialdom. Thus,
the basic research direction is to gather representative and authentic
perspectives of Chinese university students.
In the context of the suppression of the 1989 student protest
movement, conducting field work in China became problematic. The
Chinese government imposed severe restrictions on both domestic and
foreign social science research. In the subdued atmosphere that pre-
vailed on university campuses throughout China in the wake of the
crackdown, that problem was magnified. Students, faculty, and adminis-
trators were all under intense scrutiny and needed to be extremely
cautious about to whom they spoke and what they might say.
Whereas the accessibility of Chinese universities and the politi-
cal atmosphere presented serious obstacles to field research, other
sources of relevant data, which were more readily available, could
provide compensation. Approximately 40,000 students and scholars from
the People's Republic of China, almost all graduates of Chinese univer-
sities, were studying in the United States in 1990 (Strevy, 1990).
Following the events of 1989, Chinese students in the United States were
willing to speak quite candidly about their experiences and views.
Another source of data is the large body of published reports and
surveys related to college students in the Chinese press, academic
journals, and youth magazines. Especially before June 1989, these
sources included a variety of perspectives. Articles by university
students themselves were particularly revealing.
Since 1949, studies of contemporary Chinese society have, of
necessity, employed a variety of research methods to overcome the
obstacles presented by a relatively closed society. Limitations such as
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access to documents, entry to institutions, and cooperation of infor-
mants without fear of reprisals have led researchers to rely primarily
on such sources as the official press, interviews with refugees, and
officially-sanctioned documents and chaperoned visits. The opening of
Chinese society which followed the death of Mao Zedong in 1976 provided
more opportunities for researchers to collect data in the field and to
obtain access to relevant documents, but substantial limitations still
exist. The design of the present study combines several methods in
order to take advantage of the degree of openness to direct inquiry
which exists, while relying on other means to compensate for the overt
and tacit restrictions.
In order to gain a deeper understanding and ensure reliability,
this study combines several methods of data collection. The three major
aspects of the design are field work, case studies interviews, and
review of docximents , For the field work, participant observation and
informal interviews are employed as the primary methods; for the case
studies, semi -structured interviews with informants are utilized. The
design includes two types of triangulation, multiple sources and
multiple methods, in order to ensure validity (Denzin, 1970; Lincoln &
Cuba, 1985; Merriam, 1988; Patton, 1980).
Overview of Design and Methods
The research was carried out in several phases. First, I
conducted a preliminary review of the literature on student culture and
Chinese higher education to identify possible themes and hypotheses for
the research. Next, I carried out a pilot study in 1989-1990 at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst to develop an inquiry process and
to explore interviewing strategies. Beginning in November 1989, I held
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discussions with several Chinese students about campus life and student
culture to explore questions for interviews. From January to May 1990,
I interviewed seven former college students from China using a semi-
structured format. The literature review and pilot study generated
themes for further inquiry, some of which were selected for the present
study. The interview process also helped to determine questioning
strategies and topics which would be most effective in elaborating these
themes (Englesberg, 1990c).
In the second phase, I conducted field work on three campuses in
China from September 1990 through January 1991. Participant observa-
tion, which included informal interviews and the collecting of docu-
ments, and archival research were the primary methods used to gather
data in China.
During the third phase, from March to August 1991, I conducted
semi -structured interviews with nineteen graduates of Chinese univer-
sities while I was in residence at the East-West Center in Hawaii. At
the same time, I gathered additional published sources, analyzed these
documents and those collected during field work, and analyzed data
obtained during the field work in China.
In the final phase, from September 1991 to January 1992, I
completed the partial transcription and analysis of the taped case study
interviews. At the same time, an overall analysis was made by placing
data obtained during each phase into separate thematic categories.
The present study is a result of the findings obtained during the
field work, case study interviews, and document review. The following
sections describe the methods employed in each of these phases in
greater detail.
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Phase One: Literature Review and Pilot Study
The review of literature pertaining to student cultures, and more
specifically, to Chinese universities and education policy, was a
necessary beginning of this inquiry. A detailed discussion of the
literature is included in Chapter two. The review suggested several
possible directions for research on the topic of Chinese university
student culture. The pilot study, conducted in early 1990, was under-
taken to determine which of these directions might prove to yield useful
results. Furthermore, a preliminary interview design was tested in the
field to aid in the development of interviewing strategies and tech-
niques
.
Phase Two: Field work
I conducted field work on three campuses in a large urban area in
northwestern China from September 1990 through January 1991. The
primary method of inquiry was participant observation. I utilized the
libraries and collections of several institutions for carrying out
archival research of sources on Chinese students and educational
policies
.
Participant Observation: The Method
Participant observation was chosen as the research strategy for
the field work phase of this study. This strategy combines direct
participation and observation with document analysis, interviewing, and
introspection (Denzin, 1970, p. 186). The design is relatively unstruc-
tured in order to allow for an inductive method of analysis in which
emerging hypotheses are tested and continuously revised.
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Because the participant observer makes "a commitment to adopt the
perspective of those studied by sharing in their day-to-day experiences"
(Denzin, 1970, p. 185), this strategy is uniquely suited to the orienta-
tion of the inquiry. The researcher "shares as intimately as possible
in the life and activities" (p. 187) of the people, usually learns their
language and customs, and must "carve out a role" (p, 188). Observation
provides the means for gaining a deeper understanding of the context of
student life by gathering impressions and information which students
themselves might not offer. Patton (1980) asserted that direct
observation allows researchers and evaluators to:
1. better understand the context of the activity;
2. be inductive in approach;
3. see the taken- for- granted routines that participants
would not report;
4. learn about sensitive areas that interviewees might
avoid;
5 . have their own perceptions and move beyond the
perceptions of others;
6. form impressions which can aid the analysis, (pp. 124-126)
Participant observation has been utilized by several researchers
as a valuable method of inquiry into student culture. Settings and
schedules have varied considerably with examples including an intensive
three-month study of a college fraternity (Leemon, 1972); an occasional
schedule over a ten-year period in college dormitories (Moffatt, 1989);
campus studies by research teams (Becker, Geer, Hughes, & Strauss, 1961;
Becker, Geer, & Hughes, 1968); a study of a small group of working class
"lads" from a high school (Willis, 1981); and a study of classrooms at a
Catholic high school (McLaren, 1986).
Participant Observation in China
Participant observation has not been practiced extensively in
contemporary China because of government restrictions. Fairly rigid
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protocols often have hampered efforts of researchers to get behind the
official line and make more informal observations. There is some
precedent, however, for the type of participant observation utilized in
this study. A study of a Chinese hospital by Henderson and Cohen (1984)
was based on a five -month period of participant observation and infor-
mant interviewing at one Chinese institution. The researchers found not
only that qualitative research was well-suited to the situation, but
also that participant observation allowed the freedom of fluidity of
questions and analysis.
It was not possible to go to China armed with a defined
topic and all contingencies calculated in advance. The
final thesis is a result of our immersion in the setting and
our impression of its most salient characteristics.
(Henderson & Cohen, 1984, p. 168)
While they were not conducting a highly structured inquiry, Barlow
and Lowe (1987) reported many insights about Chinese university stu-
dents, faculty, the institution, and cultural issues based on their
experiences teaching English at a Shanghai university.
The Three -campus Study
I initially engaged in participant observation for a five -month
period at an institution of higher education while employed as an
instructor there. This institution, which can be classified as a
technical institute or engineering college, is described in detail in
Appendix A. In order to maintain the confidentiality of informants, it
is identified with the pseudonym "Technical Institute," or abbreviated
as "TI" in this study.
As I lived on the campus in staff housing, I had convenient access
to student dormitories, classrooms, and dining facilities. As an
instructor, I taught approximately 300 second-year students in ten
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®l^ss®s and held a seminar for a group of seven teachers of
English. Outside of class I met with students and teachers and attended
school functions during the semester. I participated in a variety of
stud®nt activities such as dances, student society meetings, and meals,
but most importantly, I "hung out" with students in their dormitory
rooms. As a foreign teacher, I was unable to participate in many
aspects of student life; however, by combining participation, observa-
tion, and discussions with informants, I was able to gain a deep under-
standing of students' lives.
Unlike outside researchers or journalists, instructors can meet
with students and engage in activities without special permission,
registration, or any official arrangements; I found this freedom of
access to be very important for this study. Because of the sensitivity
toward student activism and attitudes in the post-1989 movement period,
it was necessary to rely on my role as an instructor and to maintain an
informal role as observer.
In addition to participant observation at the institution, where I
worked and lived, 1 made frequent visits to two nearby universities
where 1 also engaged in informal discussions with students, faculty, and
administrators. These two institutions, "Comprehensive University" and
"Teachers' University," were chosen because they represented two major
types of universities with different characteristics from the engineer-
ing college where I was teaching. Together, these three types of
universities account for more than half of Chinese institutes of higher
education [see Table 1, p. 36]. Some characteristics of these institu-
tions are presented in Table 2 [p. 64], and a detailed description of
these institutions is presented in Appendix A.
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The Process
I gained access to these universities and met faculty and students there
through personal Introductions by American and Chinese friends and
acquaintances. Observation sites included libraries, dining halls,
dormitories, classrooms, athletic fields, and off-campus restaurants and
shops
.
Table 2
Institutions Included in Field Work (1990)
Enrollment (approx.
)
academic
undergrad. grad. departments
Technical Institute 2,200“ a 6
Teachers' University 6,000 500 15
Comprehensive University 5,500 400 14
Note ; “Enrollment figure for Technical Institute includes regular under-
graduates, short-term students, and a small number of graduate students.
Most meetings with students and other informants at these three
institutions were informal and in small groups. I often met with
students in their dormitory rooms where as many as eight students
sometimes would be gathered. Individual meetings were less frequent.
Tape recordings were not made because of the informal nature of these
interviews and students' fear of taped conversations being used against
them (Thurston, 1987). I recorded field notes as soon after the conver-
sations as possible and occasionally jotted notes during the interviews
and observations. Conversations were conducted in both Chinese and
English, depending on the competencies and wishes of the participants.
Notes were recorded mostly in English.
Informal interviews with informants typically focused on their own
experiences and roles. I asked open-ended questions and encouraged them
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to discuss their class, extra-curricular activities, peer relationships,
and organizational affiliations. Some of the typical questions which
guided discussions and informal interviews are listed below:
1. What are your major out-of -class activities?
2 . What do you do on Saturday nights and Sundays?
3. What did you do last night?
4. What is your class like? Your classmates?
5. What groups or organizations do you take part in?
6. What are these groups like?
7. What do you think about the Student Association?
8. What do you think about the Communist Youth League?
9. Whom do you admire or respect?
10.
What is your favorite book? song? movie? novel? Why?
Where possible I followed the concept of purposive sampling, in
which the researcher seeks maximum variations (Lincoln & Cuba, 1985).
Included in the informant sample were members of official organizations
and non-members, humanities [ wenke l and science [ like 1 majors, leaders
and rank-and-file. Although most were members of the majority Han
ethnic group, several were members of ethnic minorities.
In the course of field work, documents were collected at the three
institutions. These include college and student newspapers, newsletters
and reports, and a student handbook. Other sources of data include
tapes and lyrics of songs popular among college students and students'
unpublished writing.
Limitations
The process of participant observation was subject to some limita-
tions. Of my dual roles of instructor and observer, only the former was
recognized by the officials of the institution. Because of this, I did
not request official documents directly from the school authorities or
request official meetings or interviews. I neither employed survey
questionnaires nor collected data from large samples of the student
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population. The lack of private office space and explicit permission to
conduct formal Interviews also Imposed some limitations on meetings with
informants
.
Many documents which might have been useful for this study could
not be obtained because of the university policies, the sensitive nature
of the topic, and my status as a teacher rather than an officially-
approved researcher. In most cases, documents were obtained from
unofficial sources; requests for materials from university officials
were not productive .
^
The conditions for conducting field work in China impose many
limitations on the researcher and on potential informants. There are
certain topics too sensitive for discussion, and gaining access and
building trust are difficult in a short time. Since the publication of
data gathered in China could implicate informants, friends, and col-
leagues, reporting has been done in such a way as to protect their
identities and minimize the possibility of negative repercussions and
embarrassment (Henderson & Cohen, 1984). Pseudonyms are used for the
institutions and documents are cited only by a coded number. The
anon3rmity of all informants is protected, and interview data is accom-
panied by citations of the institutional pseudonym and interview date.
To minimize attention and possible risk to informants, interviews
were conducted as informal conversations on a private basis. "Guerrilla
interviewing," defined by Thomas Gold (1989) as "unchaperoned, spon-
taneous but structured participant observation and interviews as oppor-
tunities present themselves" (p. 180), was characteristic of the field
work phase of this study. One of the most important components of the
field research process was establishing mutual trust with participants
in the study. Building this trust enabled me to overcome some of the
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barriers to communication and led to useful results in the field
research. Another limitation was the time span within which this
inquiry was conducted. Observation was limited to a five-month period
during which particular events and policies had strong influences.
Given the flux in university policies and social atmosphere in this era
following the 1989 student demonstrations, the situation on campuses
must be considered as less than stable if not volatile.
Archival Research
During the field work phase, in addition to participant observa-
tion, information on Chinese students, universities, and educational
policy was gathered using libraries and other collections at several
institutions in China. Sources included national and provincial youth
journals, social science journals, and publications of individual
institutes of higher education. Some of these materials are categorized
by the Chinese government as documents for internal circulation only
[ ne ibu l
.
Phase Three; Case Study Interviews and Document Review
Because of the limitations of time, access to Chinese institu-
tions, and political sensitivity, field research in China was supple-
mented with interviews conducted in the United States. The inter-
viewees, graduates of Chinese universities, were more willing to speak
openly about their experiences and opinions than students in China, who
were still under the control of school and governmental authorities.
Another advantage of interviewing graduates was the opportunity to
gather data pertaining to the period prior to the field work, from 1978
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to 1990. A third advantage was that these interviewees had attended
various universities located in different parts of China.
Interview Structure
The interviews were of the nonschedule standardized type and were
semi -structured (Denzin, 1970). Although a set interview schedule was
not followed, an interview guide with a list of topics to be explored
was used [see Appendix C]
. This interview guide was developed based on
the pilot study and the field research. Other questions were raised and
topics discussed depending on the participant's experiences and
opinions
.
Interviews were conducted in either English or Chinese, and most
of them were tape recorded with the consent of the participants. During
the interviews I also took notes, which were later elaborated with the
aid of the recording. Typically the interviews lasted for one-and-a-
half to two hours.
Sample and Limitations
The sample was drawn from the pool of graduate students who were
studying at American universities. Interviewees were selected based on
their willingness to talk about their undergraduate experiences with an
attempt to include as much variation as possible. The sample included a
students who had attended a diverse range of institutions , fields of
study, and ages. Seven participants were interviewed for the pilot
study before the field work phase, and nineteen were interviewed follow-
ing the field work. [See Appendix B for a profile of the interviewee
sample
.
]
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Despite this variation, participants in this phase were an atypi-
cal sample of graduates of Chinese colleges. Almost all were high
academic achievers, proficient in English, and were living and studying
in the United States. The universities which most had attended were
among the most prestigious in the country and were, therefore, not
representative of Chinese universities.
Much research on contemporary Chinese society and education has
relied on interviews with emigrants due to difficulties and often the
near- impossibility of conducting interview-based research in China
(Chan, 1985; Nathan, 1985; Parish & Whyte, 1978; Shirk, 1982; Thurston,
1987; Unger, 1982; Whyte, 1974). Whyte and Parrish (1984), in discuss-
ing both the problems and advantages of emigre interviewing, made a
strong case for the value of this research technique despite its limita-
tions
.
While Hong Kong has traditionally been the site for these inter-
views, the United States offers a large pool of potential informants who
have graduated from various universities in recent years. Unlike Hong
Kong, which has tended to draw refugees mainly from the immediate region
of Guangdong province, the United States has drawn students from insti-
tutions across China. The problem with a sample of graduate students,
however, is that they are a select group among Chinese students and may
have a unique perspective. Nevertheless, their recollections of their
experiences as undergraduate students represented an important source of
data which could be analyzed along with data collected in field work.
I have mentioned the limitation of the time period within which
the field work was conducted. Similarly, data from interviews with
Chinese graduate students in the United States were necessarily limited
to the previous years when the informants were enrolled as students
.
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The combination of these two sources of data does provide a perspective
over the entire 1978 to 1990 period. However, the small size of the
sample and the lack of longitudinal data from the same institutions
precludes adequate comparisons and analysis of the how conditions for
students varied over the time period.
In order to protect the interviewees, all data including verbatim
quotes are coded for anonymity, and institutional affiliations are not
included in the report. Only gender, date of graduation, and an iden-
tification code accompany are used in citing interview data. Data is
reported verbatim except for grammatical editing [in brackets] in the
case of interviews conducted in English.
Document Review
In addition to the documents collected during field work in China,
articles on college students were gathered in libraries in the United
States, including collections of the University of Hawaii, the East-West
Center, the Harvard-Yenching Library, and the University of Massa-
chusetts at Amherst. While most of these articles were gathered in the
original Chinese, in some cases English versions from the United States
government translation services (FBIS and JPRS) or the translation
journal Chinese Education were used. Among the most useful sources were
academic journals such as Jiaovu vaniiu [Education Studies], Qingnian
vani iu [Youth Studies], Dangdai qingnian vaniiu [Contemporary Youth
Studies], and Gaodeng i iaovu vaniiu [Studies in Higher Education];
popular youth and student magazines such as Daxuesheng [University
Student], Zhe vidai [This Generation], and Qingnian vidai [Youth
Generation]; and university journals such as Huadong shifan daxue xuebao
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[East China Normal University Journal] and Huanan shifan davnp
[South China Normal University Journal]
.
Analysis
Analysis of the data collected during field research, interviewing
in the United States, and from library research began with classifying
and coding of the data. The method was that of inductive analysis, in
which "the patterns, themes, and categories of analysis
. . . emerge out
of the data rather than being imposed on them prior to data collection
and analysis" (Patton, 1980, p. 306). Lincoln and Cuba (1985, p. 332-
333) further explain that inductive data analysis is a process of
synthesis, the reconstruction of the data, which are themselves con-
structions
.
For this study, the process of analysis began during the data
collection process, as suggested by Merriam (1988) and others. By
grouping elements from various sources related to a single theme,
patterns and variations became more apparent. This process served to
further focus the inquiry during the latter phases of the research.
The effectiveness of the formal organizations in accomplishing the
intended objectives of educational and party authorities was evaluated
by comparing the goals with the outcomes and student attitudes. Wher-
ever possible, objectives were drawn from official documents or other
authoritative sources.
For the informal associations and groups, however, no official
goals or statement of intentions existed. Thus it was necessary to
analyze the informal organizations by means of several dimensions
related to students' needs and group goals. Dimensions such as par-
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ticipation, cohesiveness, and identification were drawn both from other
studies and from my field work data.
Comparative analysis of the formal and informal organizations
could not be based on goals as there were no goals which all types
shared in common. Unable to find a fr£imework in the literature that was
suitable for this analysis, I developed a framework of four parts based
on the categories and themes which seemed to fit the data and which
appeared most important. These elements are the structure of authority
and control, membership and participation, underlying values, and the
role of the individual.
The purpose of this analysis was not to generalize for all Chinese
students or universities, but rather to explore the variations and
patterns of students' social lives. As a check on validity, research
data was compared with published findings of surveys which were based on
larger, more representative samples and conducted during different time
periods. In this way, the data were used to suggest possible trends and
explanations which have implications beyond the cases directly under
investigation.
General Limitations and Methodological Issues
In the first chapter, I delineated some of the inherent limita-
tions of the case study approach. I also discussed some of the specific
issues within the descriptions of the steps in the research procedure in
this chapter. Recognizing the separate limitations of the participant
observation process, the interview sample, and the documentary sources,
I attempted to utilize these three data sources as checks on one
another. There is still the possibility that certain perspectives and
issues may be hidden or distorted in all three of these sources. This
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seems particularly a problem for the most deviant or nonconforming
extremes and for the least academically- inclined students because the
sample lacked informants representing these perspectives.
The Researcher’s Role and Relevant Background
Another type of limitation is related to my own role as research-
er. Qualitative research intentionally utilizes the researcher as an
active "instrument." Subjectivity can neither be denied nor avoided.
In qualitative research, it is considered an integral part of the
inquiry process. Peshkin (1988) urged researchers to be "meaningfully
attentive to their own subjectivity" (p. 17). Krieger (1985) attempted
to identify her own prejudices as part of the context of each interview.
As the sources of researcher bias, according to LeCompte (1987), come
from personal experience and professional training, it is important for
the researcher to analyze the influences of his or her background.
In recognition that I, as researcher, am the primary instrument of
this investigation, my training and background hopefully serve to add to
my powers of observation, my insights, and my understanding of contexts
and meanings. My perspective as a researcher studying Chinese college
students is influenced by my own experiences as a student and educator,
both in the United States and in China.
I began my study of Chinese as a graduate student in East Asian
Studies in 1977 and carried out extensive research on the expansion and
reforms in Chinese higher education in the post-Mao period. In 1979-
1980 I taught undergraduate English courses at a university in Taiwan.
For a brief period in 1982 I taught undergraduates at a teachers'
university in Beijing, where I lived in Chinese faculty housing. For
two years, from 1982 to 1984, I taught English to graduate students and
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faculty at a technical university in Nanjing. As a participant and an
observer of university life. I grew increasingly interested in the
experiences and views of my students and colleagues.
My most recent experience in China prior to field work for this
study was a visit to six college campuses in Sichuan in March 1989.
These were planned sites for the new Peace Corps program which, follow-
ing the violent crackdown in the summer, was indefinitely postponed.
For this study, I combined familiar roles of teacher and observer with
the new role of researcher.
Researcher's Perspective and Subjectivity
Among the many subjective factors influencing my perspective are
my background as a student activist, my role as a teacher, my disil-
lusionment with the Chinese political system, and my sympathies with
Chinese students during the protest movement of 1989. My own socializa-
tion as an American and my familiarity with college life and education
in the United States also undoubtedly affect my perspective.
By maintaining an awareness of my perspective, I attempt to
monitor and "tame" my subjectivity, "knowing what I am disposed to see -
and, no less consequential, not see" (Peshkin, 1988, p. 21). I make no
pretense of objectivity, but have structured the inquiry with measures
designed to take my subjectivity into account.
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Notes to Chapter 3
1. An internal document, "Questions and answers regarding the work of
foreign experts," circulated to Chinese universities in 1986,
cautioned Chinese personnel to "take care to preserve the distinction
between internal and external and to avoid revealing state secrets
(translated in Porter, 1990, p. 164). Special mention was made of
foreign experts wishing to conduct research at their institutions.
"Experts may not distribute survey outlines or forms to students or
other teachers. ... If the expert is found to be engaged in intel-
ligence-gathering activities, the matter should be reported to the
appropriate authorities at once" (p. 153).
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CHAPTER 4
ACADEMIC GROUPINGS
Student life in Chinese universities is organized in a variety of
ways and to such an extent that universities have been described as
"organizationally saturated" (Francis, 1991, p. 397). The many types of
groups and affiliations can be divided into two broad forms of organiza-
tion: those which are institutionally directed or officially sanctioned,
and those which are initiated or developed by students themselves. In
this study the former are described as being part of the formal struc-
ture, and the latter as the informal. These two forms of organization
are described and analyzed separately, in chapters four through six.
Yet, because students' lives are organized in a web of both formal and
informal types of relations, these interrelationships are significant
and are discussed as part of the final chapter.
This portion of the study describes the structure and function of
the formal or official organization of students on Chinese college
campuses. The formal structure includes three types of organizations
which differ both in structure and function: academic divisions, the
mass organization, and political organizations. The academic structure
is treated in this chapter; in chapter five mass and political organiza-
tions are discussed.
First to be described is the academic structure, which consists of
class section f bani i l
,
grade f nianii l
,
and academic department [jci] .
Because the dormitories are organized along structural lines of the
department and classroom, they also are discussed in this chapter.
Interpersonal relations between classmates and roommates is an aspect of
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the formal structure and is examined in this section and further
elaborated in chapter six, which deals with informal student networks.
The discussion of these groups focuses on several major character-
istics of particular interest for comparison with other types of
organization. Participation, leadership, and cohesiveness are key
dimensions which I use to analyze the relationship between students and
these various groups.
Formal Organizations: Definition and Discussion
"Formal" or "official groups" [zhengshi ounti l
,
a generally
accepted term in the Chinese literature, have been defined by Yang, A.
H.
,
Dong, Gong & Mei (1989)^;
So-called official groups are those with a standard organ-
izational structure, with strict collective norms and clear
collective goals, definite rights and duties. They are
student groups that assume appropriate responsibilities. In
institutes of higher education, the formal student groups
include the Communist Youth League, Student Association, and
student class sections. Official university student groups
are the major bridges linking the Communist Party with
university students, and they are important forces with
which university students can train themselves. (Yang et
al.
,
p. 47)
An underlying characteristic of the organizations within the
formal system is Party control. This is true not only for universities,
but for all formal organization in Chinese society. Chalmers Johnson's
concept of "pre-emptive organization" (cited in Wilson, 1979, p. 233)
describes the Party's practice of establishing mass organizations in
order to mobilize members and also to pre-empt the formation of autono-
mous groups which might challenge the monopoly of the Party.
In addition to the overlapping mass and Party organizations which
originate outside the campus, the university itself constructs another
formal system of organization. This academic system, with the classroom
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as the basic unit, is intricately interconnected with the mass and Party
organizations
.
Because of the "organizationally saturated" environment and the
penetration of the Party, there are overlaps, conflicts, and other
interrelationships between and among these organizations. In addition
to the interactions within the formal system, there are complex inter-
relationships between the formal and informal organizations and net-
works
.
This network of academic divisions, mass student organizations,
and the Party structure circumscribes the lives of university students.
Although they are interconnected, the organizations have separate
structures, purposes, membership processes, and patterns of leadership.
Furthermore, there are different activities and types of participation
associated with each organization. There is an overall effect of the
formal system, but each organization tends to influence students in a
different way.
Agents of control at universities in China are often referred to,
both by students and in the literature, in general terms such as
"leaders" or "authorities" f lingdao l , "cadres" [ ganbu l , or simply "the
school" f xuexiao l . Management of students and student organizations on
college campuses operates at "three levels of functional hierarchy" - -the
university, department, and classroom levels (Tang, L. , 1992, p. 9). At
each level, there is theoretically a system of dual control by the Party
and the administration which, in practice, is often merged.
At the university level, the Student Affairs Office [ xuesheng—chu]
or the University Student Affairs Committee [ xiao xuesheng gongzuo
weivuanhui l is responsible for management of students. The Committee is
typically composed of both Party and administrative leaders, such as a
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Vice-Chairman of the Party Committee and a Vice-President of the univer-
sity. The Secretary of the Youth League is also included. At the
department level, the Student Affairs Group f xueshen»> ...
] ts
likewise usually composed of the Party Branch Secretary, the Assistant
Dean, the department Youth League Branch Secretary, and political
counsellors [fudaoyuan]
. These political counsellors and head teachers
[banzhuren] are in charge of student management at the class level
within each department. Both political counsellor and head teacher are
usually members of the faculty of the department.
Academic Divisions
The major academic groupings in the university were department,
grade, and classroom. These three divisions functioned not only as
academic groupings and administrative structures, but also as important
social arenas for students.
The entering college student was assigned to a class f bani
i
1 and a
corresponding dormitory room. In general, classes were composed of
approximately thirty students, but classes in this study ranged from
fifteen to eighty-nine students. The smallest classes were in foreign
languages departments and the largest were in library science and
medicine. Usually several classes were enrolled at the same time within
each major or department. These classes together made up a grade
f niani
i
1 within the department for administrative purposes.
Usually each grade was assigned a political counsellor [ zhidaoyuan
or fudaovuan i
,
and each class was under the guidance of a head teacher
r banzhuren 1 . The formal student organization of each class consisted of
a class committee F banwei 1 led by the class monitor [ banzhan_g ] .
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Depending on the way the department schedule was structured,
students attended most courses together in the same class grouping or
with several combined classes within the grade. In some cases, the
entire grade attended basic -level courses together during the first two
years and only would split into the separate class groups for more
specialized courses in the third and fourth years.
Department
When selecting preferences for college admission, students had to
specify not only the institution to which they wished to apply, but also
the specialization, or major. A student was admitted and enrolled as
belonging to a department and sub-specialization, which in fact, may or
may not have been one chosen by the applicant. In some departments
students were placed into a major or specialization either following one
or two years of basic courses. Once enrolled, it was nearly impossible
for students to transfer from one department to another. Within the
specialization students were further divided into grade and classroom
units. As mentioned above, within each department political counsellors
were assigned to a grade, and academic faculty were assigned to be head
teachers, each in charge of one class.
The academic structure at the three universities studied ranged
from six departments at Technical Institute [TI] to fourteen and fifteen
at Comprehensive University [CU] and Teachers' University [TU] , respec-
tively. The department and teaching group within the department were
the most important units for faculty at Chinese universities, but for
most undergraduate students, the departmental group was too large to be
seen as a coherent student group. Rather, students tended to view the
department as a faculty and administrative structure. In the final year
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before graduation, the department became a more important unit because
decisions about job placements were made by the department leaders.
Grade
The grade within a department f niani
i
1 could function as a larger
group, and in some situations it was more important as a group than the
class. In universities in which most first- and second-year classes
were combined for larger lectures and a single class rarely met sepa-
rately, the grade assumed a more important role.^ Class identity and
cohesion seemed to be weaker in these cases, but there were not enough
examples upon which to draw a definite conclusion.
Another function of the grade was as a large group under the
supervision and ideological tutelage of a political counsellor. In some
cases the political counsellor gathered the entire grade together for
political study, but usually tradition and classroom size dictated that
political study and meetings were by class group.
College Class
The classroom or class f bani
i
1 was the smallest unit in the
academic structure of university organization. It was also the strong-
est social group for many students due, in large part, to the amount of
time classmates spent together as a group over four years, and to the
limited contact with members of other classes. Cohesion of the class-
room group is a value that was stressed by education leaders and schol-
ars in China (Chen, S. G. & Han, 1989; Yang, A.H. , Dong, Gong & Mei,
1989)
.
Hayhoe (1991, p. 125) linked strong cohesiveness by specialization
(or major) with the rigid knowledge boundaries in Chinese colleges. In
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contrast, the study found that grade and class groupings within the
majors were more cohesive as units than the major itself, and social
factors appeared to be more important for cohesiveness than knowledge
boundaries .
^
Class Cohesion and Identity
In an article written before the 1989 demonstrations, Li Shaojun
(1990) described the weakening of relations between classmates and the
decrease in class activities in a university in Guangzhou. Furthermore,
at Shenzhen University, a newer, reform-oriented institution in the
Special Economic Zone near Guangzhou and Hong Kong, many students
"expressed the feeling that they had absolutely no concept of being a
class" (Li, S. J., p. 93). These two examples, however, seem to repre-
sent extreme, atypical cases, rather than a general trend, and the
universities in Shenzhen and Guangzhou regions cannot be considered
representative of China.*
Although the Shenzhen University example may have marked the
beginning of a general trend away from the dominance of strong class
grouping of Chinese university students, there was little evidence of
such a trend at the universities in this study. In contrast, classroom
identity and affinity was generally very strong with several exceptions.
I spent most of my time with friends who had the same atti-
tude toward [our major], mostly classmates, [male, 1983,
H6]5
We [had] two different kind[s] of possibility. One [was]
your classmates [would] organize quite well. People who
like[d] to do the same thing together. But my class they
were not this kind. Students were doing their own things.
They [did]n't want to do things together in my class, [male,
1987, H15]
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Class cohesion was strong in the three universities studied and
for most of the students interviewed from other universities, but
variations were noted. Factors such as the size and type of institution
may have been related to the strength of the class group. Class group-
ings appeared to be somewhat stronger in smaller technical and special-
ized institutions than in larger comprehensive and polytechnical univer-
sities; however, further investigation is needed to verify this rela-
tionship
.
Technical Institute was located on the other side of the spectrum
of class organization and identity from Shenzhen University. Each class
at TI had a fixed room in which students attended classes and studied on
their own. Especially in the first two years, students had very little
free time during which they could mingle with others. An examination of
the 1990 schedule of second-year students in one department revealed
that students spent twenty-nine hours each week in class, or an average
of five hours each day. [See Table 3, p. 84.] The course schedule of
third and fourth-year students was less intense and there was con-
siderable variation between different majors. [See Table 4, p. 84.]
In addition to daily courses, students were required to spend two
hours each evening, Monday through Friday, studying in the classroom.
During the 1990-1991 period, evening self-study [ zixi ] in the classroom
was mandatory, and inspectors regularly conducted surveys and checked
attendance. An official inspection of thirty- six classrooms conducted
one evening at the beginning of the semester, September 1990, reported
58% attendance for "self-study" [TI document #2]. The official school
newspaper reported that its own investigation had found approximately
80% of students working in their classrooms in the evening compared with
50% previously [TI document y/7 , September 25, 1990].
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Table 3
Student Academic Schedule at Technical Institute (1990)
Periods 1 & 2 3 & 4 lunch 5 & 6 hours
Mon
. math dynamics athletics 6
Tues
. survey English physics lab 6
Wed. math oral English political & 5
(one hour) moral educ.
Thurs
. Marxism/ physics -
- 4
Leninism
Fri. survey math
. & - - 4
Sat. English
dynamics
physics - - 4
Total course hours/week 27
Note: From author's field notes, D3, based on an unpublished document.
Schedule is of second-year engineering ;students in one department
for the first semester, 1990.
Table 4
Course Hours per Week at Technical Institute (1989)
school four-year program two-year program
year fbenke] f zhuanke
]
hours /week* hours /week*
1 18 - 23 20 - 28
2 19.5-26.5 18 - 25
3 16 - 24 - -
4 10 - 19 - -
Note: “The range among the six departments is represented by the lowest
From TI Student Guide . 1989.
On Saturday nights, classes at TI often held dances in their
classrooms, moving aside desks and chairs and decorating light fixtures
with colored paper. The class monitor was responsible for borrowing a
large tape recorder from the department. Otherwise, the dances
appeared
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to need no official sanction. After the power was shut off for the
night at eleven p.m., some students continued to dance, using candle-
light and batteries for the tape player. The lights and disco music in
the classroom buildings revealed that on most Saturday nights, several
classrooms were holding dances simultaneously.
At Teachers' University a third-year student in a class of twenty-
^®poj^ted little contact with students from outside her department or
from other grades. She said that most of her activities were with her
classmates. In the third year she attended some elective classes
offered in the department with other students in her grade [TU, December
1990]
In a Comprehensive University class of twenty-one, the nine male
students were the minority, and all but one of these shared a dormitory
room. While the monitor, a male, felt that the class was the most
important group, his roommates felt that the dormitory room unit was
more important. Several men reported that they had little out-of -class
contact with their female classmates and preferred to spend time with
female students in other departments and colleges [CU, January 26,
1991] .
In some universities and departments, however, the class identity
was found to be much weaker because of combining of classes into larger
lectures for most courses during the first one or two years. In these
cases, the grade F niani
i
1 was an important group within the department.
Departmental affiliation across grades and specializations was almost
always quite weak. One of the few activities that fostered departmental
identity was athletic competition between department teams . While
dances and parties were also held by departments for holiday celebra-
tions, class dances were more frequent on many campuses.
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Strone and Weak Class Identity; Two Cases
Descriptions of two examples of classes are illustrative of the
range of class cohesion and identity reported by student informants from
various colleges. These cases are drawn from interviews with informants
recollecting experiences in their own class groups.
The first case is an example of strong class identity. This class
of fifteen at a language institute, 1980-1984, was "famous" and "very
independent" according to my informant. The class had many dance
parties the first year which decreased year by year. They had an active
and kind monitor who organized the class to go to his and other class-
mates' homes in the city. The class had an assigned room where they did
most of their studying and used the audio equipment. There was a lot of
mingling among classmates. They went on walks after supper and prac-
ticed English together. Two of the classes were re-distributed in the
third year when the grade was distributed into six classes. After the
informant joined another class of about twenty- three students and was
reassigned to another dorm room, he remained in close contact with his
old classmates who gathered together often [male, 1984, Hll] .
The second case demonstrates the weakening of class identity after
the first year. In the first year, 1985, this class of thirty-one at a
technical university had many outings and special parties. These were
organized by the informant, who was the monitor that year. In the
second year, individual students could choose between several sections
and also had some choice of electives. Because of these options, the
class as a whole was not usually together. After the first year there
were also fewer parties and sports activities. Though classmates all
knew each other, they liked to be with their friends who were often
in
other departments, and after a period of time, there was no
real class
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concept. The informant did not spend much time with classmates; in-
stead, she spent time with her friends, who were graduate students.
There was no fixed classroom for studying, so they studied either in any
empty classroom or in the library [female, 1989, H9].
Factors Related to Cohesiveness
Although cohesiveness of classmate and roommate groups was found
to be relatively high compared with other affiliations, there was
considerable variation among groups. With a few exceptions, students
felt a strong identity with their class. The most pronounced differ-
ences were found to be related to college grade level and to institu-
tional patterns. Age and gender were also important factors influencing
cohesiveness. There was also evidence that the roles of class monitor
and class head fbanzhuren i were critical factors for cohesiveness.
These are two of the eight factors identified by Chen and Han (1989) as
important for class cohesion (see also Huang, X. T. , Shi, and Wang,
1984)
In general, first and second-year classes showed more group
cohesiveness. Upper-grade students tended to reach further beyond the
classroom group and develop more attachments in other grades, depart-
ments, and colleges. Age and cultural differences appeared as divisive
forces in some cases.® The entering grades of 1977 and 1978, in which
there was a wide range of age and experience within each class, were
much less cohesive than the more homogeneous grades of the 1980' s.
Classroom Organizational Structure
Even before 1949, the Communist Party's organization of North
China Union University utilized the classroom as a key
structural unit
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with a class chairman as student leader, as shown in the following item
from the "Regulations of the education department, North China Union
University" issued in 1944:
Every class should have a chairman (besides the teacher) who
is responsible for the work of leadership of the education
and leadership of the whole class under the leadership of
the organization office, (translated in Fraser, 1965, p. 77)
When universities were restructured after 1949 and new institu-
tions were opened in the 1950' s, class committees were organized to
replace the old clubs and student unions (Yen, 1978). In the 1950's
classroom groups were used to organize participation by middle school
and university students in collective labor and political education
(Chao & Yang, 1968)
.
The class was also the lowest level of the official Student
Association [ xueshenghui 1 . As Francis (1991) described in her study of
Beijing University [Beida] student government in the 1980' s, the Student
Association was a "fully elaborated and multi-layered" (p. 398) organ-
ization extending from the university level at the top, to the depart-
ment level, and down to the class section level. Although in theory the
lower levels were under the authority of the university-wide Student
Association, in reality, Beida' s elected student leaders at the depart-
ment and class levels had a great deal of autonomy and authority.
This study found a fairly uniform structure of class organization
at the various universities which was consistent with Francis' (1991)
description of the structure at Beida. The class committee [ banwei ] was
usually composed of the monitor [banzhang] [literally "class head"], the
vice -monitor
,
and three to five members in charge of various tasks, such
as: academic affairs [ xuexi weivuan ] . athletic and cultural affairs
f wenti weivuan l
,
daily living f shenehuo weivuan ] , and sometimes
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propaganda [xuapghVffl w^^yu^n] [see Appendix F]
. In some cases, the
monitor and the Youth League secretary worked closely together. In
fact, the Youth League secretary was considered to be a member of the
class committee by some students Interviewed.
There was a banzhang [monitor] and a tuanwel shn]1 [CYL
secretary]. These two [were] the top. [They were] elected,
but for the first year, when we got In the college, they
were picked by the teachers because we didn't know each
other. But in the second term, the banzhang and the secre-
tary of the League would be elected
. . . But the one who
played the bigger role was the banzhang
.
[male, 1984, Hll]
As in the example above, at the beginning of the first year, the
monitor was chosen by the teacher in charge, but later was elected by
the class. Monitors frequently served for one or more years.® Other
committee members were usually chosen by the monitor. In contrast to
the situation at Belda as reported by Francis, informants seldom
described elections for class and department posts as being serious or
contested. Instead, the selection or election of student leaders was
often seen as little more than a ritual.
[Elections were] not really taken very seriously. Normally
at the very beginning of the semester, the banzhuren [head
teacher] [would] come to the class and have a meeting, and
people [were] supposed to give some candidates and then have
a vote. After that they normally [had] five committee
members for the class, and after five persons [had] been
selected, they [would] discuss among themselves who [would]
be the class monitor, who [would] be the vice -monitor , who
[would] be the guy in charge of athletic activities, another
one in charge of art/literature activities [wenyi huodong]
,
the other one [was] labor. [male, 1982, H7]
Role of the Monitor
The role of monitor can be divided into the performance of offi-
cial organizational responsibilities and the organization of voluntary
activities of a more informal nature.
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The official responsibilities of the monitor were described in a
document from Comprehensive University as follows:
1. The monitor is in charge of routine work of the class
committee [banweihui] and is responsible for directing,
supervising, and assisting the committee work.
2. Reports promptly to the [Student Association] department
branch chair and the head teacher f banzhuren
] and obtains
their support.
3. Listens to opinions and suggestions of classmates about the
class committee's work, and is responsible for taking care of
and responding to these suggestions.
4. Is responsible for calling the meetings of the class
committee
.
5. Carries out the work assigned by the department branch chair
and vice-chair. [CU document #17, p. 6; see Appendix F]
In practice, the official responsibilities consisted of holding
weekly or semi -weekly class meetings and conveying information from the
department and political counsellor to the class. According to observa-
tions and interviews, one of the most important roles of the monitor was
to mediate in issues between students and teachers and act as a two-way
conduit for information between the department and the class.
The monitor actually acts as a broker or mediator between
the faculty and students. So whatever students want[ed], we
ha[d] to go to the teacher and talk to him. [When] the
teacher ha[d] something to say to the students or the
teacher might [have felt] embarrassed or awkward to say that
to [his/her] face, they would like to talk to me first, and
then I would talk to the students, [male, 1986, H4]
This informant, who had been a monitor in a foreign language
department, spoke of his role as most commonly consisting of collecting
exercise books for the teachers and then redistributing them to class-
mates .
It was very boring. First of all, being a monitor, you have
to study very hard and your score must be a little bit
higher than most of the students in the class so that they
regard you as a monitor. The second thing is that whenever
there is a meeting, you're supposed to organize the class to
a place required by the department, [male, 1986, H4]
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The official responsibilities of monitor also included acting as
the head of the class committee and delegating a portion of the respon-
sibilities
.
Everything goes to the monitor first, and you divide that to
the persons according to their responsibilities [male
1986, H4]
Aside from the official expectations of the department, monitors
played a less formal role in organizing class activities and building a
spirit. Both monitors and classmates felt that a major respon-
sibility of the monitor was to organize activities in order to build a
feeling of belonging to the class group, especially during the first
year or two. As one former first-year monitor explained this respon-
sibility:
I wanted the class to know each other, so we [went] to the
park and [had] some activities, and I also organized a
Christmas party, [female, 1989, H9]
A student who attended a university in Beijing credited the monitor with
helping students from outside the capital adapt and feel more at home by
organizing trips around the city and visits to homes of those classmates
from the local area [male, 1984, Hll]
.
In order to maintain a cohesive class group, the monitor and class
committee needed to bridge the divisions within the class. The gender
gap was perhaps the greatest of these divisions. Often young male and
female students were not very comfortable in mixed activities and
discussions
.
We had a male and a female; we [had] two banzhang for each
class. Because we lived in two dormitories, maybe two
banzhang [could] discuss something and then they [would]
come back to inform us. So we [did] n't contact each other
very often, the male and female students, especially in the
first two years. Because we just graduated from high
school, we [were] still shy. [female, 1989, H12]
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Motivation for Assuming Monitor Role
Students were motivated by a variety of considerations to become
monitors or to take other official positions. They had more contact
with teachers and department leaders which could be used to advantage.
One former monitor explained,
The fudaovuan [political counsellors] like monitors since
monitors help them in their work. Monitors can get a good
job as a bonus, [male, 1986, H4]
The role of monitor was not necessarily a popular one, and many
students were reluctant to take any leadership position. Many infor-
mants felt disinterested and described an atmosphere of student apathy
toward student governance.^® One student describing the class commit-
tee stated, "No one wanted to do these" [male, 1982, H2] . Another
informant explained some of the reasons for this lack of interest:
[Q: There wasn't a lot of competition to become banzhane ?
1
Not at all, because we [didjn't want to be banzhang .
[Q: Why not?] You are supposed to be responsible for many
things. And every week there was a banzhane meeting, and
you [had] to go to the meeting. And the expense of your own
study time. And also there [were] those called yiwu
huodone . volunteer labor, once every one or two months, and
the banzhane [had] to take the lead. And you [had] to do
much more than ordinary people. So we just want[ed] to be
ordinary 'small potatoes.' We [didn't] want to be banzhane .
[male, 1984, Hll]
Issues of Control and Solidarity
In theory, the monitors were under the supervision of the Student
Association, the Youth League, and the political counsellor. This could
create conflicts of loyalty for monitors because they were serving two
masters --the institution and their group of classmates.
The monitor would report directly to the teacher in charge
of our class, who was called the zhidaovuan. He would give
instructions and advice to the monitor. Then the monitor
would sometimes call together the lower leaders such ^
small group leaders for a meeting to let us know what the
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zhldaovuan had said and to organize activities
1989, H17] [ female
,
However, the monitor also could function as a representative of
the class in dealing with the administration. One reported incident
illustrates the power which monitors could wield when representing their
classes. The seven monitors of the third-year grade of one department
wrote a letter to their dean demanding cable television for English
practice because each class in the second year had this equipment. When
no response came, the monitors threatened that students would take some
action. The administration held meetings with the monitors and then
with students but failed to change their minds. Finally, after the
monitors had threatened them with more active protest, the administra-
tion gave in and provided some televisions for the classes to share.
The responsibility of the monitor to inform the department about
classmates' behavior and attitudes was probably the most problematic
aspect of the role. A zealous monitor could break the codes of friend-
ship and mutual trust between classmates. An informant described the
difficulties this presented for the monitor's roommates:
People generally think if you live with the monitor. . . and
you think he may report something, then before him you can
speak very carefully . . . The monitor was in my room.
Actually I suffered a lot. ... I was told that it was the
monitor who reported my speech [in the dormitory room] to
[the zhidaovuan i about politics . . . After that I [was]
more careful. [male, 1987, H18]
This student thought that the monitor reported in order to curry favor
with the political counsellor r zhidaovuan i , who played an important role
in decisions about students' job assignments. He explained, "That's why
people liked to be the monitor" [H18]. For most students, a "good
monitor" was one who, under most circumstances, would not make reports
on fellow classmates.
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Cl^ssmatp?? and fioonmates: Informal Relatlonahlpa
Within the formal organizational system of class, grade, and
department, students developed a network of social relations. The
formal structure could both facilitate contacts and bonds between
students in the same academic groupings and also impede relationships
across the boundaries between academic groups. In this section friend-
ships and acquaintances which developed within the formal structure are
discussed. Other types of informal groups and networks are discussed in
chapter six.
Classmate Friendships
Many of the friendships formed in college tended to be with
classmates or grade-mates. "Friendly relations," which Kurth (1970)
used to describe a less intimate type of relationship than a "friend,"
were very common among classmates because of the large amount of time
they spent together, their close physical proximity by day and night,
and their many shared experiences. In addition to attending courses
together, classmates often ate together in groups, went on weekend
outings
,
and had small parties and dances
.
We had no time to have friends outside [of class] ... In
sports we had some friends
,
but not really friends . We
played together but [hadjn't got [much] time to talk [with]
each other or sit down for two or three hours. I think only
dorm and class offers you chances to really be together for
a period of time. [male, 1982, H7]
Many students interviewed found the class to be an important group
for friendships; however, others minimized the importance of the class
group in their social lives.
I felt the class was very loose. Each person did his or her
own thing. It was hard to get the whole class together,
especially toward the end, the third and fourth years. It
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couldn't be organized, even when the banzhurpn would give an
order it was no use; everyone did what he or she wanted
. . . They didn't listen. [male, 1989, H16]
Actually [there were fewer class parties] than before be-
cause we [knew] more friends, and people [who] liked each
other [could] get together. The [didn't] like the activity
with classmates. They like[d] friends for themselves and
they play[ed] around with themselves. So the organization
[was] loose. ... I [didn't] spend a lot of time with my
classmates because I [knew] some graduate students, and I
would prefer to play with some of them. [female, 1989, H9]
Close friendships within the classroom group also could include
romantic friendships. Several informants reported that couples had
formed within their classes, and this was seen as not uncommon on
campuses in the 1980' s. Field work in 1990 suggested that students
tended to look for romance outside of the classroom and often beyond
their own department. This trend was noted by one commentator who used
a popular campus saying, "rabbits don't eat the grass around their
homes" ( mizI huchi wobian cao l , to illustrate the point in an article
about patterns of campus courtship (Song, B. , 1989).^^
Dormitories and Roommate Relations
The organization of students in Chinese universities by depart-
ment, grade, and class not only structured academic interactions, but
also determined residence patterns and, therefore, much of students'
social relations. Unlike most colleges in the United States, student
residential arrangement and academic organization at Chinese univer-
sities were closely related. The dormitory room group was, in fact,
often a subset of the classroom group; most roommates were also class-
mates .
Except for some of the newer colleges set up for local
residents
who commuted from home, almost all students lived in the
dormitories for
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the four years of their undergraduate studies even when their homes are
in the same city. There were several exceptions in this study, two of
whom had parents who worked and lived at the university. In contrast,
another student whose family lived on campus stayed in the dormitory but
ate dinner each day at home [H7]. Another student lived at home for the
first year because of insufficient space at the college, and moved into
a dormitory the following year [H17]. In one exceptional case, a
fourth-year student at TI lived alone in an off-campus room [TI, October
23, 1990].
Donnitorv Setting
The physical space of the dormitory facilities and the social
arrangement of students in dormitory rooms had an important influence on
student interactions. The dormitory facilities observed at the three
universities were quite similar and can be considered representative of
residential facilities at most other Chinese colleges. The rectangular
concrete-and-brlck dormitory buildings had five to six floors, each
floor with approximately twenty rooms on either side of a dimly- lit
hallway. On each floor was a washroom with long troughs and cold-water
spigots and an adjacent lavatory area. The lavatory consisted of a row
of squat- type flush toilets, each in a stall; on mens' floors there was
a trough- type urinal. The lavatories usually reeked and were often
quite filthy. Dripping pipes and clogged toilets were common. Separate
buildings usually housed bathing facilities with hot water once or twice
each week.
Aside from washrooms and lavatories, there were no common areas in
most dormitory buildings. One exception was described by an informant
who lived in a dormitory building built in 1980 with a recreation
room
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on each floor which was used for frequent dances and later for viewing
television [male, 1985, H3]
. In other universities, students used
classrooms, the dining hall, or in a few cases, a student activity
center for social activities.
In northwest China, although winter brought occasional snow and
below- freezing temperatures, dormitory buildings had no heat or running
hot water. Students kept warm under heavy quilts and the south-
facing rooms enjoyed the warmth of the sun. Windows on one side of each
room provided ventilation, and female students often stirung up cloth
curtains over them for privacy. During the hotter months, many students
slept under mosquito nets.
The rooms were each a standard size, approximately thirteen feet
by fifteen feet; wide enough for beds on either side with a table in
between and long enough for two beds end-to-end. Each room had eight
beds arranged in four double-deck bunk-bed units, and there were six to
eight residents per room. The floors were bare cement, the walls
painted plaster. Each room had one table and a bookshelf. Aside from
the beds, there was little personal space. If there was an empty bed,
students used it for storage. Outside some of the doors was a paper
name plaque listing the names and home provinces of the occupants,
perhaps made for the beginning of the school year, but most doors were
bare
.
Residence Patterns
Dormitories were arranged by gender , departments , and grade , and
students were assigned rooms with classmates when possible. Since
most
dormitory rooms housed six to eight students, sometimes
students had to
be assigned to mixed rooms with students from one or
two other classes.
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Only very rarely were students of different departments or grades
assigned to the same room. Typically, classmates from different cities
and provinces were assigned to live together, probably to facilitate
Integration of students from different backgrounds and to discourage the
formation of regional cliques. The one exception observed was of
students from Xinjiang in an "ethnic nationality class" f mlnxiihsr' l at TU
who shared rooms [TU, January 9, 1991],
The dormitory floors and buildings were likewise usually organized
along departmental lines so that students in the same departments were
grouped together. The typical pattern was for separate buildings for
men and women, and there were usually some regulations about visiting
the dormitory rooms of the other gender.
Usually boys played with boys and girls played with girls,
but [on] weekends they mixed ... In the night boys [were]
not allowed in the girls dorm so girls usually played to-
gether. And sometimes because their roommates wanted to
sleep, so the girls usually played together and so [did]
boys. [female, 1989, H9]
At Teachers' University men and women were housed on separate
floors in the same building. In these mixed- sex dormitory buildings
male and female students in the same departments and classes could more
easily meet, but it was uncommon for male and female students to mix in
dormitory rooms. Because of the lack of privacy, the mixed- dormitory
arrangement was considered inconvenient by students.
Although the predominant arrangement of dormitory residence was by
classroom so that classmates shared a room for four years, there were
inevitably some mixed-class dormitory rooms due to uneven numbers.
Friendships with students in other classes and departments were facili-
tated by the placement of students in these mixed-class rooms. Despite
the possible advantages of a heterogeneous dormitory arrangement, most
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reasons of management
,
students were housed with their classmates for
Whether they roomed with classmates or with a mixed group, students
generally expressed satisfaction with their roommate situation. The
comments of students in mixed rooms provide evidence that dormitory
arrangements and proximity did indeed influence students' social rela
tions
:
Because my roommates came from four different classes, we
had a lot of chance [for] communication, to contact fmale
1985, H3]
• I .
Of course at that time it [was] regarded as an unlucky
element [to live in a mixed dorm room], to be excluded from
the dormitory and stay with other students. But it [did] n't
matter. Very, very close - all on the same floor and close
to each other
. . . And usually that particular dormitory
[room was] empty because that boy [would] go to the dor-
mitory of his class. [male, 1984, Hll]
Our dormitory had students from two classes.
. . . They gave
us all [twelve women] one large room ... We were lucky.
We liked living like this in a big room ... I liked it.
In this way we could easily be with people in two classes.
And some students who you didn't see frequently, because you
lived in one room, you could get to know a lot of people,
and you could meet and get to know their classmates. Your
class had more than eighty, I would meet them, so I could
get to know eighty more. So at once, you have many room-
mates and many acquaintances. So you could make a lot of
friends. [female, attended 1983-1989, H17]
Any room changes were decided by the department authorities in
charge of student affairs. One informant lived with a different group
of classmates each year because his banzhuren would shuffle the class
around. In another case, after classroom groupings were re-arranged by
the department at the end of the second year, dormitory groupings were
also re-assigned. Thus, residential groups were formed by the depart-
mental administration, and students had no voice in these decisions.
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Control and Supervision
Students commonly spoke of their lives as following a routine of
"three points on a line" - the dormitory, classroom, and dining hall -
to designate what they saw as a limited and monotonous pattern. But
the dormitory room was an area where students felt they were under the
least control. With the exception of a doorkeeper, dormitories general-
ly had no resident staff to supervise students. Unlike the early 1950'
s
when students were organized in living circles, floor groups, and a
dormitory council, students in the 1980' s reported virtually no formal
dormitory organization (Yen, 1978, p. 125). In their rooms, despite the
regimentation and crowding, students found some privacy and space for
self-exploration.
Actually in the dormitory you [felt] free. And after dark,
you tum[ed] off the light and people [were] lying on the
beds and [could] talk about everything ... If the monitor
[was] good and he [did] n't intend to report, it [was] no
problem so you [could] do everything, talk about funny
things, sex
. . . nobody care[d] what you [said], no rules.
[male, 1987, H18]
At many universities, dormitory management was an area which the
administration turned over to the Student Association and the Youth
League for student " self-management . Room inspections and competi-
tions for cleanliness and neatness were common means of maintaining
standards within the rooms. Student committees also monitored the
conditions of public areas such as hallways, stairs, and lavatories
which were the responsibility of workers to maintain. Electrical usage
was an area which the university administration controlled strictly;
each university had a mandatory lights-out time after which power would
be cut off except in the hallways. Comprehensive University enforced
regulations limiting the total electric use to 150 watts per room.
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Students spoke of studying after-hours by flashlight or In drafty
dormitory corridors under the dim hall light.
At TI, university staff conducted weekly room inspections and
posted marks for each room on a chalkboard at the entrance to the
building. In addition to cleanliness, inspectors enforced regulations
prohibiting electric heaters and hot-plates [see Appendix G]
. Dormitory
order was one of the problems targeted by the 1990 "school atmosphere
rectification" campaign rxlaofeng zhengdun i at TI.^^ At another
university, according to a foreign instructor, students were criticized
when dormitory inspectors discovered condoms, a dog, and a copy of Ladv
Chatterlev's Lover (Kwan, 1990, p. 68).
RooinmateR
Camaraderie among dormitory roommates was typical, and within the
group of six to eight roommates several close friendships often devel-
oped. Roommate relationships are frequently expressed in pseudo-kinship
terms such as gemer [brothers or buddies].^® One informant described
how his room was called the wolf den, and each roommate had a nickname
according to seniority of "wolf one," "wolf two," and so on after the
popular song, "Wolf from the North," just as children in a Chinese
family are traditionally nicknamed one, two, and three in birth-or-
der.^® Several students spoke of the group identity which they felt as
roommates and of the differences which developed with those in other
rooms, even within the same department and grade.
We always had meals together, and other groups of seven
people had meals together. And later we found we maybe
lived [in] the same dorm [room], we had established a new
culture, and [we were] so different from them. ... We
found our dormitory had been well -arranged and clean and
other ones [were] dirty and smelled strange ... We had
rules. [male, 1982, H7]
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Interesting, several students of the other class, they firstlived downstairs. We never met. We never got together very
well. [male, 1989, H8] ^
Proximity was an important factor for forming friendships, espe-
cially during the first year in college. Adjacent rooms usually housed
students from the same class or grade in the department. As illustrated
in the above quote, students on different floors tended to have less
contact even if they were in the same department. A study of small
subgroups within college classes also found proximity to be a major
factor for first-year students (Huang, X. T.
,
Shi, & Wang, 1984).
Because students were assigned to dormitory rooms and could not
transfer, they had no opportunity to choose roommates. Close quarters
and personality differences could easily lead to conflicts, as illus-
trated in Yu Shan's (1983) short story, "Women's Dormitory Room." As
students developed romantic relationships, the dormitory group tended to
become less important and roommate ties often became weaker (Gao, X. Y.
& Zhang, 1988). Competition for jobs was another force that tended to
create conflicts between students, especially during the year before
graduation.
Both college men and women commonly referred to the time after the
lights went out in the dormitory as the most open forum for discussions
on campus. Common topics during these after-hours discussions
[wotanhui] were frequently reported to be about the other sex, current
events, philosophical questions, and teachers.^® [See Table 5,
p. 103.]
Usually after the lights [were] off and everybody [was] in
the bed, but at the beginning we don't want to sleep, so we
[would be] talking about anything actually. There [was] no
restriction about what you should talk [about] or what you
should not. [male, 1987, H15]
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Other shared activities among roommates included card games and
mahjong, athletics, and informal parties and outings. One informant
described how he and his roommates would all leave the campus as a group
at night to buy some snacks; another played basketball every day with
his roommates. The dormitory room was not considered suitable for
studying because of the crowded conditions. The most studious roommates
tended to spend relatively little time in their dormitory room other
than to eat and sleep. Some dormitory rooms thus split into two groups;
the studious and those who played more:
I and another two students, most of the time we went to the
classroom and even after the class -time in the evening. So most
of the time we were not in the room. We never studied in the
bedroom. We studied very late, stayed out late [until] about
eleven o'clock, and went back to the room to sleep. So we really
had not too many things to do with the other four students. The
other four students, they liked to play actually. . . . Most of
the time they stayed in the room, playing cards. . . . Actually
even [though] some students like[d] to study more and some of them
like[d] to play more, my own roommates [had] a good relationships,
[male, 1987, H15]
Table 5
Student Survey Item; Dormitory Conversation
"What do you talk about when the lights go out at night?"
current events
the other sex
fun 6t games
academic & professional topics 6%
other 28%
Note : Respondents were students at CU, n=206; 75% response rate.
From CU student newspaper. May 1990.
During periods of intense political activity the organization of
dormitories by department proved useful for building the movement, and
some dormitory rooms became meeting halls, activity centers, and
com-
munication hubs (Shen, with Yen, 1990; Wagner, 1990, p. 53).
16%
29%
21%
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Conclusion
The organization of students by academic class and residence
groupings had major effect on students' social lives and their univer-
sity experience. The groups of classmates and roommates were found to
be generally stable for the four years of undergraduate life with little
opportunity for change. In the majority of the cases included in the
study, classmates had almost all of their courses together.
In addition to its academic function, the class unit served
administrative and supervisory functions. Student self
-management and
representation was structured by the institution, as in primary and
middle schools, with a class monitor and class committee. Supervision
of each class was officially the role of a head teacher, and political
counsellors were in charge of ideological training and supervision of
one or more grades
.
Much of the literature on college student groups and student
culture is based on the United States; however, the structure of student
life in Chinese and in American colleges differ widely. The stability
and insulation of the class and dormitory units in the Chinese institu-
tions produced a much higher level of intra- group interaction than is
typical of American colleges (Moffatt, 1989). In Chinese schools, the
structure of linked class, grade, and dormitory room placed and kept
students with very similar academic lives in extremely close proximity.
Because of homogeneity, rigid scheduling by groups, and correspon-
dence between classroom and residence units, dormitory and classmate
groups could be expected to have a high degree of cohesiveness. Among
the entering classes of 1980 and after, grade-mates and classmates were
quite similar in age. With very few elective courses available and
little mixing of classes for courses, classmates' academic schedules
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were nearly identical. This study found cohesiveness to be especially
high among same-gender classmates, who often shared a dormitory room for
four years. However, groups of classmates and roommates appeared to
become less cohesive in upper grades as students became more involved in
more self- selecting and voluntary types of group activities. These
ranged from romantic relationships to various out-of-class activities
related to individual interests.
The different institutional patterns also influenced the formation
of classmate and roommate groups
. Classroom groups were strong at
Technical Institute, where tight controls, fixed classrooms, and limited
extra-curricular activities reinforced the social function of the
academic organizational structure. At Comprehensive University, where
students were less restricted, had no fixed classroom, and could parti-
cipate in a variety of extra-curricular activities, the class group
appeared to be somewhat less cohesive. TI
,
with only six technically
specialized departments, and CU, with fifteen departments in hximanities
and sciences, represent very different types of institutions. Data
collected suggests that the larger, more prestigious comprehensive
universities tend to be more conducive to weaker classroom groups and
broader social networks.
Although the institutional and departmental environments were
important factors determining the strength of class groupings, the role
of class monitor was found to be a pivotal element for the dynamics of
each class. The monitor was situated at a nexus of authority, com-
munication, and control between students and the administration. He or
she had the potential for representing the collective interests of the
students and for promoting group solidarity. At the same time, the
monitor was expected to function as a messenger for the department
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administration, not only informing students, but also informing on them.
Monitors seldom were able to wield much power, and they often could not
command much respect from the students.
The attitudes and behavior of students were greatly influenced by
the academic groupings because of the pressures to conform to the
standards of peers and of school authorities. Constantly immersed in
the close surroundings of roommates and classmates, peer influence was a
powerful force. Control by school authorities depended in part on the
class monitor, Youth League secretary, and other students being willing
to make reports. Peer loyalty could undermine that control, and student
behavior regularly deviated from official norms. Supervision by teach-
ers and political counsellors could enforce outward compliance with
basic regulations, but effectiveness depended in large part on the
individual efforts of those engaged in supervision. Beneath this
surface compliance, students enjoyed considerable room to create their
own peer culture within the formal classroom and dormitory groups.
Although the classroom and dormitory units were organized by the
school administration for the purposes of management and control, for
students, these units functioned as social groups and created conditions
for friendly relations and more intimate friendships within the group.
Usually away from their families for the first time, college students
found some sense of belonging and security in these groups. Neverthe-
less, many students, especially in the upper grades, found the classroom
and dormitory boundaries to be too limited and felt the need for broad-
er, more voluntaristic associations.
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Notes to Chapter 4
1. Interestingly, although a detailed discussion of informal groupsfollowed the definition, Yang and colleagues provided no further
discussion of the formal organizations in their text on college student
sociology. Similarly, the formal organizations were rarely the subject
of discussion in the academic journals or popular magazines where
articles on informal student groups appeared. There seem to be two
reasons for this imbalance. First, the formal organizations were taken
for granted and were seen as fixed and well
-understood. Secondly,
discussion of issues and problems of the formal organizations could
involve sensitive areas of government policy and party leadership;
therefore
,
these organizations cannot be discussed without risking
censure or censorship.
2. Identification or solidarity by year in college may develop, with
each year seeking independence and setting its own trends, as suggested
by Zhang, Y. J. and Cheng (1989, p. 82).
3. Only in a few experiments has the system of grouping students in
classes of the same major and year together been altered (Lu, L.
,
1990).
4. At Shenzhen University, and to a lesser extent, at universities in
the Guangzhou area, students were generally more independent and more
oriented toward business and vocation than students elsewhere in China
(FBIS, July 8, 1987, Pl-2; Hawkins & Koppel, 1991; Zhu, L, 1988,
November)
. A survey comparing middle school student aspirations in
Xi'an and Guangzhou showed a significant regional difference, as
reported by Yang Xianjun (cited in Rosen, 1990d, p. 301).
5. Interview quotations have been either translated from the Chinese or
edited to correct obvious grammatical errors in the English. Informants
are cited by gender, year of college graduation, and coded number. See
Appendix B for a description of the informant sample.
6. Bracketed notations with institution abbreviations and dates denote
field notes taken during participant observation.
7. Chen and Han also identified the following factors for class group
cohesion; interpersonal relations among classmates, similarities and
differences among classmates, the function of informal groups, class
group activities, gender ratio, and clarity of goals and teaching of
collective consciousness.
8 . A study of small informal subgroups within the class found that
proximity was the strongest factor of attraction among first-year
students but decreased in subsequent years as shared and complementary
interests became more important (Huang, X. T. , Shi & Wang, 1984).
9. A monthly rotation system for class leaders (except the Youth League
secretary) was proposed by one author (Dong, 1987). I learned of no such
examples reported to be in operation.
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10. An extreme case of student apathy was reported in one class at WuhanUniversity in which no one would volunteer for the daily living
position. The class decided to offer to pay someone to take on the
responsibility (Li, S. 1989, p. 18).
11. Four sayings about grass were used to illustrate college students'
ideas about romance in this article. The second saying, "Strong winds
sturdy grass" f Ufeng zhi lincaol
. refers to making a broad search for ’a
suitable match. The third, "A good horse doesn't eat the grass behind
it" [haoma buchi huitou cap]
,
signifies separating without hesitation if
love is gone. The fourth, "Good grass can be found everywhere" [ tianva
hechu wu fancao l
,
implies that since a suitable lover can be found
anywhere
,
students can wait until after they graduate and need not worry
about finding a lover at college.
12. Government policy on central heating of buildings has divided China
into three regions. South of the Yangtse River [ Chang i iang l
.
public
buildings, including office buildings, classrooms, and dormitories are
not heated. In the central region located north of the Yangtse and
south of the Yellow River f Huanghe l
,
office buildings and classrooms are
heated, but not most residential buildings. In the region north of the
Yellow River, both office buildings and residential buildings are
heated. The universities where this research was conducted were located
in the northern part of the central region.
13. A. H. Yang et al. (1989, p. 125) advocated mixing students from dif-
ferent disciplines and grades in dormitory rooms in order to increase
their social contacts and broaden their knowledge. The instances of
mixed dormitory rooms which were reported by informants seemed less part
of such an intentional plan of the institution, but rather, a result of
numerical necessity.
14. A similar metaphor was used by students in the 1950' s to describe
their confinement. They spoke of a "restricted square" bounded on four
sides by the dormitory, classroom, dining hall, and library (Chao &
Yang, 1968, p. 94).
15. Wen-hsin Yeh (1990) described how Chinese students in the 1920 's and
1930' s attempted to carve out personal space by hanging sheets and
arranging bookcases in the dormitories, and Shen Tong (1990) described
how students in the 1980' s "hid under their see-through mosquito-
netting; somehow in our cramped quarters, we thought we had privacy
there" (p. 110).
16. On self-management in Beijing universities, see JPRS CAR-87-002-116,
translation of article in Zhongguo i iaovu bao . December 9, 1986, p.l.
17. Other problems as identified in the college newspaper (September 9,
1990) were the discipline and supervision of labor, classrooms, morning
exercises, and punctual beginning and dismissal of classes. At an all-
campus meeting announcing the campaign, the President of the university
cited several major problems to be addressed including "incorrect school
atmosphere, incorrect teaching practices, poor studying practices" [TI
document #6 ]
.
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18. This phenomenon of roommates creating kinship
-type bonds was
described and criticized as an unhealthy tendency in an article on
dormitory culture in Daxuesheng (Gu, D,, 1989). A description of close
cross-gender relationships between two "friendship dormitory rooms,"
included similar expressions of pseudo -kinship bonds. Female students
used "brother" and male students used "sister" to refer to each other
(Xiao, Y.
,
1988, p. 25)
.
19. The song, "Wolf from the North" [ Beifang de lan^ l by Taiwan singer
Qi Qin was inunensely popular during the 1989-1990 period. Wu'er Kaixi,
one of the leaders of the 1989 student protest movement, cited this song
as symbolic of the alienation of Chinese students (Human rights in
China, 1990, p. 209).
20. In an article in Daxuesheng . Si Si (1989) offered a colorful exeimple
of such bedtime conversation in a male dormitory room. A similar
question was included in a 1987 survey of Beijing Normal University
students. The following were the responses to the question, "What is
the usual topic of 'bedtime talk'?" 37.1% "idle chats"; 16.8% "rarely
talk"; 12.0% "social issues"; 11.4% "love issues"; 8.9% "academic and
work affairs"; and 7.2% "other" ("Bai fen bi," 1988, p. 20).
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CHAPTER 5
MASS AND POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS
In Chapter four, a part of the formal structure of college student
life, the academic organization, was examined in isolation. In
actuality
,
the academic structure is closely interconnected with the
official student mass and political organizations. At each major level
of the academic structure-
- institution, department, and classroom-
-there
are counterpart arms of the official mass organizations and the
Communist Party.
In this chapter, the official mass organization of college
students, the Student Association, is described, including divisions at
the class, department, and college levels. A second mass organization,
the Communist Youth League, which includes the vast majority of
university students as members, is also discussed. The only officially
sanctioned political organization on campuses, the Communist Party, is
examined only insofar as its branches affect student organization. The
Party is included because it recruits some student members and also
plays a role in the life of non-members as the only permitted political
party and the overseeing body of the mass organizations.
I begin by examining the purpose, structure, and function of each
of these organizations with particular attention to student membership,
participation, and leadership. Students' attitudes towards these groups
are also emphasized. Following the separate examination of each type of
organization, I discuss their interrelationships and the network of
official organizations that they comprise.
Some overlaps with the previous chapter on academic divisions are
inevitable because of the multi-layered, interwoven nature of the
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academic, mass, and political organizations. Furthermore, just as
informal relationships develop within the dormitory and classroom struc-
tures, there are informal elements to the mass and political organiza-
tions. For example, there are various student clubs and societies which
the Student Association and the Communist Youth League sponsor, even if
only nominally. These will be treated as a type of informal or semi-
formal organization in the following chapter on informal networks.
The Student Association
Students, like workers and women, are organized by the Chinese
government in mass associations. Just as every institution in China
must have a mass organization, every Chinese institution of higher
education organizes a Student Association \ xueshenghui . also translated
as "student union"] for all undergraduates and a Labor Association for
all faculty and staff. In recent years, separate Graduate Student
Associations were established on many campuses. No other student
organizations are legally allowed to organize on Chinese campuses.
These Student Associations are all part of the official national All-
China Students' Federation, which, in turn, is part of the All -China
Youth Federation.
The Student Federation and the Student Associations were esta-
blished under the new communist government in 1949 as part of the All-
China Federation of Youth to organize the universities. The structure
of the Student Association [SA] in the 1978-1991 period was quite
similar to the system developed in 1949, but radically different from
student organizations during the Republican period (Chang & Shih, 1965;
Fraser, 1965; Yen, 1978).^ Theoretically at least, the Student Associ-
ations had some autonomy from the Chinese government and the Communist
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Party [CP], but like other mass organizations formed after 1949, they
were established by the CP and were explicitly placed under its leader-
ship. Being a mass youth organization, the SA was also under the
"assistance of the Young Communist League," according to the Federa-
tion's 1960 Constitution (Fraser, 1965, pp . 342-343). The tasks of the
SA were
:
To urge fellow students to study hard, and to organize
students to take part in social and political activities,
productive labor, scientific research, and cultural and
athletic activities (Fraser, p. 343).
According to the 1983 General Principles, the Federation's basic tasks
included:
1. implementation of the CP's education policy;
2. patriotism and communism;
3. being the link between students and the government and
Party;
4. organizing extra-curricular activities;
5. strengthening the unity with students from various ethnic
minorities, Taiwan, and Hong Kong;
6. developing friendly relations with student organizations
in other countries. (Klepper, 1988, p. 171, paraphrased)
Purpose and Goals
The Student Association has been taken for granted to such an
extent in China that statements and discussion of its goals, purposes,
and structure have seldom been published. One of the sources for the
official goals is the constitution of each campus SA and of the Student
Federation. The constitution of the Beijing University Student Associa-
tion stressed the cultivation of student "self-education" and "self-
regulation" and the responsibility of the organization for disciplining
its members. It also stipulated that the Student Association should
"help the university in educational and management tasks" (cited in
Francis, 1991, p. 400).
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stipulates the
The present constitution of the Student Federation
tasks of the Student Associations, including:
To show concern for the vital interests of students; report
their suggestions, opinions, and requests; promote a sense
of unity among themselves and with teachers, administrative
workers; and assist the university authorities in
developing a good teaching, studying, and living environ-
ment. (Dong, J., 1987, p. 26)
One of the only published discussions of the official role of the
Student Association was found in a book on educational reform at
Shanghai Jiaotong University, which was regarded as a model for other
universities in the 1980' s. It presented three main tasks for the
Student Association: support of ideological development, organization of
extra-curricular activities, and reporting on student affairs:
The Student Association is a student mass organization under
the leadership of the Party, and the class committee is its
basic level of organization. Its tasks include:
1. To complement the ideological education work of the
Communist Youth League among university students and improve
school spirit and school discipline;
2 . To organize students to promote activities by academic
exchange, cultural, athletic and other types of association
which are beneficial to studies and mental and physical
health; actively promote extra-curricular scientific and
technical activities, advising, and social service in order
for students to develop their talents, and gain knowledge in
their fields; it should assist the school offices to improve
student life and unify the whole student body to strive for
all-around development;
3. To frequently gather information and report on the
general academic situation and suggestions of students.
(Shanghai Jiaoda, 1985, p. 162).
The "work regulations" of the Student Association at Comprehensive
University also provided a sense of the official purposes of the
organization. For example, one of the six duties of the university- level
SA chairperson was to carry out duties in response to the Party , and the
Youth League, and the university administration:
Promptly responds to the Party Committee of the university,
informs the Youth League Committee and the Student Affairs
Office of the work situation, and obtains the guidance and
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university [authorities]. [CU document y/171990; see Appendix F for the complete document]
From these documents three broad goals for the SA can be seen.
First, it should enrich student life through extra-curricular activ-
ities. Second, it should serve as a bridge between the students on one
side, and the university administration and faculty on the other. This
involved a two-way channel of reporting students' attitudes and requests
to school authorities and conveying school directions to the students.
Third, the Student Association often had some responsibility or voice in
the management of various institutional aspects of students' lives such
as the dormitories, dining halls, and financial support.
The Student Association in the 1980'
s
In the years before the 1989 demonstrations, signs of dissatisfac-
tion with the Student Associations became evident on some campuses. As
early as 1981, there were considerable variations in the degrees of
effectiveness and independence of Student Associations at different
universities (Hang, 1981) . During the December 1986 student demonstra-
tions, "Down with the Student Union!" was one of the demands on some
campuses (Li, S., 1990, p. 92). In 1987, the Student Association at
reform-oriented Shenzhen University was reported to be attempting to
free itself from university control (FBIS July 8, 1987, Pl-2). Reports
from some universities in the late 1980 's that the Student Association
was responding more to students implied that dissatisfaction with the
organization was widespread among students. For example, at Wuhan
University, a survey conducted by the SA in 1987 found that eighty
percent of the student body lacked confidence in the SA and ninety
percent felt that the SA did not concern them at all. Perhaps in
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the "students'
response to this, the SA organized a popular activity,
forum," at which any student could give a talk expressing his or her
ideas (Li, S., 1990, pp. 92, 108).
But the underlying dissatisfaction with the official organizations
became more overt in 1989. One of the first strategic decisions of the
1989 student movement in Beijing was the establishment of autonomous
student organizations and a Beijing Federation of Autonomous Student
Unions in defiance of regulations.^ In so doing, students expressed
their lack of trust in and frustration with the official Student
Associations (Francis, 1989).
Before the demonstrations
. . . students [did] not trust the
xueshenghui [SA]. They regarded it [as] a kind of bureau-
cracy, just like the government. So during the demonstra-
tions there [was] a new xueshenghui
. and afterwards, the old
xueshenghui [took] over again. [female, 1990, HIO]
Control of the Student Association
Although theoretically the SA had status equal to that of the
Communist Youth League [CYL]
,
in practice, during the 1978 to 1990
period, the SA was subordinate to both the CYL and the Party. As one
school official explained, "The Youth League can give power to the
Student Association or can take power away." Some universities folded
the two organizations into one, totally removing whatever semblance of
autonomy the Student Association may have had. Following the suppres-
sion of the 1989 student movement and the general crackdown on students
on campuses throughout China, the Student Association was placed more
firmly under the control of the Youth League and university administra-
tion. During my field work in 1990, several students expressed views
which revealed some controversy at the institutional level over the
subordinate status of the Student Association.
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In her study of the Beijing University Student Association in the
late 1980's, Francis (1991) found that the organization was not autono-
mous, but was "beyond the direct management of the school authorities"
(p. 398). In contrast, the situations I encountered after the 1989
crackdown revealed that the schools maintained fairly strict control
over the organization. The CYL was the major tool for controlling the
Student Association, and student leaders felt quite intimidated by
school and CYL authorities.^
Organizational Structure: Student Bureaucracy
The Student Association operated on three levels at the univer-
sity: the school, department, and classroom levels. The classroom has
been discussed separately in Chapter four because students did not
generally place the class organization and its officers within the
context of the SA. Certainly, according to official documents and
school authorities, the class monitor was the class' official represen-
tative in student government and was part of the SA organizational
structure. [See Appendix F.] However, most students, including Student
Association officers, tended to view the SA as a two-tiered organiza-
tion: departmental and school -wide.
The University- level
The university- level Student Association was composed of a chair,
vice-chair, secretariat f mishu chu l . and several sections [^] . Each
section had a head [buzhang] , deputy head f fubuzhangl , and several
members f ganbu . literally "cadres," or officers]. The standing commit-
tee \ changvei ] was composed of the chair, vice-chair, and the heads of
these sections. At Technical Institute, I was told that the Congress of
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student Representatives [2Qiesheng dalbiao dahni
] convened every two
years and elected seven members as the leaders' team. These seven
became the Standing Committee and chose among themselves the chair and
the various section head positions [see Figure 1].
At Comprehensive University, for which I gathered fairly complete
data about SA structure and positions, the university- level SA leader-
ship included twenty- three student cadres (chairperson, vice-chair-
person, section heads, and section deputy-heads) and forty-eight section
members, totaling seventy-one. [See Figure 2, p. 118; see Appendix F
for the responsibilities of the positions in the Student Association at
CU. ]
chair
vice-chair
short-term program [ zhuanke 1
arts and athletics f wen- ti l
study and propaganda [ xue - chuan 1
secretary [mishu]
student life f shenghuo 1
women [ nusheng l
Note : From field notes, 1990, D5.
Figure 1
University- level Student Association, Technical Institute
Holding the twenty school-wide positions for which there was
information, were eight fourth-year, seven third-year, and five second-
year students. The structure at the universities in this study con-
formed closely to that of the Beijing University Student Association, as
described by Francis (1991)
.
As the numbers of graduate students at many Chinese universities
increased in the 1980' s, separate undergraduate and graduate Student
Associations were formed, but with nearly- identical structures. The
Graduate Student Association at Comprehensive University, formed in
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1991, listed officers in the following positions: chairperson, two vice
chairpersons who concurrently held posts as heads of the propaganda and
athletics sections, study and science section head, literature and arts
section head, and public relations section head [CU document y/19,
January 1991].
chairperson team f zhuxituan i
chairperson and vice
-chair
secretariat f mishu chu l
secretary general f mishuzhanpT
vice secretary for day-to-day work [ changwu fumi shn^haT^p
]
vice secretary [ fumishuzhang l and 6 officers [ ganbu l
student societies section [ shetuan bu 1
head, 2 vice heads, and 6 officers
literature and arts section f wenvi bu l
head, 2 vice heads, 8 officers
athletics section [ tivu bu 1
head, vice head, and 5 officers
student life section f shenehuo bu l
head, vice head, and 8 officers
study and propaganda section f xuechuan bu l
head, 2 vice heads and 6 officers
women's section f nusheng bu l
head, 2 vice heads, and 3 officers
public relations section f gongguan bu l
head, vice head, and 6 officers
Note : “Apparently a teacher/cadre who held a position in the
CYL. From CU document #14, 1990.
Figure 2
University- level Student Association, Comprehensive University
At Technical Institute, most of the leaders were reported to be
third and fourth-year students, but specific data was not gathered. A
poster announced the recruitment of members for the various sections and
requested that interested students contact the section heads in their
dormitory rooms. At Teachers' University, I was told that most officers
were fourth-year students and that new officers were recruited through
CYL and department SA recommendations and by students signing up as
candidates themselves
.
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All of the positions were held by students except that of the
secretary general (mishuzhang)
,
who was required to be a Communist Youth
League leader/ According to other SA officers, the secretary gener-
al, while officially an advisor, actually controlled the SA. As one SA
explained, the person who held the secretary general
position was a university cadre, a Party member, and was really in
charge of the SA, "so, it [the SA] is really under the Party." [CU,
January 20, 1991]. A SA officer at TU explained that the SA was
nominally independent, but each departmental SA was under a political
instructor [ fudao laoshi ] and the university SA was under a political
director [ zhidao laoshi 1 [TU, November 30, 1990].
The Department -level
The department -level Student Associations were structured in the
same way as the university- level organizations with some minor varia-
tions in the number and names of the sections. The major difference was
that at the department - level
,
there was no secretariat or CYL official
in the formal structure. Nevertheless, the department- level SA was
under the guidance of both the administrative and Party leaders of the
department, and SA leaders were required to make regular reports to the
department and to the Youth League . This control was addressed in two
of the five responsibilities listed for the chair of the departmental
Student Associations at Comprehensive University:
2 . Carries out work under the guidance of the department
Party and Youth League general branches, and the university-
level Student Association.
3. Keeps informed of the work situation of the department
branch student cadres and class committee cadres; promptly
responds to the Party Committee of the department and the
university Student Association. [CU document y/17 , 1990; see
Appendix F for complete document]
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At Comprehensive University, most departments had five or more
leaders, but they ranged from three (in foreign languages) to ten (in
chemistry). Some posts were held concurrently f iian i : for example, the
vice -chairperson of the university Student Association was also chair of
the Chinese department SA branch. For the thirteen departments listed
and the one other academic division, there were a total of eighty-five
student leaders holding ninety positions, including thirty chairs and
vice-chairs [CU document //14, 1990; figure 3 lists the posts in the
departmental Student Associations.]
chairperson f zhuxi 1
vice-chairperson(s) [fuzhuxi]®
study [ xuexi l
,
or study and propaganda [ xuechuan i
athletics
literature and arts
student life
women' s^
propaganda f xuanchuan bu 1°
self-discipline f zilu bu l
°
public security [ zhibao bu 1°
Note : “Some departments had two vice - chairpersons
.
^Found only in two departments
“Found only in one department
From CU document #14, 1990.
Figure 3
Typical Structure of Departmental -level Student Associations
Comprehensive University
Student Leaders
Selection of these Student Association officers took various forms
according to university and department traditions and policies. In some
cases, candidates were selected or indirectly nominated by political
instructors or Youth League cadres. According to one student, only
around one percent of students were chosen to be candidates. One
informant described the method of choosing these leaders as
" zhaopin
.
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[to invite applications] in which students signed up and then were
chosen by election [CU. January 20. 1991]. Although at some univer-
sities, elections became more democratic and competitive in the late
1980's according to some reports (Francis, 1991; Li, S., 1990), I did
find evidence of similar developments at the universities which I
studied.
^
One informant with experience in the student affairs department of
a university described three common variations for electing Student
Association officers but estimated that the majority of university
Student Associations held elections with written ballots. The varia-
tions included electing a standing committee which then would choose
officers from among its members, electing a standing committee with
chair and vice-chair being those with the most votes, and electing class
representatives to a school -wide student congress which then would elect
the officers. According to this informant, the variations frequently
occurred within the same university based on departmental tradition.
In 1990 Student Association leaders often identified the lack of
funds as one of the major restrictions on their activities. Because all
requests for funds had to be made to the CYL, SA leaders saw this as an
important means of control over the SA. Before 1989, at some univer-
sities the Student Association had been able to raise its own funds by
selling tickets to dances and other activities, but new directives in
1989 apparently gave the CYL control over these funds. As an informant
explained, the university administration feared misuse of funds by
students who would soon graduate and leave; whereas the CYL had respon-
sible permanent staff who already managed student activity funds. Other
students linked the stricter control over funds with other restrictions
imposed following the 1989 student movement such as the loss of a
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student newspapers, and, at Technical Institute, the loss of office
space and a telephone.®
Coordination Within the Organization
There was not necessarily much contact or coordination between the
university- level and department- level sections of the SA. For example,
the head of the university- level propaganda section said that he had
little contact with the departmental propaganda sections. Instead, he
had his own personal network of students whom he could call on to help
with activities [CU, January 20, 1991].
A student leader at Teachers' University felt that there were some
overlaps and conflicts between the SA leaders at the university and
departmental levels. The leaders of the University- level SA and the
chairpersons of the department -level SA's held weekly meetings [ lihui l
.
and each section of the department SA was supposed to have contacts with
its counterparts in other departments
.
The monitors met each month with
the SA in the department. A newsletter was also published by the SA
with the intended purpose of providing coordination and information for
SA leaders . Although each class received a copy and a copy was posted
outdoors on campus on the SA bulletin board, the main readership of the
newsletter was SA leaders themselves rather than the student body at
large
.
Perspectives of Student Leaders
Student leaders tended to see their work as important and in the
interests of the students in general. They felt restricted, however, in
what and how much they could do for students because of the administra-
tion and Party's control and because of the lack of funds [TU, November
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30, 1990]. Two general roles were mentioned frequently: that of organ-
izing extra-curricular activities and conveying information in both
directions between the administration and students. This latter role as
representative of both the school and the students seemed to be a source
of conflict and difficulty for many student leaders. They felt that the
major part of this role was to relay the decisions and wishes of the
authorities and that conveying students' requests to the school was not
very effective.^ Student requests for which the SA tried to lobby in-
cluded better conditions such as lighting, furniture, equipment, and
food [TU, November 30, 1990]. Although they had some influence among
students, the leaders felt relatively powerless with respect to the
school administration.
Another common complaint made by student leaders was the control
of publications by the CYL and CP. Although the chair of the SA propa-
ganda section was the chief editor of Comprehensive University's school
newspaper, students felt that final editorial control of the newspaper
was in the hands of the CYL. In fact, in 1990 the newspaper's masthead
clearly announced that it was sponsored [ zhuban i by the CYL.® At Tech-
nical Institute, the monthly student newspaper previously edited by the
SA was not permitted to be published following the 1989 student move-
ment
.
In the fall of 1989, TI authorities had also restricted other SA
activities and dissolved most of the student societies which the SA had
sponsored [TI, November 6, 1990]. As a result, students saw the SA as
having little autonomy. My impression was that compared with other
colleges, the SA at Technical Institute was relatively inactive. For
example, the leader of the women's section of one department SA
described her responsibilities as "empty," with no set tasks. Although
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her department included over 100 female students, her section had few
activities and only planned to hold a fashion show and to post some
articles on blackboards [TI, November 2, 1990]. Both the attitude of
the school authorities and the vocational orientation of engineering
students probably contributed to the passivity of the SA at Technical
Institute
.
Some of the student leaders interviewed in 1990 at the three
universities felt that the SA had lost some of its status and indepen-
dence following the 1989 student movement. According to them, before
1989, the CYL and SA were considered to be parallel and equal, but after
the crackdown, CYL was given authority over the SA. One student leader
believed that because SA leaders had supported the student movement, the
school administration did not trust them [TI, November 6, 1990].
Student leaders were fairly open about their own motivations for
taking these positions. Most agreed that there were some advantages
which student leaders could get, especially in terms of better job
assignments.® Student leaders could also expect to have certain
advantages in their future work units. With a strong university leader-
ship record, they might be given preference for a leadership role, for a
promotion, or for study abroad. Informants saw more advantages for SA
leaders at the department level because of their close contact with the
political counsellors and department leaders who made the job assignment
decisions. No such benefit for SA leaders at the college level was
mentioned by leaders themselves, but one former student suggested that
top SA leaders might have been motivated by the possibility of job
assignments following graduation as officials in CYL or student affairs
offices
.
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The organizational experience was often mentioned by leaders
themselves as the chief motivation. Since the SA was structured along
much the same lines as all Chinese government organizations, leaders saw
their experience as useful in future work and therefore a potential
asset for their future careers [CU, January 20, 1991; TI
,
November 4,
1990; TU, November 30, 1990]. One student explained that student
leaders were in demand by work units because of their organizational
experience [TU, December 14, 1990]. Another student claimed that he was
interested in being a "politician," in the future, but not within the
Communist Party, and that his experience in the SA would be helpful in
this regard [TI, November 6, 1990].
Students' Perceptions of the Student Association
Both student leaders and others agreed that the first- and second-
year students were more interested in SA and CYL activities than the
upper-grade students. Whereas the younger students were accustomed to
the official groups in middle school, the upper- grade students tended to
be more concerned with their own plans for the future, their friends,
and their love affairs. Another factor mentioned was that older stu-
i
j
dents became disillusioned with opportunistic and ambitious student
I
leaders [TI, October 23, 1990].
I
I
Some students felt that the SA made positive contributions to
students' lives. Most commonly mentioned by students were the dances,
j
cultural programs, and guest speakers. The most enthusiastic supporters
I were those who had been active in the SA themselves at some point during
I
’ their college career. The following two statements were made by former
' SA officers at the department level:
I
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They [the SA] gave a lot of very good lectures and organized
some lectures very well. [They] invited different speakers
to campus. Usually, I didn't participate a lot in those
things, but they [had] a lot of posters on our campus. I
think they did a very good job. [male, 1989, H8]
We [had] many chances to learn a lot of things from famous
persons. The Student Association's most important function
was to invite many good people, something like foreign
teachers or famous people who [were] active in China
and talk about different [topics]
- political or social or
psychology. That's the most active activity that I attend-
ed. .. . Every time [Fang Lizhi came to speak] the room
was filled. [male, 1987, H18]
Other students interviewed reported little involvement with the SA
except at the classroom level. The second quote shows the distinction
which students typically made between the classroom group and the SA;
Most students didn't treat [the SA] as a very important
organization in the university, but we [knew] that they
organized some activities like cinema evening, dance
evening, things like that. [male, 1982, H7]
Since our class was so independent- -holding all these spring
outings, autumn outings, dancing parties, like that- -we knew
very, very little of the SA. Of course the SA organized a
lot of activities, but our class seemed to organize our own
activities. We didn't participate so much in activities
that the SA organized. [male, 1984, Hll]
Dissatisfaction with the SA and with its leaders was widespread
and appears to have increased after 1985 for at least two reasons. The
involvement of some Student Associations in running businesses and
student work programs created antagonism when students did not see the
organization's profits as in their interests (Ji, 1988). Small-scale
business on campus, such as selling soft drinks on campus, began in 1985
at many colleges
,
and some SA leaders in took advantage of their
positions to engage in new business ventures. (The phenomenon of campus
business is discussed in more detail in the following chapter.) A
second factor leading to disaffection with the SA may have been the
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failure of some SA leaders to support student protests in the period
from 1985 to 1990.
The Student Association has no connection at all with my
life. 1 can live very well without it.
. . . I don't think
they can do many things for students. Their quality is not
very high. Many get good jobs, but I don't think they are
capable. [female, third-year, CU, December 6, 1990]
The Student Union can't represent us. [male, third-year,
TU, January 13, 1991]
Students with highest marks often criticized student leaders as
less studious and lower achievers. The high achievers were seldom
interested in devoting time to the Student Association. Some felt that
the student leaders were mostly cronies who cared about their own clique
rather than the students whom they supposedly represented:
My feeling is that those who are working with the Student
Association and CYL, they [were] not really the top
students; [they were] kind of "middle-class" students. They
[would] never be the bad students. Maybe just because this
kind of activity is really time-consuming. So they [could]
not concentrate on studying and maybe they [were] not really
interested in studying so much as those top students.
[female, 1989, H5]
Later on the students [didn't] like the SA. They hate[d]
that because they earn[ed] a lot of money from students. It
turn[ed] [out] that somebody became rich from the students.
. .
.
[The chair was] elected in the membership [leader-
ship] of SA, not from all the students. Sometimes students
even [didn't] know who [was] the chairman. [female, 1989,
H9]
During the Cultural Revolution, struggles between student
factions, while couched in ideological terms, were often due to competi-
tion between students who came from different family backgrounds.
Conflicts between those from cadre and intellectual families were
especially common. There were some indications in this study that in
the 1978-1990 period there was still a rift between those from cadre and
intellectual backgrounds which came to the fore in relation to the
leadership of the official organizations. Some students from intellec-
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tual backgrounds perceived SA leaders as the cadres' children who were
seeking the same cadre privileges enjoyed by their parents:
There [was] competition for everything. Even for power
. .
.
political power is overvalued in China. Even the
students, they want to be the leader.
. . . Only for per-
sonal purpose, for their own ambitions.
. . . One aspect of
Chinese intellectuals is they don't want to be involved [in]
politics. ... So those who get the power are those who
[are] ambitious and who do not really care about this coun-
try. What they want is only the power.
, . . Those people
from the families who [are] from the cadres, they become the
future cadres; those from the intellectual [families], they
become the future intellectuals. [female, 1990, HIO]
There was a common perception that student leaders were motivated,
at least in part, by potential advantages in job assignment and other
types of preferential treatment. Although they devoted less time to
study and were seldom at the top of their class, they tended to get the
better jobs. Because job assignments were competitive and, in prin-
ciple, were to be based upon students' abilities and achievement, the
perception of unequal treatment produced further resentment of students
toward SA leaders
:
[Favoritism for student leaders] was very clear. In our
grade
,
there were several who were chosen to remain at our
school . .
.
[which was] one of the best assignments, much
better than to teach at a middle school or vocational
school. Those several students had almost all worked for
the Student Association or the League. . . . They were given
positions in Student Association and League work, not in
teaching. [male, 1989, H16]
I feel that some of the students [tried] to make use of
their opportunity to show their own talent or whatever...
to show their teachers, because at the time the job assign-
ment [was] also [under] . . . the fudaoyuan and also other
persons in the department. And also some students tried to
get more training in their own personal abilities as a good
way later to go to the real society, [which was] different
from campus. [female, two colleges, 1981-1987, H13]
Some student leaders were seen by their fellow students as overly
ambitious or corrupt and were disliked because of this (Xiao, Y. , 1988).
In his autobiographical account, student activist Li Lu (1990)
described
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his ovm disillusionment with the Student Association as a first-year
student at Nanjing University. After joining the Communist Party and
working in the Student Association for a short time, he became disgusted
with the SA, which he later saw as "merely a tool of the Party" (p. 93)
and with the student leaders, some of whom he learned were dishonest.
He found that while they had little power, they "were corrupted by what
little power was theirs" (p. 93). Li Lu felt that the main goals of the
student leaders were to please the heads of the CYL and the Party and to
place their own friends in the student organization and that, "Everyone
wanted to be a little Napoleon" (p. 94).
Despite such problems of trust and credibility, the Student
Associations did involve a large number of students in the organization
and its activities. In contrast to the overly-negative view presented
by Cherrington (1991, p. 145), this study did not find that students
generally dismissed the SA as irrelevant
. In her more balanced
study of the Student Association at Beijing University, Francis (1991)
found that despite student disillusionment with the organization, it was
their "dominant political model in the 1980's" (p. 395). My interviews
with students supported Francis' view; furthermore, I found that even
following the demonstrations and suppression of 1989 the Student
Association remained viable and influential. Attitudes of my informants
toward the SA were varied, but many were ambivalent. Some were enthusi-
astic and active; others disdained the organization and its leaders.
Most students, however, were probably influenced by the SA to some
degree and were at least peripherally involved in some of its activi-
ties .
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Communist Youth Leapup
The official role of the Communist Youth League [CYL] is as an arm
of the Communist Party [CP] extending among "young people," aged from
fifteen to twenty-eight.^^ It was officially established in 19A9 as
the Youth League, renamed the New Democratic Youth League in the early
1950s, and became the Communist Youth League in 1957 (Cherrington, 1991;
Fraser, 1965, p. 198),^^ The CYL maintained a subordinate relationship
to the Communist Party, both at the central leadership level and at the
local institutions. "While in theory an independent organization having
its own hierarchy that parallels the Party organization at each level,
the Youth League is wholly dominated by the Party." (Rosen, 1985a,
p. 2).
Official Goals
The general goals of the CYL were overtly political and were
directly connected to its role vis-a-vis the Party. Three major objec-
tives were to recruit Party members, to organize young people to follow
Party leadership, and to educate young people in ideological and moral
areas. In the succinct definition of the role of the CYL in the Party
Constitution, there is no question of who controls the CYL:
The CYL of China is a mass organization of advanced young
people under the leadership of the Communist Party of China;
it is a school where large numbers of young people will
learn about communism through practice; it is the Party's
assistant and reserve force. The Central Committee of the
CYL functions under the leadership of the Central Committee
of the Party. The local organizations are under the leader-
ship of the Party committees at the corresponding levels of
the higher organizations of the League itself. ( Beii ing
Review
.
September 28, 1982, cited in Liu, A., 1986, p. 148)
In carrying out this broad mission, the CYL performed different
roles depending on the institution or social group within which it
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operated. Its tasks among rural youth, for example, differed from its
work among university students. ^2 university, the CYL had four
basic tasks. First, as the "reserve force" of the Party, it was respon-
sible for organizing students to follow the leadership of the Party and
for preparing students for recruitment to the Party. Secondly, as a
"transmission belt" between the Party and students, its task was to
perform political and ideological education among members and the entire
student body:
The primary organizations of the CYL are supposed to
organize its members to study Communist ideology and current
Party line and programs, propagandize Party policy among the
masses, and inform the [Party] of the sentiment of Chinese
youth in general. (Liu, A., 1986, p. 149)
The third responsibility of the League was to organize various extra-
curricular activities, either directly or through the Student
Association. This related closely to the fourth task of monitoring all
student activities, and, in particular, activities of the Student
Association. These latter two responsibilities demonstrate the overlap-
ping roles of the SA and the CYL. In fact, one book on university
management assigned the responsibility for organizing and managing
extra-curricular activities, or "the second classroom," jointly to the
CYL and the SA, making no explicit distinction between the roles of the
two organizations (Zhu, J., Cai, & Yao , 1986).^^
Recruitment and Membership
Students were most often recruited into the CYL in middle school,
where membership was generally viewed as an honor given to the best
students according to academic, political, and physical criteria. While
students could join at any level- -junior middle school, senior middle
school^\ or college- -the top students in middle school who aspired to
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enter the university usually tried to join the CYL before graduation,
perhaps believing that membership would enhance their opportunities. In
some middle schools, the CYL apparently abandoned political criteria in
order to increase the number of recruits. Hence, most university
students were already members upon entering the university. One report
estimated that nearly 90% of students entering college in the late
1980' s were already members, many of whom had joined just before gradua-
ting from middle school without much understanding of the League (Yang.
J. et al. 1990. p. 28; see Table 6).
Table 6
University Student Membership in the Communist Youth League
Year percent members
1978 60.4
1979 69.2
1980 76.2
1981" 86.4
1987^ 88.2
1989® 87
Note : "Rosen. 1985b. p. 179; ^based on a survey of 887 students in 12
Shanghai universities (Mao & Gong. 1987. p. 1); "^based on survey
of 9.018 undergraduate and graduate students at 47 universities
(Yuan. Z.
.
1989, cited in Rosen, in press); 1978-1980 date from
Zhongguo i iaovu nianiian. 1949-1981 . Beijing: China Encyclopedia
Press, 1984, p. 427, (cited in Rosen, 1985a, p. 4);
Although most entering university students had already joined the
CYL in middle school, membership could be restricted and competitive for
middle school students.^®
[In middle school] everybody applied, but some students
[were] rejected because of their behavior. You had to be
suggested by your teacher, and the teacher [was] not always
fair about that. They may have [had] some personal feelings
against you. [female, 1990, HIO]
In the interviews, students generally reported CYL membership at
ninety to one hundred percent in their classes. At Technical
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Institute, student leaders estimated that "ninety-nine percent, almost
everyone" was a League member. A CYL leader at Teachers' University
reported a ninety-seven percent membership figure for 1990, with preced-
ing years varying between ninety- four and ninety- seven percent.
Attitudes about membership were matter-of-fact and frequently
noncommittal. Although most college students were members, they had
joined in middle school and did not seem to attach any importance to
membership once they had entered college. One motivation for joining
the League and maintaining membership was simply to avoid the stigma of
non-membership . In general, it was simpler to remain an inactive member
than to create an issue by withdrawing from the CYL.
I don't think most students were interested in Communism.
They just take the chance because in China if you don't join
the tuanwe
i
[CYL] or something like that, it's slow to get a
promotion. [female, 1985, HI]
By the time we graduated in 1989, less than five were not
members. A few people did not want to join the League . . .
because at that time, not like before 1983 when people
thought more simply, they thought that joining the League
and paying five fen was a kind of burden. . . . Some people
simply didn't believe in it. There were also those who
didn't want to join your group activity. [female, 1989,
H17]
Actually, if you're not a League member, you'll have a hard
time in college. [There was] only one [non-member] in our
grade --in six classes. ... If you are not a member, that
is a symbol that you have some problems. . . . Well, if
you're not really interested in politics at least you have
to join the League. [female, 1989, H5]
One student interviewed decided to withdraw from the CYL after her
first year in college because, at her college, members were required to
be active. She had been criticized for inactivity and disliked the in-
doctrination and conformity of beliefs required by the League.
You have to listen [to] what you don't want to [hear]. You
have to say something [that] you don't like to say. It's
very political. [female, 1985, HI]
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In one rather unusual case, a student who was not a member of the
CYL was chosen as the class monitor. Looking back, he described it as
"unimaginable, unbelievable" that a non-member would become a monitor.
He explained that although Youth League membership in middle school was
"a kind of honor for those excellent students," he was unwilling to join
as a matter of principle;
First of all you have to write an application to your super-
visor, a Youth League committee member, a student in your
class. You have to give it to him. After the application
you have to behave yourself so nicely, or pretend to behave
yourself [for] one year, or at least one semester
. . .
These [reports of thoughts] are conducted in line
with Marxist beliefs or Youth League beliefs, or something
like that, and I really hated that because I did not want to
write my personal thinking. I did not want to tell others
what I had been thinking. [male, 1986, H-4]
During the 1989 student movement, some protesters in Beijing did
withdraw from the League as a symbolic act (Yu, M. C. & Harrison, 1990,
p. 123), but I found no evidence of such sentiments or actions on the
campuses which I studied.
Leaders and Activities
Unlike the Student Association, the CYL was headed by university
staff who were part of the university administrative system. Each
institution had a CYL branch which led the departmental CYL sections.
All of the League officials at the university level, and most at the
department level, were staff or teachers. Most of these officials were
in their thirties.
Students entered leadership at the classroom level as League
branch secretaries f zhibu shuji ] . Other positions were the coordinators
of propaganda r xuanchuan weivuan ] and organization [ zuzhi
weiyu^ ] .
These positions were chosen by the student members,
under the guidance
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One branch
of the fudaoYuan, who usually made the final decision,
secretary described her responsibilities as taking care of students
entering the CYL, organizing meetings, liaison work with other schools,
and cooperating with the class monitor on class affairs [1989, H17].
Another informant, who had held the same post, described major expecta-
tions as being "the first to respond to the fudaovuan . " organizing
activities, and transmitting "good and bad things" from the school
authorities to classmates [male, 1983, H14]
. In his view, the CYL
secretary should report some things but also protect his or her class-
mates
. The organization coordinator was in charge of collecting monthly
dues and little else. The work of the coordinator of propaganda
included making posters, posting blackboard notices, and possibly
writing reports for the school newspaper.
According to an official at Teachers' University, CYL work in-
cluded both its own internal work and cooperation with the Student
Association. He outlined the goals of the CYL as: to assist the Party,
to promote advanced models for emulation, to organize student life, and
to recruit new members who met the requirements . In addition to the
Wednesday afternoon political study sessions conducted by the fudaovuan
and required of all students, every Friday evening CYL members attended
a two-hour study session conducted by the Party and CYL officers met on
Friday afternoons. This official identified propaganda work, which
included publications and "criticism," as an important aspect of CYL
work. The nature of this "criticism" was not explained.
At TU
,
in conjunction with the SA, the CYL helped to organize
cultural and athletic activities. There were also meetings with the SA
leaders every two weeks [TU, December 14, 1990]. Although the CYL did
not officially publish its own newspaper, it provided the funds for the
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student publication. CYL activities were also included in the Student
Association newsletter, and many activities were co-sponsored by the
Student Association and the CYL.
At Technical Institute, the CYL appeared to have several major
functions; propaganda, monitoring of student behavior, control over the
Student Association, and organizing of activities and associations. An
official report of CYL activities listed these tasks:
Study Lei Feng^® campaign, campus cultural development,
social practice, CYL membership reception day, youth
psychology consultation, and "civilized classroom"
supervision. [TI document ^/9
,
p. 2]
There was little evidence of CYL activity on the TI campus aside
from occasional posters and hand-written essays and notices on the
blackboards designated for CYL use. A poster on campus announced the
formation of a school chorus organized by the CYL and invited students
and staff to join. Also, the League and Party were organizing an arts
association to "enrich students' leisure life" with extra-curricular
arts classes, fashion shows, lectures, and comedy performances [TI,
November 4, 1990]. As part of the school's rectification campaign, the
CYL monitored student conduct including attendance at morning exercise
and dormitory cleanliness. On the CYL blackboard in a classroom build-
ing, reports of exercise attendance rates by various classes were posted
after an inspection. On another CYL blackboard, first-year students had
copied short essays on idealism. These blackboards seemed to attract
little or no attention from students as they passed by.
According to student informants, CYL and SA activities were more
popular among first- and second-year students. Indeed, there was
little
evidence of involvement in CYL activities among upper-grade students
at
Technical Institute.
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One of the few activities of the CYL mentioned at Comprehensive
University was the publication of the student newspaper by the CYL news
section [ tongxunshe ] [CU document //9 ; CU, November 1990]. The newspaper
came out infrequently, according to one of the members of the
-
tongxunshe
,
because the CYL was short of money and had problems with the
computer used for set-up [CU, January 20, 1991]. The four-page
newspaper typically printed CYL and official university affairs on the
first page. Student-written essays and poetry and articles of more
popular interest filled the inside and back pages. One issue contained
a column "Youth League Supervision Post" which called attention to un-
SHnitary conditions in the dining hall and frequent power outages in a
dormitory building [CU document //6, p. 2]. Such criticism, however, was
not at all typical of the CYL, and students did not see the League as
their representative or voice.
CYL and SA: Uneasy Relationship and Blurred Roles
From the viewpoint of many students, the roles of the Communist
Youth League and the Student Association were not clearly separated.^®
An example of the complete overlap of the two organizations was a class
in which one student was chosen as both monitor and CYL secretary
because, according to the informant, there was no real division of
responsibility. "The CYL secretary was just like a shadow of the moni-
tor" [female, 1984, H19] . A student who had once been propaganda leader
for his department felt that the CYL and SA were actually the same thing
and had the same duties, only they had different student leaders. He
saw this as an example of the state of affairs at all levels in China
where the division between the government and Party was in form only.
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However, he admitted that students perceived the SA to be less political
than the CYL:
Actually they were the same thing. Their work, their duties
[were] the same thing. They just divide[d] the work
.
After 1981, most students lost interest to join the CYL
organization
. . . Most of them wanted to be in the Student
Association because the Student Association [was] less
political. [male, 1985, H3]
One teacher explained the division of responsibilities in these
terms
:
The purpose of the SA is to enrich student life; the CYL is
in charge of political activities such as reading articles
and holding meetings. [TU, December 28, 1990]
Similarly, a student, who was the head of the CYL organization section,
saw little difference except that, "the Student Association is for
activities; the Youth League is for ideology" [TU, December 1990].
Students suggested that there was an unwritten policy that leaders
of the SA at all levels from the class committee up to the school -wide
level should be CYL members. Articles by CYL leaders commonly em-
phasized that an important aspect of League work was to penetrate
student organizations and build close relationships with student
leaders
.
Participation
The most common activity associated with the CYL for former
students interviewed was paying the monthly League dues of five fen.
Meetings were usually infrequent, and CYL- sponsored activities were few
and often not identified with the CYL by students. CYL meetings were
described often as informal or irregular. Studying of Party documents
was the usual function of these meetings. In some cases, members
inter
viewed could barely remember attending these meetings, and no one
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interviewed attached any importance to them. Despite its widespread
membership on campuses, the CYL did not seem to play a large role in
organizing student activity.
[CYL meetings] depended on the secretary for the class. If
she or he [forgot], then everyone [would] be happy, but if
he remembered, you had to go
. . . Like if someone [fell]
ii^ 1 then the CYL said, ^That* s not good, and we should
do something.' [male, 1982, H7]
A former CYL leader at the class level described the League's role
as somewhat more active. She had been selected as class monitor by the
head teacher [ banzhuren i
,
but chose instead to be a small group League
leader because it would be less work and leave her with more leisure
time
:
[They] held meetings, participated in the central govern-
ment's drives, and read documents. But most of the time it
was things that young people themselves organized like
making friends and going on spring outings and picnics
. . .
The more formal activities were studying documents.
[female, 1983-1989, H17]
In the interviews, students generally expressed either neutral or
negative attitudes toward the CYL and membership. Many saw the organi-
zation as irrelevant or a meaningless formality. The most common
attitude was of disinterest, much in accord with surveys of student
attitudes which have been reported in the past several years.
Although disinterest was common and some resentment toward the CYL
was expressed by SA leaders
,
overt hostility toward the CYL or its
leaders, such as described by Shen (1990, p. 81) and Li Lu (1990, pp.
95-97), was not found in this study.
The only thing [that] made me aware that I was a member was
that I had to pay five fen every month [dues]. [male, 1983,
H6]
Everyone was a member. We just submitted a five cent month-
ly fee to the CYL secretary. . . . Besides that, we knew
very little of it. But the tuanwei [CYL] of the institute
usually held a spring outing and the dancing parties of the
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whole institute. Then we also went to participate,
besides that, we knew very little. We also had movieparties once every week, and if it [was a good film[would] go. [male, 1984, Hll]
But
then we
At that time nobody was interested in that [CYL]
Because there [were] not many activities for the CYL, no one
was interested. So lately, [they] combined the CYL and SA
together. [male, 1989, H8]
We just paid the member [ship] fees every year or every
month, but that's all. ... As long as I can remember, [we
had] no meeting for CYL in the college.
. . . There [were]
some dances, but when we [would] go dancing, we [did] n't
think we [were] involved in the CYL, we only [thought] that
it [was] fun. [female, 1990, HIO]
Students with negative views of the CYL failed to identify speci-
fic grievances but felt that it did not promote their interests or could
not be trusted.
The CYL was far from us
. . . They [classmates] were not
interested in tuanwe
i
[CYL] because you [would] get nothing
if you join[ed] that. [female, 1985, HI]
The CYL did not have a good reputation. [male, 1985, H3]
The picture of the CYL structure that emerged from observations
and interviews was that of a leadership network with little meaningful
penetration to the rank and file students. Nearly all class members
were also CYL members, and the CYL strategy was to organize within the
class and department groupings. Thus for members interviewed, there was
no feeling of a CYL group as distinct from the class. This feeling in
itself conveyed the weakness of the CYL on college campuses.
Recruiter and "Reserve Force" for the Party
In its role as a "reserve force" and recruiter for the Party, the
CYL had, on the surface, a less difficult task to perform in the univer-
sities than in any other social unit. This was because the vast major-
ity of university students were already CYL members and, hence, should
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have been well -trained in CYL and Party doctrine and oriented positively
toward the Party. The reality in the 1980's. however, was that member-
ship in the CYL signified nothing for many university students. The
exception appeared to be those students who performed leadership roles
in the CYL and SA, especially those at the higher levels.
Recruitment for the Party was based largely on students' activism
as CYL and SA leaders. In those positions, students had the opportunity
to work with the political counsellors and other university authorities.
These contacts were very important in the Party recruitment process.
From the point of view of some CYL and SA activists, the CYL probably
did fulfill its function of recruiting leaders into the Party.
One of the problems was the ability of the CYL to attract the best
students as leaders according to its own criteria of the "three goods"
in academic achievement, political and moral values, and physical
activity. Top academic students tended to avoid taking active roles in
formal organizations. They preferred to spend their time studying or
being with friends, and they often disliked the organizations' political
orientation and subordination to the Party. The academic achievers
tended to have a sense of superiority to student cadres.
Motivations of students to take on posts in the CYL were found to
be individualistic and rarely related to actual Communist political
values or beliefs. Student leaders in the CYL and SA often became Party
aspirants, and there was a widespread perception that their motives were
largely opportunistic.
Students and the Communist Party
The Communist Party plays a leading role in all authorized organ-
izations in China, and as such is directly involved with the student and
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youth organizations and with the administrative and academic structure
of the universities. Although only a small percentage of university
students became members before graduation, the Party exerted its in-
fluence over every aspect of student life. As previously discussed, the
CYL, with nearly universal student membership, functioned as a proxy for
the Party.
Party Membership
Precise figures for Party membership among university under-
graduates were not readily available, but based on reports from several
major universities, membership in the early 1980 's was only one to two
percent. For many institutions, this percentage was the lowest since
1949. In 1984 the Party began a campaign to recruit college stu-
dents
,
and by 1986
,
membership rates of three to four percent were
reported on many campuses (Rosen, 1990c, pp . 274-275).^^
Although the numbers rose in the late 1980' s, students became more
critical of the Party. During this period, the Party at local and
national levels had developed a reputation for rampant corruption and
poor work-style despite a "Party rectification" campaign (Rosen, 1990b).
The Party's efforts to control university students' thoughts and
activities became increasingly ineffective, and the decline in the
integrity and legitimacy of the Party became a catalyst for student
activism.
Data on Party application and membership were often suspect, but
they suggested that whatever the motivation, students were indeed
applying in greater numbers beginning in the mid-1980' s The offi-
cial Comprehensive University newspaper reported that 43% [71] of the
students in the philosophy department (probably the most loyal to the
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Party) had applied to the Party by 1990, and it was pointed out that
most of them did so after the 1989 "disturbance" [CU document //18,
December 1990] . Recollections by informants in this study of the
numbers of their classmates who had joined the Party by graduation
ranged from four to twenty percent. Most reported that while many had
applied, few had been admitted until the fourth year.
Several students spoke of efforts to recruit them to the Party by
their political counsellor. One entered the Party just before gradua-
tion because of his assignment to an important government organization.
Similarly, students in a class being trained for embassy and ministry
positions were all encouraged to apply to the Party [H13]. Every
student in one economics class had applied to the Party by graduation in
1990, but only the most active would actually join, according to one
informant
.
We were all asked to apply, but I [was] not very serious
about that. ... I applied in my fourth year because every-
body applied. . . . lots of students they appl[ied] in the
first year . . . But only those who [were] particularly
active politically, they [could] be Party members, and they
must spend a lot of time with the zhidaoyuan . One of my
classmates, I remember, she submit [ted] [reports] about her
new thinking every week. [female, 1990, HlO]
Some students applied, but others refused. When one student was
asked to apply by the class monitor he decided not to because he con-
sidered the Party to be "too mainstream" [male, 1983, H6] . One student,
who disliked politics and tried to leave whenever he could during big
meetings, was quite adamant about not wanting to be a member. He com-
pared the Party to a constricting headband [ j inguzhou] in the famous
classical Chinese novel about the Monkey King. In the story, the
pain-
ful, tightening headband was a means of controlling the Monkey
King,
forcing him to obey his master [male, 1982, H2] . Another
informant, who
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was asked to apply because he was an outstanding student, explained,
"But the problem was that I did not want to. I did not want to write
personal reports" [male, 1986, H4]
.
Among students and staff, membership in the Party was common
knowledge, and information supplied by Informants revealed that in the
middle and late 1980 's it was common for two or more students in a class
of thirty to have joined before graduation and for a great many more to
apply. These members were often the students active in CYL and SA
organizations. One student reported that among the four Party members
in a large class of eighty-six students were the monitor, vice-monitor,
and CYL branch secretary [H17]. One report stated that nearly one-half
of faculty members in general were Party members ( FBIS April 13, 1990,
p. 25).
Motivations for Joining
Informants did not describe Party members as necessarily having
firm beliefs in communist Ideology and a strong faith in the Party, but
often in terms increased opportunities and privileges Most students
interviewed were not Party members, but several had joined the Party
just prior to graduation. They related their decision to apply and join
to their job assignments or aspirations to continue in graduate school.
Whether members themselves or not, informants tended to ascribe oppor-
tunistic motives to those who joined.
Some maybe were interested for those advantages they could
take later. I don't think that most of the student Party
members now would really feel they want to devote [them-
selves] to Communism. [male, 1989, H8]
Some people may [have an] advantage when they get
a job, and
you had more chance to be a .sanhao xuesheng [three
-good
student] ... If you [were] sanhao xuesheng at the
city
level, you [could] get a job wherever you want [ed]
-
-you
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[could] choose before every [other] student.
. . . Maybe
sometimes they just believe [d] in Communism. [female, 1989,
H9]
We call[ed] it " dangpiao .
"
[Party ticket]
--you have a "tick-
et" if you are a Party member
. . . Normally if you are a
Party member, you have more choices [for iobs]. [male
1982, H7]
j j i .
The purpose is very practical. Because the Communist Party
is in power, so if you want to share this power, you have to
be a member
. . . Very practical
. . . They [classmates]
[did] not believe in it [Communism]. They just [thought] it
[was] a way to seek power, for their future career. That's
all that they [thought]. [female, 1990, HIO]
Students commonly viewed Party members as receiving undeserved
privileges. Because of the de-emphasis of political criteria and the
prevalent ideology of academic achievement and ability as the basis for
advancement, students in the 1980 's were often critical of unequal
treatment based on Party status.
Party members and other cadres got more marks toward schol-
arships. This was unfair. I got the second- level scholar-
ship because I didn't want to join the Party. A lot of
students didn't want to join. Of those who did, some did so
because of belief, and others for the opportunity. [female,
1983-1989, H17]
To become a Party member, one needed to be on good relations
with the political counsellor. Students joined not out of
belief, but to get better jobs and [for] their future.
Others were jealous of them because they could get a better
assignment. [male, 1987, H18]
With criticisms of Party corruption increasing in the 1980s, Party
membership could be seen as the desire on the part of some students to
get a share of the spoils falling into the hands of Party officials.
This may be an overly cynical view, but it is one which some students
held and a perception which only further damaged Party prestige.
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Party Structure on Campus
The organization of the Party at the smallest level was the Party
branch, which could be established with as few as three Party members.
A branch was formed within the class, year, or department, and Party
study groups were organized by these branches. In addition, study
groups for non-members were organized at some universities as Party-
sponsored extra-curricular activities [H18].^°
The organizational structure of the Party can best be visualized
by a look at its operations at one university. At Comprehensive
University in 1990, there were over 1,450 Party members including 670
"teachers" f jiaoshi l and nearly 400 other "staff" Miaogong l
. The
remaining 400, apparently, were mostly undergraduate and graduate
students. These members were organized into 22 general Party branches
[ dangzongzhi l and 125 branches f zhibu l [CU, September 1990]. Again, the
philosophy department was cited as a model with its Party branch leading
three Party study groups and also forming a "Party member liaison group"
[CU document #18, December 1990].
None of the informants for this study volunteered information
about meetings of Party members or Party- sponsored study groups. Based
on only a limited knowledge of these activities, I presume that these
were not of much importance to most students. Undoubtedly, for some
students who took Party involvement seriously, relations between Party
members were important. This study did not focus on Party activities
and involvement, and these are important topics requiring further
research
.
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The Party's Influence
The Party's most direct contact with students was through the
political counsellor f fudaovuan or zhidaovuan ] . who was, in most cases
but not all, a Party member. The political counsellor was not an
academic instructor, but a political cadre in charge of students'
ideological and moral development. A Party secretary in one department
at Teachers University explained that the Party was in charge of the
weekly CYL study session and the political counsellor was responsible
for a separate ideological study session each week. While weekly
meetings may have been the Party's ideal, interviews revealed that
political study was less regular in almost every case. In addition to
attending regular meetings on ideology and government policy, students
in all departments were also required to take courses on Marxist
-
Leninist theory and the history of the Chinese Communist Party. These
courses were taught by faculty in the political education or basic
studies department who were not necessarily Party members. According to
informants, the political counsellors wielded power over students in a
way that the academic political instructors did not. This power derived
from the role of political counsellors in the system of Party authority
over students.
Conclusion
Whereas the Student Association and the Communist Youth League, as
mass organizations, were intended to involve the student body as a
whole, only a small portion of students were found to participate
directly. Some students felt that the SA benefitted their lives because
of extra-curricular activities which it organized. Many students,
however, were indifferent to this organization and were quite critical
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of its purposes and operations. The Student Association was most
successful in involving students in activities such as dances and
parties through the more loosely structured student clubs and societies
under its often nominal sponsorship. Although ambivalent and negative
perceptions of the Student Association were common, these included few
®^plfcfb criticisms of its hierarchical structure. More common was the
perception that student leaders were motivated by self- gain and were not
truly representative of student interests
. Such perceptions often
resulted in a gap between the majority of students and the leadership of
the SA
.
Neither the Communist Youth League nor the Communist Party was
found to play a very significant role in the everyday lives of most
students. The influence of the CYL appeared strongest among first-year
students and decreased in subsequent years. Although typically over 90Z
of students were members of the CYL, it was common for members to regard
their relationship with the organization as little more than the payment
of monthly dues. In some cases, there was no perceived difference
between the CYL and the Student Association.
In general, neither the SA nor the CYL had much influence on the
attitudes and behavior of the majority of students who were not active.
Many did participate in activities and societies sponsored by the SA and
CYL, but the sponsorship made little difference in most instances. For
student leaders, however, these organizations were often quite impor-
tant. Leadership positions brought students in contact with depart-
mental and Party authorities. Benefits and potential advantages could
accrue to student leaders based on patronage by school authorities.
Thus, student leaders were subject to stronger influences from the
institution and Party than less active students. Because of their
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organizational responsibilities, the academic performance of these
student leaders was liable to suffer. They were also more likely to be
admitted to the Party and be assigned organizational jobs than other
students
.
The rate of membership in the Party among college students
increased during the 1980 's with recruitment efforts and tended to be in
the 5% - 20% range in the cases included in the study. Party membership
assumed more importance among fourth-year students as they became
oriented toward graduation and state job assignment. Both members and
non-members attributed Party application and membership to practical,
rather than solely ideological, motivation. Party activities did not
appear to involve the lives of non-members, and due to limitations of
the study, few details were reported of the Party's role on the lives of
student members. Nevertheless, the indirect role of the Party was
probably quite strong for most students through the school authorities,
most of whom were Party members.
Overall, students expressed dissatisfaction with the SA and CYL,
but they tended to take the academic organizational structure for
granted. Students seemed to find security in the classroom and residen-
tial groupings, but they valued opportunities to make contacts and
engage in activities beyond these groups. Neither the SA nor the CYL
was able to fulfill the common student demands for representation,
pursuit of personal interests, and broader social interaction. Instead,
students tended to become involved in the various informal groups and
activities which began to flourish on campuses by the mid-1980's. In
Chapter six I discuss these informal groups and networks.
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Notes to Chapter 5
1. Israel (1966), Wasserstrom and Liu (1989), and Wen-hsin Yeh (1990)discuss student associations in the Republican period.
2. The autonomous student organizations and workers' organizations were
declared illegal by the government on June 8, 1989. Wang Xiangming
(1989) attempted to justify this and discussed the "organization issue"
and the limits of the freedom to establish organizations in China.
3. I discuss the "authorities" in charge of student affairs on
pp. 78-79.
4. The constitution of the Beijing University SA stipulated that the
Secretary be a CYL "leading cadre" (Francis, 1991, p. 398). This seemed
to be the rule for the Student Associations at other universities.
5. Francis (1991) described elections at Beijing University as competi-
tive and "conducted in relatively autonomous fashion" (p. 398). In an
article on campus culture published in 1989 before the beginning of the
protests, Li Shaojun (1990) wrote that university and departmental
Student Association leaders were chosen by elections and "no longer take
orders from the Party and Youth League
,
but have become centers to serve
the interests of students" (p. 107).
6. At Jinan University in Guangzhou, a student officer expressed
dissatisfaction with the control over the official Student Association:
"The Student Association has to apply for funds from the University CYL
for its activities. The CYL, constituted by teaching staff, can refuse
to pay the money. Moreover, the Student Association seal is not
recognized outside the school campus. They have to rely on the CYL"
(FBIS, January 5, 1987, Pl-2).
7. Student Association cadres were portrayed in the Chinese press either
as exemplary students or as caught in a difficult position (Xiao, Y. ,
1988; Xu, D., 1989). The difficulties can be seen in this quote by a
student leader which appeared in one account. "In college, who obeys
whom? If you organize an activity, they all say they have things to do
and few participate. If you don't organize anything, teachers from
above and students from below all blame you as being incompetent.
Everyone agrees to starting a class newspaper, but when it is really
started, no one writes articles, no one cuts the stencils, and as a
result, after one issue it's aborted" (Xiao, Y., p. 26).
8. An attempt to depart from the control over student organizations was
reported at Jinan University in Guangzhou. There, the sizable block of
students from Hong Kong organized an unofficial group, and journalism
students published an unofficial newspaper (FBIS , January 5, 1987,
Pl-2)
.
9. Preferred assignments included organizational jobs in the university
or urban governmental positions. Preference followed the principle
of
avoidance of rural job assignments and teaching jobs.
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10. Cherrington dismissed the mass organizations, but I believe she
overstated the case, giving undue weight to the political interests of
students. "The 'All-China Student Federation' along with the CYL had
long been considered 'useless,' good only for rubber-stamping party
policies and arranging leisure activities. It was considered political-
ly defunct with no power" (p. 145).
11. The age range for CYL membership was from 14 to 28, according to
Cherrington (1991, p. 224, note 3).
12. Actually, the CYL had its roots in the Party's youth organization,
which was active from the founding of the Chinese Communist Party in
1921.
13.
Rosen (1985) and Burns and Rosen (1986, pp. 53-58) discussed CYL
work with rural youth and urban working youth.
14.
The authors divided the responsibilities for second classroom
activities into five categories as follows: "Under the leadership of the
school party committee, the CYL and the SA should be responsible for
organizing and managing the second classroom activities for the entire
school, the major aspects being: 1. To organize mass second classroom
activities. . . . 2 . To direct small group activities. . . . 3 . To
establish concrete plans for implementation. . . . 4. To investigate,
summarize, and exchange [information on the] situation of second
classroom activities. . . . 5 . To direct the editing and publishing of
printed materials by students concretely" (Zhu, J., Cai, & Yao, 1986,
pp. 328-329).
15.
Junior middle school r chuzong l is generally a three -year school
similar in age range to the American junior high school; senior middle
school [ paozhong ] is also usually a three -year program equivalent to the
American senior high school.
16.
The common practice in some middle schools of bolstering CYL
recruitment in order to enhance college promotion rates was described by
university CYL cadres in 1981, and the practice of "creating an entire
classroom of league members" was also criticized that year (Burns &
Rosen, 1986, pp. 59-61).
17.
One middle school student complained about being denied CYL member-
ship in a letter to the editor published in the CYL's national youth
newspaper ( Zhongguo Qingnian Bao . December 26, 1989, p. 3, translated in
jpRS CAR-90-023, p. 5). The student wrote that he had been rejected by
the CYL committee because he was seen as bragging about his accomplish-
ments as a writer. He had mentioned in his application that he was a
member of the literary club, a reporter for the newspaper, and had a
piece accepted for publication in creative writing class. The editor
replied that his fellow students were probably jealous, but that he
should also have mentioned his shortcomings.
18.
This can be contrasted with the general proportion of CYL
members
among "youth" as 17.9%, reported by Huang and Zhang (1989
cited in
Rosen, in press). The authors mentioned that the League had
difficul-
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ties in meeting its quota of 40X membership in the cities and 20X in the
countryside
.
19. Lei Feng was a young soldier who died in 1962 and was promoted as a
model for emulation in the 1960's. The campaign to revive Lei Feng
spirit began in 1990 (Rosen, 1992, April).
20. The ambiguity about the role of the CYL was reflected in survey data
showing 60% of members being unclear about "the nature of the League and
its differences with other student organizations" (Rosen, 1991, p, 431),
A delegation of students from Hong Kong which visited three mainland
university campuses in 1981 observed instances of considerable conflict
and competition between the Student Association and the CYL (Hang
1981).
21. One hundred fen equals one yuan , which in 1990 was equivalent to
U.S. $.20. Thus five fen was about one cent U.S. Students typically
spent seventy to eighty yuan per month for living expenses in 1990.
22. In one such survey, Beijing students, given ten categories of
activities, showed the least interest in CYL and Party activities and in
political education (Rosen, 1991, 432; Rosen, 1990c, 271). A survey of
CYL members found that almost half "felt it did not matter whether or
not one joined" (Rosen, 1991, p. 431). In a national survey conducted
in early 1989 of over 9,000 students in 47 universities, 65% of the
7,880 CYL members were dissatisfied with the CYL; 42% felt that the CYL
existed in name only; and 74% did not find the CYL's organizational life
rich and varied. The majority did not agree with statements that the
CYL could "represent and reflect the hopes and demands of youth," (56%
disagreed)
;
could "actively carry out ideological and political work"
(60% disagreed) ; or was "an organization youth cherish and trust" (58%
disagreed). The only area in which the CYL was seen by a majority as
fulfilling its purpose was to "serve as a direct bridge between the
Communist Party and China's youth" (53% agreed) (Yuan, 1989, cited in
Rosen, in press, table 8).
23. Shen Tong (1990, p. 81) described an incident in 1985 in which the
head of the Beijing CYL, who had come to the campus to read the protest
posters, was threatened by male students and forced to hide in a women's
dormitory
.
24. Wang Ling et al. (1988, p. 244) suggested that the uniformity of the
CYL and academic organizational structure created contradictions for
students in pursuing their individual needs, and that student dissatis-
faction with this system led to the attraction of the unofficial
organizations
.
25. For example, in 1983 Party membership accounted for 2% at Beijing
Normal University (12.5% in 1966), 1.9% at Qinghua (13% in 1966), and
less than 1% at three major Shanghai universities (Rosen, 1990c, pp.
274-275) .
26. Among Beijing undergraduate students. Party membership increased
from 2 5% in 1984 to 5.5% in 1986 and among Beijing graduate students
membership increased from 23% to 32% (Wang S. et al., cited in Rosen,
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1991, 433). 19,043 Beijing college students were reported to havejoined the Party 1978-1988 (Yang, J. et al., p. 9). As a result of the
Party's recruitment drive among students, requirements for becoming a
member became less stringent. An example was the Chinese University of
Science and Technology, which issued these "five requirements" for
probationary members following the 1986 demonstrations: write a report
on the protest, make a friend outside the Party, learn a "good lesson"
on the political situation, read a "good book," and do a good turn for
the school (FBIS June 3, 1987, K5-15 f Renmin ribao . May 24, 1987, p.3]).
27. One survey at Qinghua University reported that 60% of the respon-
dents expressed interest in joining the Party (Rosen, 1990c, p. 291,
note 5). According to press reports, in 1990, 977 Qinghua University
undergraduates applied and 110 were accepted for membership, and in the
first half of 1991, over 1,300 applied and 208 were accepted (Renmin
ribao
.
July 4, 1991 p. 4). In 1990 at Beijing University, 1,100 under-
graduate and graduate students (approximately 7.5%) had applied to the
Party but only 13 were admitted in July (FBIS August 1, 1990 p. 44). In
a "random" survey of Beijing college students conducted in 1986, 47.7%
claimed that they had applied or were preparing to apply (Yang, J. et
al, p. 9). A 1987 article in the Party's theoretical journal, Honggi .
stated that "in recent years" over 3,000 students out of 10,000 had
applied for membership, and that "several hundred" were admitted each
year ( FBIS February 26, 1987, K18) . As an apparent result of recruit-
ment drives, at South China Agricultural University where only 1% of
students had applied to join the Party in 1982, by 1985 the number of
applicants had increased to 48.7% (Yang, A. et al . 1985, p. 78). A
foreign teacher who conducted a survey at East China Normal University
in Shanghai shortly before the 1989 demonstrations found that only one-
quarter of the sample responded that they might some day want to join
the Party (Forward, 1991).
28. Surveys also found that students believed that the main motivation
for their peers joining the Party was not selfless dedication or belief,
but rather "they want a 'Party card' which they can use as capital to
receive future benefits" (Rosen, 1991, p. 423; Rosen 1990c, p. 277; see
also Shen, 1990, p. 125). Further evidence pointing to opportunistic
motivation for Party application was a 1983 study in Shanghai on
ideological qualities for university students in which only 3% of
respondents chose "listen to what the Party says and be a revolutionary
successor," whereas the majority [58.6%] chose "dare to think and be
good at thinking" (Rosen, 1991, p. 430).
29. David Firestein (1990), an exchange student at Beijing University
in 1989, found that student Party members themselves spoke of personal
opportunity as more important than belief. "Most young people, I was
told by several CCP students, join the Party to get ahead personally.
Others have joined the party with the idea of working within the system
to bring about fundamental change of the system. I talked to no CCP
student who joined the Party because he of she believed in Marxism or
socialism" (p. 27).
30. See for example, Renmin ribao July 4, 1991; FBIS November 30, 1988
p. 25; and China Daily July 6, 1991, p.3. One report claimed that
nearly one- third of Shanghai university students had joined Party study
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groups (Yang, A. et al
. 1989, p. 78). This statistic may have been an
artifact of protective fiction following the 1989 post-Tiananmen
crackdown or the result of short-term pressures on students to attend.
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CHAPTER 6
INFORMAL GROUPS AND ORGANIZATIONS
Despite official attempts to organize and regulate groups and
activities under the formal structures of the classroom, the Student
Association and the Communist Youth League, much of students' extra-
curricular life in the 1980' s centered around informal groups and
networks. Students often sought friends outside the confines of their
classes and departments and were attracted to activities beyond the
limited offerings of the academic and political systems:
In the past, the friendship sphere of college students was
based on having common goals and similar interests, and
social relations mostly were limited to a small circle of
classmates and hometown people f tongxiane l . Now, the bound-
aries of college student friendship spheres are relatively
blurred. Students are no longer limited to classmates and
hometown people, but they enjoy interacting with whomever
inspires them academically or intellectually. Thus,
contacts between humanities and science students have
increased; also inter -department and inter-campus academic
activities have developed. (Yang, A. H.
,
Dong, Gong, & Mei,
1989, p. 81)
In this section, I discuss some of the characteristics of
students' informal social networks. Networks and friendship groups are
difficult to analyze with great precision, and the case of university
students in China is no exception. Among Chinese students, the informal
network can be divided into four general types of relationships, first,
college classmates f toneban tonExue 1 (and especially roommates or same-
gender classmates); second, those with local ties such as a common
middle school f 1 aotongxue ] , hometown or home province [ tongxiang ]
,
third, those who participate together in various extra-curricular
activities or share a common interest, often as members of semi -formal
student societies f shetuan l ; and fourth, couples, by which I
refer to
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relationships. Although couples were an important
facet of student social networks, the discussion is less extensive
because of limitations of the study.
There were both formal and informal aspects to roommate and class-
mate relationships. There was a much stronger formal dimension to
classmate and roommate relations than found in Western universities.
This was due to the organization of dormitories and classes by academic
major and grade and the management of the class as the basic unit of the
formal structure, Although "informal" relationships among classmates
and roommates were found to be highly significant to students, they are
discussed in Chapter 4 under formal organizations rather than in this
section because of the nature of the class and dormitory as formal
organizational structures. Finally, students' relationships with their
families are explored briefly. For students studying in universities
close to home, families were an especially important part of students'
lives and social networks.
Defining Informal Groups
Although a distinction is made in this study between formal and
informal organization, this is not to say that the distinction is always
clear or that informal groups are completely independent or necessarily
beyond the supervision of the agents of control of the university. I
have chosen the term "informal group" to differentiate these groups from
the official organizations which are indeed much more formal in terms of
structure, explicit goals, and membership. My use of this term is
similar but not identical to what is described as "informal college
student groups" r daxuesheng feizhengshi guntil by A. H. Yang, Dong,
Gong, and Mei (1989):
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Informal college student groups are those without standard
organizational structure, without strict group norms; more-
over, they are voluntary groups with spontaneous form based
on [students'] choices, obvious feelings, and [their] per-
sonal interests, beliefs, concepts, and needs. College
student
-composed associations [ shetuan i of all kinds, home-
town societies [ t.ongxianghui 1 . Party study groups, extra-
curricular cultural groups, etc. all are informal college
student groups. (Yang, A. H.
,
et al., 1989, p. 47)
Yang et al. divided these informal groups into five main types:
belief [ideology], recreation and entertainment, friendship, academic
3nd technical, and business and service. Whereas they placed Party
study groups under the belief- type of informal group, I include them as
part of the formal system because of their direct links with the Party
structure and lack of independence from Party regulations and direc-
tion. ^
I also make a distinction between informal networks based on
friendship and hometown affiliation and those student clubs and
societies [ shetuan ] which were sanctioned by the university through the
CYL, official Student Association, department, or university office of
student affairs. These student societies often received funds or
organizational support from the official organizations, and were offi-
cially sanctioned. Thus, it could be argued that they fall between the
definitions and belong in a separate category of semi- formal groups.
Nevertheless, because of their relative autonomy and fluid structure, I
include them as a type of informal organization.
Limitations
Studies of informal groups and networks commonly make use of
either sociometric instruments (Salzinger, Antrobus & Hammer, 1988;
Willmott, 1987) or prolonged observation in the field (Lincoln & Cuba,
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1985; Moffatt, 1989). This study explores informal relations among
college students in China with elements of both of these approaches.
It is limited, however, by restrictions on both the time and extent of
observation and by the small size and non-representative nature of its
sample of respondents. The discussion of findings pertaining to infor-
mal relationships of students, therefore, is limited in scope and
tentative in its conclusions. Nevertheless, data from observations,
interviews, informants, and documentary sources provide sufficient basis
for a preliminary examination of informal student networks.
Several types of groups are beyond the scope of this study largely
due to practical considerations rather than the conceptual framework or
the researcher's bias. Student gangs or groups engaging in illicit
activities also existed on college campuses although they are missing
from Yang's types of informal groups and are not included in the present
study. ^ Similarly, secret or illegal political groups and networks
which were influential during political protests are also outside the
limits of this study.
Local -tie and Schoolmate Networks
On some campuses
,
especially those admitting students from many
provinces
,
there were strong informal networks which connected
tongxiang - - those from the same hometown, locality, or province. Local
connections not only bridged classroom, grade and departmental divi-
sions, but also linked students attending different colleges in the same
city. Tongxiang groups were considered by some students to be, "the
most important way to meet" other students [female, 1984, H19].
Many students felt that the strongest bonds had been made during
middle school with classmates \ laotongxue] and other schoolmates
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[ xiaoyou ] . These friendships and acquaintances spread like webs con-
necting students in every department and on every college campus. For
many of the students in this study, these tongxiane and laotongxuf> ties
were a major basis of friendship and were often a way of meeting members
of bhe other sex outside of the classmate group.
Both tongxiang and tongxue connections involve the building of
social relationships f guanxil based on shared identities. Mayfair Yang
(1989) included these shared identities in what she described as "the
art of guanxi" (p. 35), an important aspect of social relationships in
contemporary China. "The logic of guanxi tactics is expressed in the
attempt to transform the other into the familiar, to bridge the gap
between the outside and the inside" (p. 40). Yang explained that
"'shared' [tong] qualities and experiences
. . . shape the identities of
classmates [ tongxue 1 [and] fellow townsmen (or persons from the same
county or province) f tongxiang 1
" (p. 41).^
Tongxiang relationships can also be understood in terms of the
importance of kinship ties and the home place or ancestral home where
those ties are based. Traditionally, Chinese were reluctant to leave
their home place and tended to build pseudo-kinship ties among non-kin
when they did leave their kinship base (Hsu, 1983, p. 349). Hsu (1983)
and Wasserstrom and Liu (1989) described "native place organizations"
[ tongxianghui 1 as a prevalent form of association in Chinese colleges
before 1949. These organizations not only bound students together, but
also brought them together with fellow townspeople from other walks of
life.^
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Structure of the Local -tie Network
Networks of tongxiang were loosely structured with no set leaders
or hierarchy. The only evidence of organizational pattern was that
parties and gatherings would occur in general during the important
festivals and that, according to one informant, second-year students
usually were responsible for organizing the parties [male, 1985, H3]
.
This loose structure might have been either a natural form preferred by
students or a necessary response to the restrictions imposed by univer-
sity authorities.^
In my first year, most activities were held by the
tongxiang
.
We had four times to get together each semester.
We had thirty people. Most students came from the same high
school. My town is very small- -just two high schools- -so we
knew each other before we came to [college]
. So we just
talked about the life in the hometown
. . .
teachers, girl-
friends, something like that
. .
.
[There was] no leader.
Just the people who were interested in joining together.
[They] just called each other. It was [a] very informal
gathering. It was decided by ourselves. [male, 1985, H3]
There [were] only a few students in one department from the
same place. If they want[ed] to have any parties for those
students, they [would] have to get [people] from different
departments. So usually it [was] not very convenient for
them to do that. Usually once a year or even only at gradu-
ation. [male, 1989, H8]
Only during some festivals, some holidays, we [ tongxiang ]
[were] gathered together to have a small celebration. Most
of the time you [were] with your classmates. [male, 1987,
H15]
We did have some problems such as geographic groups such as
those students from [X city, province]. Since they spoke
the same dialect, they tended to form a group and always
talked together. [female, 1989, H5]
Several informants were critical of association by home town or
province viewing it as needlessly restrictive and parochial or as old-
fashioned. Others were not involved in these kinds of groups because of
demographic factors such as very many or very few students from a given
place
:
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Because there were quite a few students from those two
provinces
. . .so, you didn't feel very intimate.
I had some contacts with those people who came from my
hometown
. . . but I was not active in them f tongxianp
B^o^ps ] because I made friends with people from elsewhere,
and I didn't want to limit my horizons. ... We were kind
of forming a small community or society. We didn't go as
other students [did] to tongxianehui
. ... I wasn't with
the tongxianghui at all. I thought it was silly. [male
1986, H4]
My university had a lot of tongxianphui
. .
.
people
.
from the same place gathering together. But for me, I
chose friends more who
. . . had the same interests and
could discuss things. ... I seldom [went] to that
. . .
I don't like people organizing like that. That's not good,
I think. [male, 1987, H18]
Even for those students who did not regularly associate with old
schoolmates or tongxiang . identification with one's home town or
province was often strong. When students first met and introduced
themselves, in addition to their college, department, and year, they
would almost invariably exchange information about where they were from.
Students felt connected not only by a common dialect or accent, but also
by a sense of familiarity resembling kinship.
These regional networks could serve many functions including
introducing females and males, lending money to those in need, retaliat-
ing if a student was beaten or verbally abused, or linking students
across the country for exchange of information or political ideas.®
If somebody had a problem- -if you beat me- -I could ask them
f tongxiang ] [to] retaliate [laughs]. Even if you didn't
have money, you could get a lot of help easily. [male,
1987, H18]
Ethnic Groups
Informal networks and groups also formed among students from
ethnic minorities. Minority students, who accounted for less than five
percent of the total student population in China's higher education
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institutions, were trained both in special minority institutes and in
regular universities (Kwong & Xiao, 1989).^ Group identity was espe-
strong for those with religious beliefs, language, and dietary
customs differing from the Han majority, such as Uighurs who speak a
Turkic language and are followers of Islam. Minority students were
sometimes organized separately as a "minorities class" [ minzu ban i and
universities usually provided members of Muslim groups with a separate
dining hall because of dietary requirements.® University authorities
prohibited organization of larger associations of minority students and
were wary of informal ethnic and regional groups.
In a discussion of ethnic minority university students at a
national minorities institute. Tan and Li (1988) described the student
social network in similar terms to the present study, but with the
addition of strong grouping by ethnicity. In addition to the formal
department, grade, class. Youth League, and Party organizations,
students formed "group networks" [ auntiwang l (p. 90) built on common
ethnic and geographic ties and membership in a variety of voluntary
extra-curricular associations. The authors warned of the negative
influences which these informal groups could have on students by inter-
fering with the official organizations and turning personal disputes
into ethnic conflicts.®
According to a survey of first-year students at Shijiang Minority
Nationalities Medical College in Guangxi Province, student interests did
not appear to differ from the general picture in Chinese colleges. The
students (91.7% of whom were of minority ethnic background and 88.7%
were CYL members) showed little interest in joining the Party but were
strongly attracted to extra-curricular activities and making friends
(Huang, W. D.
,
1987) .
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Arriving at the dormitory room of male students in one minorities
class, I found female students helping them with ironing clothes. These
women spoke the same language as the men and were in the same class.
Several Han students joined the conversation in the room after the women
had left. The Han students appeared to be friends of the male students,
but not close friends. My impression was that shared ethnicity was
important for friendship for these minority students, and was especially
important for friendships between men and women.
Limitations of this study did not allow the collection of suffi-
cient data for a further discussion of the relationships among and
between ethnic groups. Furthermore, none of the ten national minority
institutes enrolling over 21,000 students was within the scope of this
study (Hao & Zhu, 1987, p. 10). I found little published data on
minority students. Further research of minority students and minority
institutions is clearly needed.
Schoolmates
It was common for college students to mention middle school
classmates or schoolmates among their friends. Once in college,
students maintained and created ties with former schoolmates [ xiaoyou or
laotongxue l who might be in the same university, at another university,
or not in school at all.
[Q; Did you have contact in other ways with people outside
your class and your major?] Normally, no. Only when I went
to my friend's room- -the friend from the same high school
... I went there and there [were] some other classmates.
The more times 1 went there, the more we knew each other. I
guess that [was] my only contact with other people. [male,
1987, H15]
In most universities there were many students from the same
city
or province, but students from the same middle school
or city were not
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always acquainted before entering college. Middle school teachers could
play a role in putting graduates in touch with one another at various
universities. Tpngxiang parties were another means for those from the
same school to meet. One student explained that tonexiang groups were
important for students who had come to college from other provinces but
that the schoolmate network was more important for those who were
attending a college in their home city [TI, November 6, 1990].
Former schoolmates within the same department or university had
more opportunities for contact than those in different colleges, and
this opportunity for contact could be a crucial factor for the develop-
ment of a close friendship. Weekend visits with middle school friends
and schoolmates were commonly reported by first- and second-year
students who were studying in their hometown or home province;
So in the first year of college, a lot of my time out of
class I didn't spend on campus, but instead went back home
to get together with my middle school classmates to go out
dancing and picnicking and to have fun at each others'
homes . There was a lot of contact with senior middle school
classmates. That was the first year. It felt as if we had
a bond that couldn't be separated. [female, 1983-1989, H17]
For many others, circumstances such as the distance from home and
the lack of schoolmates in nearby universities did not permit as much
contact
:
For me it was very difficult to [make] contact with my old
classmates from high school. There were just three students
in my high school [in] humanities who passed the examina-
tions. Only two students were in [my college]. [male,
1985, H3]
Through the laotongxue network, students could meet a larger
circle of siblings, friends, and college classmates of their school-
mates. As a researcher, I benefitted from this sort of connection when
I was introduced to two female students at Teachers University by a
male student from Technical Institute. These two women were college
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classmates of one of his laotonexue . and had met at a college dance.
Such extensions of the schoolmate network seemed to be a common way for
students to make new friends outside of their own departments and
universities
.
Several informants felt that friends formed during middle school
were closer than college friends, and several mentioned a love relation-
ships with an old schoolmate. A typical example was one woman whose
best friends during her college years had been middle school friends who
had attended other universities in the same city. They would have
parties and get together to talk at each others' homes (1989, H12].
Students spoke about the special quality of relationships formed during
middle school as an explanation for the importance of these friendships.
Several mentioned that it was more difficult to develop such intimacy as
a college student.
[In the first year] we had just left senior middle school,
and in our middle school class most of us had known each
other for six years from junior middle school to senior
middle school. So there were close feelings, [female, 1983-
1989, H17]
Almost everyone had a hometown girlfriend. . . , The closest
friends were those from middle school, not from college.
College students were more mature and individualistic.
[male, 1985, H3]
It's because [when] you were a high school student you were
so young, you were not protecting yourself from everybody
who were strangers at the very beginning to you. So you
[were] feeling more comfortable to talk with your friends
when you were a high school student. . . . When you went to
the college you [were] slightly older, you [knew] something
[jjore
,
[and] you [didn't] want to talk too much with other
[people]. [male, 1987, H15]
These local networks, whether based on schoolmate or home-place
connections, served many functions. They could serve as a way of
staying in touch with old friends, as a channel for students to make
new
friends outside their own department or college, as a system of
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communication and exchange, and as a source for meeting a potential
lover or spouse
.
Official Policy Toward Local Networks
The official policy toward these local networks was ambivalent.
Although perceived as a threat by authorities, these regional and
schoolmate networks were sometimes encouraged when they could be em-
ployed to carry out objectives of the Party and the institution. As
long as they remained loose, informal networks, few conflicts arose;
however, any formal organization of tongxianghui on campuses appeared to
be discouraged or banned outright.
I found no explicit official policy on tongxianghui at the univer-
sities included in the study, nor was such a policy ever explicitly
mentioned. Although it appeared that there probably was such a policy,
it was not until completion of the field work and interviews that I
discovered confirmation of the existence of official national guide-
lines. In 1985, the State Education Commission issued a directive
entitled, "Notice concerning the prohibition of the establishment of
tongxianghui - type of social organizations" (Teng, 1989, p. 116).^°
Unfortunately, the text of the document was not available for consider-
ation in this study, but probably it prohibited their establishment as
formal organizations.
There is reason to believe that tongxiang and tongxue networks
were perceived as a potential threat to the official structure and
order. Tongxue networks probably played an important role in the
rapid spread of demonstrations from one campus to another in 1986 and
1989. These networks also had the potential of bridging the gap between
students and the young workers and farmers who had grown up together.
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They also served as a major means of reliable inter-campus communication
and cultural exchange beyond the control of the government.
One type of networking among tonExiane and former middle school
classmates which seems to have met with the approval of the school
administration, at least before June 1989, was for organizing "social
practice" and "social investigation" activities during university
students' summer vacation.
from the cases in this study, there was a prohibition
against these groups receiving sanction as campus groups; yet informal
tongxiang networks were recognized by university authorities as useful
both for students and for the administration. One informant described
how at the beginning of the year when students arrived at the train
station, older students were asked by their departments to meet new
students from the same city or region, carry their luggage, and orient
them to the university [female, 1985, HI].
Regional and Urban/Rural Differences
Regional cultural differences and economic disparities created
another kind of division among students. Conversely, common regional or
^ economic backgrounds could promote ties and friendships. For most
1
students, university life was their first exposure to people from other
I
I
regions of the country, and students often ascribed differences to
regional origin.
i There was a difference between students from the north and
the south. In our class there were many students from
distant places like Henan and Heilongjiang. There was a big
!
difference. I thought that people from those places were
' very lazy. They didn't want to do much and were not con-
scientious. . . . On the other hand, I know that several of
1 us from [a southern] region in our class were very good
1
students. [male, 1989, H16]
I
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There was a pattern of mixing students from different provinces in
a dormitory rooms and in each class at every university visited. This
was probably done to promote unity among students and to discourage
regional cliques from developing. Some informants from national univer-
sities spoke of a regional quota system that ensured a certain number of
students from various provinces enrolled in each class.
The cultural gap between rural and urban regions in China is quite
wide, and differences are apparent in language, clothing, hair style,
attitudes, and style of behavior. Students from the countryside and
towns felt a sense of inferiority upon entering universities located in
the large metropolitan areas
,
and they often felt looked down upon by
urbanites. One student sympathetically described the treatment of one
of his classmates who was from the countryside:
Because he came from the countryside. . . . All the other
students treated him as if he was from another planet.
Because the way he talk[ed] and treat[ed] people [were] very
country- like . The other students looked down on him. . . .
Nobody else liked to talk to him, and I did. . . because I
had ten years experience in the countryside. So we made
good friends. [male, 1986, H4]
Another informant from a rural area felt there was a considerable
gap both culturally and economically between himself and students from
large cities. Competing with peers from urban areas was one of the
strongest motivations for him academically during his first year:
Lots of my classmates were from the big cities. They had
money to go out and they [could] afford to have parties or
to dine outside. I was really admiring them, but I couldn't
afford it. . . . Maybe they didn't look down on me, but
still I had a sense of inferiority ... I tried to speak in
standard Mandarin, but somehow I couldn't manage to do it .
I was very
,
very shy when I had contact with girls . The
boys who were from the big cities, they always went out with
the girls. Sometimes I was jealous of them. ... I wanted
to prove that I [was the] equal of those students who [were]
from big cities. ... I had a burning desire to overcome
difficulties. [male, 1983, H6]
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Such differences could result in separation of students in certain
social situations, such as dance parties and sports.
We had lots of parties. Usually I didn't [go] to them
I [was] really not interested in [dances]. ... I think the
main reason was I grew [up] in the countryside. Until
graduation [form] high school we didn't have anything like
that. And it made us
. . .
very conservative, not active
. . . compared to the students from the city. It [was] very
different. [male, 1987, H15]
Great-city chauvinism, especially among those from Beijing and
Shanghai, appeared to create the greatest divisions. As the Shanghai
dialect, shanghaihua
. is not comprehensible to those from most other
parts of the country, language barriers further separated Shanghai
students from others.
Sometimes the Shanghainese also have their parties. ... I
have a feeling that Shanghainese do have discrimination
[against] some of the students, especially from the Southern
area near Shanghai. They have some prejudice. They look
down on them
. .
.
just slightly. [female, 1989, H5]
Foreign students - not Shanghai students - they have the
same feeling that Shanghai students always look down on
them. That's the general case. [male, 1987, H18]
We spoke shanghaihua . but later, the students from outside
Shanghai, they [could] understand it, and they tried to
learn [to speak] some shanghaihua . [male, 1989, H8]
If me and my roommates . . . from Shanghai . . . [would] get
together, we [would] speak Shanghai, but if we [had] people
from other places, for them to feel more comfortable, we
[would] speak Mandarin. [female, 1989, H9]
Regional differences, especially along urban/rural lines, were
especially pronounced among first-year students and tended to diminish
in importance in subsequent years . Because friendships initiated in the
first year often were maintained, the tendency for students to cleave
along urban/rural lines probably had a significant impact on their
relationships throughout their college years. Although strong feelings
about those from other regions may have diminished with time, it is
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doubtful Chat they were •totally eliminated" as suggested by the student
quoted below:
Especially during the first and second year, there was a
tendency that those who [were] from Beijing tend[ed] to stay
together. And they looked down upon those who [were] from
other parts of the country because of their accents in
speaking, because they [wore] some shabby clothes. And
those who [came] from the other part of the country [didn't]
like those who [were] from Beijing because they [were] so
arrogant. But this kind of feeling was totally eliminated
when we [got] into the second year. [male, 1984, Hll]
Despite regional differences, most informants described relations
among their own classmates as friendly and not divided along geographic
lines. The mixing of students from different provinces and cities in
dormitory rooms appeared to help break down regional and language
barriers
.
Groups Based on Interests and Extra-curricular Activities
Various interests and extra-curricular activities served as a
primary basis for most of the informal groups among students. Whereas
some provided students with opportunities for meeting those in other
grades and departments; others tended to reinforce class and department
affinities. For some activities, like bridge and mahjong, students
tended to linger in single -sex, dormitory groups; whereas, events such
as parties and dances provided special opportunities for genders to mix.
Together these activities created a student culture with some autonomy
from, and even resistance to, orthodox values and control. In the
1980' s, increased access to Western culture and the liberalization of
intellectual life led to a flourishing of informal relationships and
extra-curricular activities on campuses.
The other side of student enthusiasm for extra-curricular
activities was the phenomenon of disinterest in classroom learning.
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commonly called y.anxue
. Beginning in the mid-1980's, students commonly
^heir feelings of frustration through slogans such as "study-
ing is useless" [ dushu wuvong] and "long live sixty points" [ liushifen
wansui]
,
sixty points being the minimum score required to pass a course.
The job assignment system, a lack of interest in their major, dull
teaching methods, the irrelevant and obsolete nature of the curriculum,
and poor job prospects for graduates were all factors which students
commonly offered for their academic disinterest.^^
Browsing through youth magazines of the 1980' s and 1990' s, one
cannot avoid being struck by the many "crazes" or "hot topics" [re]
reported to be almost spontaneously sweeping through the campuses. One
college journal in early 1989, for example, listed "the ten university
student crazes. Other popular commentaries jokingly divided stu-
dents of the late 1980' s into four "factions": mahjong, TOEFL, poker,
and love . Although they seemed to have many interests, before April
1989 most students appeared to lack much interest in one area- -national
politics
.
I discuss these extra-curricular activities and interests in terms
of three broad avenues of pursuit: intellectual interests, entertain-
ment, and work.^^ Romantic pursuit might be included as a fourth
type, but I have chosen to discuss that topic separately as it primarily
involves couples, rather than larger groups.
Intellectual Interests
Intellectual interests could be pursued by individuals without
much group support, but for many students the shortage of books and
funds led to the sharing of reading material and ideas. Some students,
especially in the humanities, found that they could pass their courses
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by cramming for examinations and could concentrate on other academic
interests. One extreme case was an informant who felt his major and
courses were boring and useless. He stopped attending his classes
except for examinations and spent his time voraciously reading in other
fields. After winning college-wide competitions in those fields he
became much admired by other students [male, 1983, H6].
Before the 1989 student movement, discussion "salons" and talks by
invited speakers attracted increasingly large followings on some
campuses. These discussions provided broad contact across the
boundaries of academic discipline, age, and gender and even bridged the
gaps between undergraduates, graduate students, and faculty.
The extremely narrow disciplines, lack of elective choices, and
traditional methods of instruction led students to seek other avenues
for broadening their learning in other fields.^® In what some have
called the "reading craze" [ dushure 1 of the 1980' s, students in both
sciences and the humanities developed a strong appetite for Western
philosophy and psychology.^® At the same time, students gave the
required lip-service to Marxism-Leninism and the principles of the
Chinese Communist Party in mandatory political education courses.
Entertainment and Recreation
In addition to intellectual pursuits, students sought diversion
and social contacts when out of class. Card games, mahjong (previously
prohibited on campus), and even illicit gambling became popular (see
Dong, K., 1989; Jiang, R. Y. , 1989).
[Q: Did you play mahjong in the dormitory?] I did not . . .
[It was] very, very popular. . . . Almost all [were] boys;
not many girls [were] interested. Some boys [would] play
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for money because they [were] bored from the class, so they
[had] nothing to do. They [had] to find some games to kill
time. So they play[ed] all night, and they [would] drink
. .
.
[the girls would] knit or they [would] go to the
movies, or date. [female, 1990, HIO]
Informal playing of sports (as distinct from organized team
sports) such as table tennis, volleyball, and pick-up basketball and
soccer, were especially popular among males. There were few sports
facilities on most college campuses. Table tennis was often played on
cement tables outdoors with a row of bricks serving as the net, and
students often practiced badminton and volleyball without nets
.
The
better players in each department were chosen for departmental teams
.
I watched a volleyball match between the women's teams of two
departments at Technical Institute. Male students served as referee and
score keeper, and classmates from the two departments stood on the
sidelines, cheering their teams. There were no teachers or coaches from
the physical education department at the game, the match having been
arranged by the Student Associations of the two departments. The match,
played on the only actual court on campus , was not a common event on the
campus and had been publicized with a poster on the notice board at the
entrance to the campus
.
The most popular activities for entertainment were the many
college dances and films. The dance was the single most important
social event, often breaking class and departmental barriers and provid-
ing the opportunity for mingling and casual physical contact with the
opposite sex. Dances had been prohibited on campuses in the 1960 's and
most of the 1970' s as bourgeois and decadent. But in the eighties, the
dance became a youth culture ritual in China (Hooper, 1985).
It's a good place to know people, if you go to dance par-
ties . You know people from different departments ....
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Especially at the end of the year, there [were] lots of
dance parties. That's for the whole school. It was usually
held in the gym
. . . and sometimes there was all-night
dancing. [female, 1990, HIO]
A lot of students [would] go there, and some people from
1 off campus
,
also went there .... Not everybody
liked [to] dance, so I think probably most of the girls
liked dancing but not much boys. [It was a way to meet
students] not only [from] different departments, but also
fotent colleges
. I think in our school the dancing
parties were a little bit famous so a lot of people came
from different colleges and some young guys wished to meet
some girls and they just came to the party. [female, 1989
H9]
Because most universities did not have student centers or dance
halls, student dances were held either in classrooms or dining halls.
At one university, each floor of a newly-built dormitory had a lounge
where dances could be held, but this case was uncommon in China.
Students mostly danced to the latest popular tapes from Hong Kong and
Taiwan with mainland musicians considered less popular.
Dancing abilities varied widely from showy experts to clumsy
beginners, and styles included the intimate and sexy, the precise and
technical, and the self-conscious or introverted. It was not uncommon
for two females or two males to dance together as partners. Students
explained that some men were too shy or too embarrassed at their lack of
skill to ask a woman to dance, so they danced with other men. It was
not considered proper for a woman to ask a man to dance, so women
without partners would sometimes dance with each other.
Campus authorities handled dances in different ways and with
varying degrees of leniency. Only for a short period in 1983 during the
"anti-spiritual pollution campaign" was dancing widely curtailed on most
campuses. University authorities generally required that larger dances
be held under the sponsorship of the CYL or Student Association, but
dances in classrooms and some of the larger dormitory rooms were very
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loosely organized. Common restrictions were that dances could only be
held on Saturday nights and that power would be shut off by a certain
hour. At Technical University, students continued dancing in their
classrooms after the lights went out, lighting candles and putting
batteries in the tape recorders. A student from another university
described all-night dances on her campus:
At first, the university authorities [did]n't interfere.
But then because some students [would] dance all night,
night after night, especially toward the finals. Everybody
[felt] the stress, and some students just [did] n't study at
all. They [would] go to the dance parties every night. And
then the university authorities forbid [students] to hold
the dance parties except on weekends. [female, 1990, HIO]
As with other forms of extra-curricular activities, many students
danced as a release or as an escape from the tedium of their studies.
We were not allowed to dance after midnight. . . . Some
students [went] to dance every week. Once I asked them,
"Why are you so interested in dancing?" They [said] they
[did]n't have other things to do. ... At the dance party
you can talk to other people, you [could] meet some new
people there. [female, 1989, H12]
As both "dance fever" and "business fever" raged on campuses in
the late 1980' s, dance parties became money-making opportunities for
some enterprising students, often the leaders of the Student
Association, However, classroom dances, usually organized by the class
monitor or class committee, continued to be free and remained popular on
many campuses
.
Work, Business, and Social Practice
Another trend that attracted a large number of college students in
the late 1980 's was the pursuit of money through part-time work,
vaca-
tion jobs, and small-scale business enterprises
.
2° The development of
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work and business among students was a relatively rapid change, but it
was not permitted to continue to evolve after 1989
,
Until the mid-1980's, Chinese university students had little
opportunity for earning money and were strongly discouraged from engag-
iri any enterprise apart from their studies. Chinese students and
instructors were curious about accounts of college students in much
wealthier countries working to support themselves but saw little or no
possibility for such opportunities in China.
University authorities stressed the importance of the exclusive
concentration on studies, perhaps as a reaction to the Maoist doctrine
of combining labor with study, which had been prevalent during the
Cultural Revolution era. In fact, it was considered shameful for
students to work, as illustrated in a short story, later made into a
popular film, set in a women's dormitory in the early 1980' s. The plot
revolved around a student who secretly worked at a construction site to
support herself until discovered by one of her roommates and given
financial assistance by the university (Yu, S. 1983). Informants felt
that this story was a realistic portrayal of student life.^^
The few work opportunities before 1985 were typicaly without
remuneration but provided other forms of compensation. One informant
described working as a tour guide during summer vacation in 1983 after
his third year of college as a form of "English practice," and ex-
plained:
The [travel agency] would go to [the institute] and say,
"English department, you'd better provide me with five
students," --they were called interpreters - -and then the
department would assign this kind of rare opportunity to
only good students. . . . [We would] just receive a certain
allowance from [the tour agency], and of course, at that
time, we were not supposed to accept tips, no tips at all.
But it [was] a kind of free travelling . . . free of charge,
[male, 1984, Hll]
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This same student also worked as an English tutor for a high
school student who was the son of one of his college teachers, as an
exchange of favors rather than of money:
Every Sunday morning I tutored him for about two or three
hours. And I [was] not paid, and, of course, I had a won-
derful lunch in his [home]
,
and that [was] it. 1 tutored
his son for about two or three years, starting from my
second year. [male, 1984, Hll]
By 1985 the getihu [small-scale private enterprise] was esta-
blished as a new feature on the economic and social landscape of China's
cities and towns (Gold, 1989). At the same time, inflation placed more
financial pressure on students' already tight budgets and on their
parents
,
who usually provided funds to supplement the monthly government
stipends f zhuxue i in 1
In 1986 the State Education Commission began to change the system
of financial support for students by eliminating stipends and providing
a combination of loans and competitive scholarship awards at eighty- five
institutions as a trial ("China to scrap," 1986). In September 1987 the
new system of loans and scholarships was applied to newly enrolled
students in all Chinese universities (Zhang, X. L. & Zhang, 1988, pp
.
14-15). For most students, the effect was a sharp decrease in govern-
ment subsidies for their education.
Informants from different universities reported that although
before 1985 their universities had prohibited students from working or
engaging in business, after 1985 that control had become more lenient.
On many campuses, student interest in work and business emerged in 1985
and increased during the following four years. Part-time work and
student-run businesses began to spread, especially in the 1987-1988
period, in response to the changing economic situation and policy
changes (Yang, X. & Cheng, 1988). ^3 Students were motivated both by
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the desire to earn money and to gain some practical experience. Often
students became involved in business and part-time work independently
from the official organizations and administrative regulation, but there
were attempts by university administrations to manage and even encourage
student work.
Now a scholarship system is going to gradually replace the
allowance system to give greater incentive to academic
achievement. Now even those with state allowances feel
pinched, with prices going up so fast. So the authorities
are encouraging students to work their way through college.
In addition to the cafe where I work on Saturday nights
,
they're [ sic 1 students running a laundry and working in
stores selling food, clothes, and stationery. (Liu, B. &
Xiong, L.
,
1990, p. 198, interview with university student,
Cheng Ming)
Data on the number of students engaged in part-time work and
business were not reliable, but estimates of eight to fifteen percent
were made at some Beijing universities in 1988.^'' A 1988 survey of ten
colleges in Sichuan Province found that less than one -fourth of college
students were participating in part-time work (Yu, C., 1988). Although
business and work were popular ideas among students, actual opportuni-
ties were few on many campuses.
Among the students interviewed for this study, several had worked
at some time during their undergraduate years. Tutoring high school
students was most common, and guiding tour groups was popular among
those who majored in or had good command of English. Students in jour-
nalism and medicine had internships arranged by their departments for
which they received some compensation. The most commonly mentioned
campus business was organizing dances and selling refreshments in the
dance hall. Some students complained about the profits made by
the
students or student organizations who controlled these activities.
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As students became more occupied with making money, they sometimes
found it difficult to succeed academically. Conversely, disinterest in
studies and disillusionment with post-graduation employment prospects
could also lead to involvement in economic pursuits. One informant
spoke of a classmate who sold guitars but failed his courses and then
quit school. After he opened a restaurant, his success much surprised
her classmates and became important topic among them [female, 1989, H9].
Whether or not they were personally engaged in work, students attached
great importance to the phenomenon.
[Work] was not really popular when I went to college in the
first year. But then it changed. And money became so
almighty. It changed with the society. In this society
everybody wants money, and some students they did [too].
Some students tried to sell; they worked for a private
company. . . . But lots of students we just [did]n't think
what we learn [ed] in the classroom [was] practical. We
[could] never have an opportunity to apply it in our future
job. Lots of students, they [did] n't like studying, not
because they [did]n't really value study; just because study
[was] valueless itself- -what we learn[ed] in the classroom,
[female, 1990, HlO]
Before 1985, there was basically no chance for students to
earn money. . . . But gradually students began to find
ways. Some sold things like ice cream or clothes during
Slimmer vacation. Others, like myself, became tutors. . . .
I began in my second year. . . . There were very many in my
class. I remember that the Student Association established
a tutoring center. It was centrally organized for tutors
and the head of the household to register. . . . Before we
entered college [1985], this didn't exist, [male, 1989, H16]
Impact of Work and Business on Peer Relationships
The work and business opportunities for students in the late
1980 's had a significant impact on student relationships on campuses.
New divisions appeared between students as a few enterprising students
with business connections could turn a quick profit. Resentments grew
against those students who sold them dance tickets and ran coffee
I
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concessions on campus, and money began to exert a direct influence on
student relationships.
In school we still [had] coffeehouses. It was expensive
[for] students though.
. . . Generally speaking they [people
who ran the coffeehouses] didn't spend much time on study-
ing.
. . . You have money, [if] you don't get respect, money
sometimes stands for something.
. . . People who study hard
will look down on those people
,
but some people will admire
those people because it also stands for ability- -you can
make money. [female, 1989, H9]
In some cases, such as with tutoring referrals, students were
loosely organized under the official organizations, but often work was
handled privately or through informal connections. Students were often
involved with their classmates in part-time work and business ventures,
especially when the work was related to their academic field.
For example, at Teachers' University, eight students in the
physics department formed the Electronics Skills Center. They offered
to repair appliances such as radios and televisions and advertised in
the department's student magazine [see Figure 4].
Teachers' University Electronics Skills Center
Having a long history
Now possessing abundant resources
Welcoming you with the most pleasant service.
Our Center handles repairs on televisions, washing machines,
electric stoves, and other electrical home appliances.
Address: [0-0-0] dormitory room
Note : From TU document 2, September, 1990.
Figure 4
Advertisement for Campus Electronics Repair
In 1990 the university administration and the SA held a rectifica
tion meeting concerning this electronics center. Although the
issues
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were not made public, apparently the center was only benefitting a
segment of the school and was not open to all students in the department
[TU document //I, November 1990].
Another example of students engaged in academically- related work
was a group of medical college students who set up a table on the
street. They offered to determined the blood- type of passers-by for a
fee
:
We just put up a placard
. . . and many people would
voluntarily come for their blood type. ... We organized
this by ourselves. It wasn't the class, just a few class-
mates who wanted to make some spending money.
. . . If we
thought of a way to make some money, it was our own affair.
• • • Our zhidaovuan was very attentive and asked us if we
needed anything, a cart to carry our table or something like
that. ... It was a kind of extra-curricular activity, a
way to develop our own abilities. [female, attended 1983-
1989, H17]
Management and Control
Although the zhidaovuan in the case cited above offered to help
students trying to earn money off campus, opinion among university and
government authorities differed on the issue of permitting students to
engage in income -generating activities. On the one hand. Party leaders
encouraged students to work during vacations and between graduation and
post-graduate education ("Students descend," 1986; "Work now," 1986).
Some universities, such as Fudan in Shanghai, and People's University in
Beijing actively encouraged students to engage in part-time work and to
set up businesses and services ("Colleges provide," 1989; Yang, X. &
Cheng, 1988; "Youth affairs," 1988; Zhang, X. L. & Zhang, 1988). In
some cases, the CYL and Student Association became involved in organiz-
ing student work- study programs and running campus shops and business
ventures (Yu, Q. S., 1988).
I
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How6V6it
,
criticisnis movintsd in 1988 3.nd 1989 as "business fever"
on campuses was seen as detrimental to academic work and as a factor
encouraging the mentality of "study is useless" and "long live 60 points
[barely passing]" ( FBIS . August 9, 1988, p. 35; Yu, Q. S., 1988). The
State Education Commission issued a directive in autumn 1988 forbidding
students "to engage in business on or off campus for the purpose of
getting rich." ( China Daily . October 7, 1988, cited in Cherrington,
1991, p. 105). Apparently this directive was unheeded on many campuses.
In late 1989, in the wake of the protest movement, university authori-
ties again restricted student-run businesses on most campuses, and the
1990 national regulations for universities officially prohibited stu-
dents from engaging in business and required that part-time work be
organized under college work- study programs and be related to academic
studies (Shi, L.
,
1990; JPRS . July 26, 1990, pp. 81-82).
Item 49. Only schools (or institutes) and departments (or
professional specialties) in business and travel may run
stores for practice; individual students must not engage in
business activities. (Guojia jiaowei, 1990, p. 122; see
Appendix E for other items included in the 1990 regulations)
In the course of my observations in 1990, there was little
student business on the campuses, but students mentioned selling New
Year's cards, and a student- run coffee concession was still operating at
Comprehensive University. Although some students managed to earn money
By tutoring off-campus or by other means, most students felt there were
no opportunities for them. Thus the impact of campus "business fever
on student life was short-lived and was especially strong only from 1987
to 1989 (see Liu, X. H. , Cheng, Wang, & Wang, 1991).
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Social Practicft
The idea of "social practice" for college students was related to
the Maoist doctrine of combining theory and practice, study and labor.
During the Cultural Revolution, the implementation of this doctrine
called for bringing industrial and agricultural production into the
classrooms and taking the classrooms into the factories and fields,
"Social practice" in the 1980 's was structured as a vacation activity
through which students could utilize their knowledge outside the class-
room, working and investigating conditions mostly in small towns and
backward rural areas (Wang, X.
,
1986) . The campaign was promoted by the
educational authorities, especially after the rise of student activism
in the mid-1980's, as an antidote to the corrupting influence of
bourgeois ideology and to counteract the ivory- tower campus and sterile
curriculum. Authorities hoped that students, tempered with a vacation
lesson of harsh social realities, would return more realistic and more
loyal to socialism and Communist Party leadership. Thus, the stated
objectives of this type of activity were twofold: to offer assistance to
less developed areas and to socializing students through experience in
the real world.
Although the government promoted social practice for these rea-
sons, some students found the program's benefits included opportunities
for visiting family, free travel, and time with the opposite sex
(Driver, 1991; Zhang, X. L. & Zhang, 1988). One Beij ing University
student explained, "As long as we write the paper at the end, we can do
whatever we want," and another student commented about his experience,
"It was the first time I had the chance to kiss a woman" (cited in
Driver, p. A30)
.
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Student Work and Business: Commodity Socialism and CaniDus Culture
In summary, the involvement of students in a variety of economic
activities was a new phenomenon on Chinese campuses which developed in
response both to students' own needs and to broad social changes. Under
"commodity socialism," created by the economic reforms of the 1980's,
the forces of the marketplace entered universities and research
institutes. Students responded with enthusiasm despite the traditional
separation of Chinese intellectuals from manual labor and business, and
despite admonitions that students devote their attentions to study.
There were three major reasons for students' eagerness to become
involved in part-time work and enterprises. First, college students in
this period had an idealistic view of modernization and the Western
industrialized countries. While to some extent new ideas and prod-
ucts affected a wide segment of society, it was college students who had
the most opportunity for contact with foreign ideas, for learning
foreign languages, and for actually studying abroad. At the major
universities, in fact, "Western influences were everywhere" (Shen, with
Yen, 1990, p. 113). Chinese college students considered engagement in
part-time work or private business as a symbol of modern. Western- style
life
.
Secondly, inflation, a by-product of economic reforms, and the
replacement of the student stipend system with scholarships and loans
added to the financial pressures on students and their families.
Students also developed appetites for consumer goods, some of which were
expressions of the youth culture. The desire to earn some money and
gain a taste of financial independence certainly was a prime motivation.
A third factor was the widespread frustration with the academic
curriculum and pedagogy. Many felt that their studies were irrelevant
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and divorced from the realities of a rapidly the changing society.
Teaching methods were considered dry and boring. By 1986. job prospects
and salaries for university graduates were becoming less attractive,
particularly in comparison with the success of some private entrepren-
eurs. Students felt that they could acquire useful skills and contacts
through work, business, and social practice which were not provided by
the academic curriculum.
Student Societies: Semi-formal Organizations
Along with increased interest in a variety of extra-curricular
activities
,
student societies [ shetuan i expanded on campuses in the
1980' s. Various types developed both in response to student initiative
and determined by college traditions, policies, and leadership. Parti-
cipation and membership in these organizations varied widely, but seem
to have grown in general throughout the 1980' s, and especially after
1985.
The development of a network of organizations was identified as an
important trend at universities by X. T. Huang, Zheng, and Luo (1985):
Among university students there are increasing numbers of
horizontally-connected f hengxiang lianxi l associations,
social practice organizations, and work- study organizations,
such as popular science societies, literature societies,
consulting service centers, etc. The organizations have
developed from being few in number to many, from single
discipline to multi-disciplinary, from campus to the
society, from students to contacts between students and
other people, forming a kind of interlocking networked
f zongheng i iaocuo gangluohua l organizational structure.
(p. 18)
Surveys of universities in Wuhan and Beijing found that student
societies developed rapidly in the 1980 's.^^ According to a survey
directed by the CYL, the number of student organizations in fifty higher
education institutions in Beijing increased by 71% between the end of
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1983 and 1986. from 291 to 499 (Wang. L.
.
1988). Thus, the average
number of such organizations per campus increased from less than six to
ten. During the same period, the number of participants more than
tripled, from 13,000 to 40,000. In 1986 23X of all students "often
participated" (p. 243), The most common reason given by students for
their participation was "to make up for the deficiencies in the regular
education system" (p. 245). [See Tables 7 & 8, p. 187, and Appendix D.]
Table 7
Student Societies in Fifty Beijing Universities
number of number of percentage of
societies oarticioants all students
1983 291 13,000 14
1986 499 40,000“ 30
30,000‘> 23
number who "have participated in association activities"
^ number who "often participate in association activities"
Note : From "Dul daxuesheng shetuan zhuangkuang de diaocha [An investiga-
tion of university student societies], by Wang, L. et al. In Beijing
Municipal Party Committee Research Office (Ed.), Xinshiai daxuesheng
sixiang zhengzhi iiaovu van]iu [Research on Ideological and political
education of university students in the new period] Beijing: Beijing
Normal University Press, 1988, p. 243.
Control and Autonomy
The management of student societies and clubs was often viewed by
Chinese administrators as a way to maintain control over students'
extra-curricular activities and leisure time. In recent years, it has
become popular for Chinese writers to refer to extra-curricular
activities as the "second classroom" f dier ketang ] . "Second classroom"
activities should be promoted, according to Chinese sources, in order to
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enrich students' experiences outside of the "first classroom." and to
supplement the basic curriculum. In general, these writers stressed
that guidance or control by school authorities was necessary for the
proper development of student groups (Zhang. Y.
.
Tan. & Zuo. 1985; Zhu.
J.. Cai. & Yao, 1986. pp. 308-330).
Table 8
^*^^ticipation in Various Types of Student Societies
in Fifty Beijing Universities. November 1986
academic
tech
. /research
interests/
cultural news service total
participants 10.000 2.400 16.000 650 950 30.000
% of all
participants
33.3 8.0 53.3 2.2 3.2 100
% of students
in 50 univs
.
7.7 1.9 12.3 0.5 0.7 23.1
Note
:
total number of associations in survey=499.
From Wang. L. et al.. 1988. p. 244. [See Table 7. p. 184].
A. H. Yang. Dong. Gong. & Mei (1989) advocated a more laissez-
faire approach toward informal groups. They mentioned that members of
informal groups were also members of the formal organizations and.
therefore, needed to "strengthen consciousness of their own role in the
formal group, strengthen collectivism, and keep informal group behavior
in line with the goals of the formal groups" (p. 54). The relationship
between the informal and formal organizations depended on the ability of
the informal group to control itself and "overcome and eliminate nega-
tive functions in order to become an important bridge of unity, learn-
ing. and liaison with the formal groups" (p. 53).
When student groups have been perceived to be particularly threat-
ening or beyond control, authorities have stepped in. One such example
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occurred at Wuhan University, where authorities closed down thirteen
student magazines and seven literary clubs in October 1983 (Liang &
Shapiro, 1986, p. 58).
Universities sanctioned student-organized societies through the
administration's Office of Student Affairs [ xuesheng eongzuobu l and
either the CYL or the Student Association, The two types of sponsor-
ship, CYL and SA, according to one university official, were both means
of control by the CYL. The first was direct; the second indirect
control through the SA. The degree of autonomy from these formal
organizations was dependent on the leadership and policies of the
university and the organizations
. A few of these societies were
directly organized by the university administration or the Party. These
usually included both students and staff among their members.
I was a member of a calligraphy club. And every term we
[had] an exhibition of calligraphy. That [was] an institute
club. Not only students could join the club; there were
lots of professors, teachers. [It was organized] by the
school. [male, 1984, Hll]
In general, societies and clubs which focused on foreign language
or Western ideas appeared to have much freedom from university control
before 1989. Such activities thrived in the liberal political and
academic climate of the period.
There was one English club that, if you [were] good at
English, you [could be] a member. We had informal meetings
usually Tuesday and Thursday night . . . and we [would] meet
new students and introduce each other and talk [in] English.
And sometimes we [would] invite foreign teachers there.
[female, 1990, HIO]
In response to the expansion of student societies on campuses and
their links to student protests, the State Education Commission included
five items concerning student societies in the 1990 regulations for
higher education. The regulations particularly targeted outside
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speakers and student publications for stricter control. [See Appendix
E, items 39-43
.
]
Structure
Most student organizations were loosely structured, but usually
had at least a president or chair f huizhang 1 . One informant had par-
ticipated in the philosophy association at a technical university.
Although it was under the Student Association, he described it as a
"relatively independent" and "grass-roots" group;
The leaders [were] always graduate students.
. . . They just
had a zhaoi iren [convener], a person to collect people, to
organize, to gather people.
. . . The philosophy association
--at that time, not many students were interested [in it],
only a few, about ten. [male, 1987, H18]
Grass-roots organizing of such societies was not encouraged in
every university, with variation probably dependent on the leadership of
the university and CYL. Student initiative and interests also varied
among campuses and departments. One informant, who had been an under-
graduate student at two comprehensive universities, found a marked
difference in the role of student societies at the two institutions:
Some students in [X] University would like poetry, [but] we
[did]n't have [a] community. But in [Y] University we [had]
such activities. But also if he [was] interested in that he
[could] organize the societies. So a lot of students in our
class organized societies. Like poetry society and humor
society. [female, attended two colleges, 1981-1987, H13]
Variation Across Campuses
Among the three universities which 1 studied, I discovered a
similar divergence in the role of student societies. The variance
appeared to be largely caused by differences in policy among the insti-
tutions. There seemed to be fairly strict control over the societies at
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Technical University but much less control at Comprehensive University.
Before the 1989 student movement, there had been many more student
societies on the Technical Institute campus, but by 1990 the authorities
permitted only three to function and appeared to discourage and inter-
with the formation of new ones. In contrast. Comprehensive Univer-
sity s policy toward student societies seemed to be one of encourage-
ment. A less important factor was probably the differences in student
orientation and interests among the institutions.
At Comprehensive University, there were over twenty groups, all
except one under the auspices of the Student Association. Some of these
were described as being quite large with over one hundred active mem-
bers. These included the following clubs, societies, and associations:
Sociology, stamp collecting, calligraphy, ancient Oriental
culture, exploration society, youth economic forum, public
relations association, film and video arts, martial arts,
computers and Chinese character information, guitar, song
and dance, qigong [a traditional exercise technique], sign
language, soccer, Chinese chess f xiangai 1 and cards, and
weial [board game, known in Japan as ^] . In addition, the
student news agency [ xuesheng tongxunshe l
,
under the CYL.
[CU document #1, December 12, 1989]
The societies with the most participants were exploration and sociology,
both of which were considered academic societies [CU, November 16,
1990] . Both interviews and documents indicated close connections
between these societies and the official organizations. In fact, since
with the sole exception of the news agency, these societies were author-
ized by the SA, one of the explicit responsibilities of the SA was to
monitor the societies. The "student societies section" [shetuan bu] of
the SA had specific duties in this regard, as detailed in a document:
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V. Head of Student Societies Section:
1. In accordance with the central tasks of the SA, fully promotes
the initiative of various student societies in order to carry
out various activities.
2. Provides timely guidance to various societies; solve problems
of various societies as they arise.
3. Is responsible for the examination of applications of new
societies, and reports to the presidium for approval.
4. Strengthens liaisons with societies at other brother
colleges
.
5. Is responsible for maintaining the files and equipment
of the societies and for transferring them properly
to the student societies section for the following term.
6. Carries out the work assigned by the presidium and
secretariat. [CU document y/17, pp. 2-3; see Appendix F]
Several other examples from Comprehensive University documents
show the close relationship between these societies and the formal
organizations. The "December 9 Cultural Festival," a campus -wide event
in 1990, was sponsored by the university Student Association, "under the
leadership of the university Party branch and under the guidance of the
CYL committee" [CU document #16]. A schedule of activities for the
festival which the Student Association and CYL prepared listed
individual activities sponsored by many of the societies listed above.
In January 1991, the official university newspaper reported that the
exploration society and the CYL had jointly sponsored a meeting in which
a public security official gave a talk. Another example of official
concern for these societies was the selection of three student societies
to receive honors as "advanced collectives" on the annual honor roll for
1989-1990 [CU document #19, January 1991].^^ Thus, at Comprehensive
University, student societies were encouraged but were subject to some
degree of management by the university authorities through the CYL.
In comparison with Comprehensive University and Teacher's
University, there were only a few societies at Technical University,
including stamp collecting, weigi [game of "go"], and calligraphy.
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There was some controversy with the administration when one group of
students tried to start a film club. Students offered two explanations
of the administration's strict policy toward organizations. One was
that following the 1989 student movement, the administration was
concerned about allowing students any opportunities for organized
activity which might become political or out of its control. Another
explanation was that the authorities were trying to increase student
engagement in academic work because of a critical evaluation of the
institution by an inspection team the previous year. Whatever the
reason, it was clear that extra-curricular activities and organizations
were not priorities for the administration of the institute. Limited
data suggest that technical institutes, with narrowly defined curricular
offerings, also tended to have narrower extra-curricular offerings than
comprehensive universities, polytechnical institutes, and teacher's
colleges
.
Student Societies: Suimnarv
To summarize, the development of student societies was encouraged
by authorities at some universities but more strictly controlled at
others. Although informal student organizations were under the super-
vision of the CYL and Student Association, sponsorship and control were
often only nominal. Some school and CYL authorities feared these semi-
autonomous organizations and therefore restricted their activities,
controlled the number of organizations, and monitored their activities.
These societies afforded opportunities for students to participate
voluntarily and develop spontaneous forms of leadership. For some, they
nourished intellectual thought in ways not permitted within the academic
curriculum, the system of political indoctrination, or the formal
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student organizations. Shen Tong, a founder of a student salon and a
leader of the 1989 protests, felt strongly about the importance of these
societies. "Student organizations have always been a safe haven for
intellectuals, a place for free thought and discussion" (Shen Tong,
cited in Strand, 1990, p. 26).
Couples: Students "Talking Love"
Among the many changes on campuses during in the 1980' s in re-
sponse to the more lenient social atmosphere was the upsurge in romantic
relationships between male and female students. Dating and courtship,
or in Chinese, tan lian'ai [literally, "to talk love"], among college
students was discouraged by school authorities and parents in the 1970'
s
and early 1980' s. Considered a distraction from academic study, a
romantic relationship could be treated as an indication of the lack of
proper seriousness and concentration toward the work of being a student.
As a result, couples tried to maintain secrecy about their relationship,
concealing it from classmates, roommates, and friends. The following
rather atypical situation, which occurred in 1980, shows how authorities
tried to control the formation of couples;
My class was very special in the grade because during the
first year there [were] already three couples. . . . That
is, six out of fifteen were engaged in kind of loving af-
fairs. ... So later on . ... two classes were eliminated
and the students were redistributed. One reason to elimin-
ate our particular class was that was that we [had] too many
couples there .... Because it was very unusual in the
first year that students began. . . . [The banzhuren] could
do nothing about that. . . . He tried. He asked them to tan
xin . to "exchange hearts," but it didn't produce much
effect. They still went on. But of course, it was quite in
a secret way. [male, 1984, Hll]
Some exception was made for the large number of older students
admitted in 1977-1980. Many of these students, in their mid- twenties to
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early thirties, either had a relationship already or felt seeking a
partner to be appropriate and necessary at their age,^° No matter the
age, however, university students were prohibited from marrying.
Control of Student Love
Strict control over love relationships was directed more towards
the younger students. The agents of this persuasion and control were
teachers, especially the homeroom teachers and political counsellors,
and CYL leaders. The CYL and teachers also tried to use peer pressure
to persuade students to discontinue "talking love."
It [was] not common [to have boyfriends]. I think it had
something to do with the fudaovuan . I remember the first
year [1981] there was one couple. They revealed their
relations as boyfriend and girlfriend. . . . Some teachers
tried to persuade them to give up their relations. So this
kind of thing [was] in the early 1980' s, but later it was
quite different. [female, attended 1981-1987, H13]
Among younger students, "love" became more open and widespread in
the mid-eighties. For many students, especially those in the upper-
grades, love became a preoccupation, and students became more open about
their romantic affairs. Students referred to this new openness
poetically as, "romance under the moonlight brought out into the
sunlight," according to a published report ("Students on the look-out,"
1989)
.
Varying estimates were made of the prevalence of "love" on cam-
puses, and many survey results showed dramatic changes in the attitudes
and behavior of middle school and college students. Considering the
problems of defining "talking love" and of survey research methods,
survey data is not completely reliable, but the results concur with each
other and with informants' reports. One such survey found over half of
student respondents at Jiaotong University had "talked love," and nearly
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100% in some classes (Gu, Y. H. 1991, p. 129). M. H. Chen (1991), in a
book on the phenomenon of campus love, reported that students involved
in love affairs ranged from 40% to 70% of all students on Chinese
campuses (p. 67). Another survey found that the numbers of students who
had "entered the love role" dramatically increased during the first
three years of college: 7% of first-year, 36% of second-year, 81% of
third-year, and 85% of fourth-year students (Tao, 1989, p. 45).
To account for the changing attitudes towards romance and more
prevalent sexual activity of students and young people in general,
Chinese writers identified a variety of factors (Yang, X. S., 1987).
Some especially blamed Western influence such as the ideas of Freud,
films, and advertizing (Liu, X. P.
,
1991; Tao, 1989). Others attributed
the changes to broad reforms and general trends toward more openness and
independence (Wei, 1989; Li, L.
,
Xia, & Zhang, 1987). Outside of China,
commentators explained the new "love" phenomenon and other popular
trends among Chinese students in the 1980 's as a search for diversion
and self-fulfillment and the weakening of incentives and social control
(Cherrington, 1991, pp. 95-96, 106; Hooper, 1991). Analysis of the
psychological factors of such change in students' values and behavior
lies beyond the scope of the present study. Nevertheless, the upsurge
in romantic relationships does appear to be related to students' rejec-
tion of traditional and official values and to their striving for more
independence
.
In his autobiographical account, college student and activist
leader Shen Tong (1990) wrote about his love relationships as symbols
both of independence from his parents and of rebellion against society.
His parents had not approved of his girlfriend in high school, but he
felt drawn to her partly because, "I was feeling rebellious and indepen-
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dent then, and my parents' disapproval of her made it all the more fun"
(p. 111). He continued to date her in college on weekends, and as a
first-year student had his first sexual experiences;
It was a few months before we really made love, ... We
thought we were pioneers. ... It was very liberating
because all my life I had heard that sex was something to be
scorned and was done only to have children. In the Chinese
books I had read, sex was always described as disgusting or
filthy. I had never seen my parents physically show their
affection for each other.
. . ,
My first sexual experience also made me realize that
sexual freedom was part of personal liberation. Since we
lived in a restrictive society, I naturally felt that having
sex was somehow an anti -government activity. I already
believed that before we could change society, we had to
change ourselves, and for me, sex was part of that. (Shen,
with Yen, pp. 111-112)
Control over student love affairs by university authorities ranged
from leniency and encouragement to prohibition and interference, but
leniency became more common by the mid-1980's. This variation in atti-
tudes and policies was also reflected in published discussions of the
"university student love problem" (Gao, Y. F. , 1987; Tao, 1989; Wei,
1989; Yang, X. S., 1987; Yuan, 1987). C. Li and J. Ma (1987), finding a
higher academic success rate among those students engaging in love
relationships than among other students, argued that colleges should
permit love affairs. This was a significant departure from the dominant
official line in China during the 1980' s. In general, university
policies toward love affairs and their enforcement softened in the mid-
to-late 1980' s. In January 1989, Renmin ribao . the Party's major
newspaper, admitted; "regulations regarding student romances have been
successively changed from 'forbidden' to 'not allowed,' and finally to
'not encouraged'" ("Students on the look-out," 1989, p. 39).
Although policies towards romance were often ambivalent,
marriage
was normally not permitted for students, and sexual relationships
were
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always prohibited and considered as grounds for expulsion from the
college. [See Appendix G: Section II, items 5 & 6.) There were cases
reported, however, of female students who, after becoming pregnant and
receiving an abortion, were not disciplined [female, 1983-1989, H17].
Another informant reported cases of students who were discovered making
love late at night in darkened classrooms and who were expelled from the
university [male, 1987, H18].
Love as a Common Campus Phenomenon
Informants and magazine articles commonly referred to love and
courtship as being a prevalent feature of campus life, especially after
1985. One writer described it as "a completely universal phenomenon"
(Yang, X. S., 1987, p. 12). Middle school graduates entering college
came to expect to find romance on campus (Gu, 1991, p. 127). Interviews
with informants showed a growing trend toward campus romance throughout
the 1980' s:
Actually, in my class, [love] was not common. I think
before 1982 it was not common, but after that [it was].
[male, 1985, H3]
Almost all of us, especially the juniors and seniors, I
think, almost all of us [had] girlfriends and boyfriends.
[female, 1989, H5]
In my year, the boyfriends-girlfriends [were] still not very
common, and people tried to hide it, but right now [1991]
it's so common, even I was surprised at it. . . . When I
graduated, it was so common among the freshmen .... The
regulations became not so strict, and they [did] n't talk
much about [love]
.
[Now] people have more chance to meet
together and they have more parties. [female, 1989, H9]
Eventually eighty percent of the girls had boyfriends . . .
I think, at the end [of four years]. [female, 1989, H12]
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Who Goes with Whom?
As with other types of friendships, couples commonly formed among
college classmates or grade-mates [ nianU I due to the frequency and
duration of contact. While some informants regarded classmates as
undesirable partners because they were together all the time, romantic
liaisons between classmates frequently occurred.
In the case of our college, I think most of the students
boyfriends and girlfriends in the same college
because they [saw] each other frequently and it [was] easier
for them to be friendly to each other. [female, 1989, H5]
Usually [my girlfriend and I would] go to study together.
We went to movies several times, but not often. [We studied
together] in the library or the classroom. Usually we had
open classroom every night. We didn't, like other students,
spend a lot of time to go [off-campus]. [male, 1989, H8]
[Q:How did you meet boys? At dances?] Sometimes, sometimes
from my classmates, from other departments. And sometimes
because of my father [who was a faculty member at that
university]. [female, 1990, HIO]
Couples also tended to form among former schoolmates from middle
schools. Some intimate friendships had already formed in middle school
and were maintained during college years, but other relationships
between old schoolmates developed while in college. For those who were
studying in colleges far from home, these relationships were often
difficult to maintain. Liaisons also developed between males and
females who shared similar backgrounds, if not school ties, and who
often came from the same region or city. It was not uncommon for
romantic relationships to develop between those who had first met
through schoolmate and hometown networks.
I think everyone in my class had a girlfriend who lived in
[his] hometown. Usually the girlfriend used to be his
classmate. But when we graduated, most relationships broke
up. It was not realistic. [male, 1985, H3]
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My boyfriend [whom she had known from middle school] was in
1989^^H5^^*"
school [college]. That's common. [female.
In my class there was a couple, both [were] from [X city],from the same place
.
. . They spoke to each other in
dialect and stayed together all of the time. [male 1984
Hll] ^ ’ ’
A novel type of network for meeting students of the other sex was
friendship dormitories." These were arrangements made by students
themselves linking one or more men's dormitory rooms with dormitory
rooms of women in another department or another college. Students would
get together for outings, parties, and dances (Chen, M. H. 1991,
pp . 50-51; Peng, L. & Cheng, A. W.
,
1989, p. 36). Other Informal
groups, especially those which provided a forum for discussion such as
English clubs, also afforded opportunities for male and female students
to meet each other.
The Future for College Couples
One of the factors influencing students' attitudes towards roman-
tic relationships was the uncertainty of their futures. Their lack of
control over where they would be assigned to work after graduation
created great anxieties, not only for individuals, but also for couples
who might be separated. College authorities in charge of job assignment
rarely were willing to take personal requests of couples into account,
but students often cultivated good relations f guanxi ] with the authori-
ties in the hopes of securing a preferred job. In addition to the ties
of shared hometown or cultural roots, as discussed in the section on
tongxiang relations, students from the same place had a better chance of
being assigned jobs in the same city or province and, hence, prospects
for continuing their relationship.
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The prevalence and acceptance of love relationships among college
students underwent a rapid and significant change during the 1980' s.
Explanations in Chinese sources for this change include the influence of
Western bourgeois values, erosion of traditional Chinese values as a
result of the Cultural Revolution, and generational change (Chen, M. H.
,
1991; Liu, X. P.
,
1991). Whatever the reasons, the attitudes and
behaviors of Chinese youth changed substantially in a very short period
of time. As a result, a great gap in moral values developed between
generations. Although it was widespread among Chinese youth, the
phenomenon was most apparent on university campuses, where students were
removed from parental control, subject to strong peer influence, and
under increasingly lenient supervision during the late 1980' s.
Students and Their Families
Francis Hsu (1983) saw the emphasis on relationships between
students and their elders as reason for the lack of developed peer
associations among students before 1949. Students "lacked the urge to
cohere with their peers groups because they had a far more tenacious
relationship with their elders on the vertical plane" (p. 87). Never-
theless, in the 1978-1990 period, relationships with their families did
not appear to dominate students' lives or interfere with peer relation-
ships .
Most students had lived with their families until entering
university. Becoming a university student was, for most students, a
process of transition away from close contact with and strong influence
of their families. Parents and other older family members often
provided some amount of encouragement and guidance to the aspiring
university student, often suggesting to which universities and fields
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the student should apply. Families usually took great pride in a member
who passed the entrance examination and enrolled in a university. Once
®^^olled, however, students tended to become more independent from their
families
.
Students' ties with their families varied greatly in large part
due to geographic circumstances. Students attending college in their
hometown usually lived in the dormitory but returned home on weekends.
In situations where the family lived on or near the campus, students
often lived at home or else ate dinner at home but slept in the dor-
mitory. Not surprisingly, these students often felt less connected with
campus life than their peers.
Among the participants in this study, it was quite uncommon for
students to continue to live with their parents after entering college,
even when the university was located in their home city. In one case, a
student lived at home for the first year of college because of insuffi-
cient space in the dormitory. At the beginning of the second year, she
was assigned a dormitory room with other students, all of whom had been
living at home [1983-1989, H17]. Another student who lived with her
parents for all four years of college saw this arrangement as a benefit
for her academic studies but as a limitation to her involvement in
student activities:
I was not very active in college because usually I lived at
home. I had a bed in the dormitory, but there were eight
people in the dormitory in one room, and I always studied at
home. [Q: So you didn't stay in your bed?] Only twice.
.
Usually I [would] just go there [at] dinner time when
they would all have dinner and they [were] all at home, and
I went there to talk to them and then we [would] all play
volleyball outside. And then I [would] go home. I [would]
have dinner with my family. Sometimes I'd eat [at the dor-
mitory] . I had lunch with my family. [female, 1990, HIO]
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Except for city-run colleges, which mostly recruited locally, the
majority of university students lived too far from home to visit except
during summer vacation and the Spring Festival, which was actually a
month-long winter break. Because of the expense and distance, many
students were unable to return home during the Spring Festival. "Social
investigations" or "social practice" during summer vacations may have
reduced the time some spent with their families, but may have provided
opportunities for others to visit relatives or explore romantic rela-
tionships (Driver, 1991).
Most university students remained financially dependent on their
parents, who often made considerable sacrifices for them. The popular-
ity of part-time jobs and business enterprises was often motivated in
part by students' desire to relieve their families of some of the
financial burden of their education. Despite this dependence, univer-
sity life for most students was a transition from the close family
relationship towards a looser linkage, a relationship which has been
described as "networked families" f wanluo iiating l . If graduates were
assigned work in their hometown, they could live with their parents, but
practical and social factors made this uncommon. The general tendency
in urban areas was for young couples to form a stem family after
marriage and live separately, maintaining relationships which could
include financial exchanges, child care, and shared meals (Unger, 1990,
p. 29).
There was considerable variation in the family background among
participants in this study. Parents' educational level ranged from
illiterate to university trained; likewise, occupations and status
varied widely. Family political backgrounds were also varied consider-
ably. Several participants had a parent who had endured difficulties
or
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had suffered punishment during the political campaigns of the 1950' s and
1960's. Such students would not have been considered acceptable for
enrollment in higher education institutions in the 1968-1977 period when
c^itieria of political and family background were applied.
Students' families were not a focus of this study and therefore
only sketchy information was gathered on family relationships. Clearly,
the family is an aspect with considerable impact on students' lives and
further research is needed to elaborate this relationship.
Summary
In this chapter I discussed several types of informal peer rela-
tionships or networks. Hometown ties and schoolmate relations pre-
dating college were important for many students, especially during the
first two years of college. Local connections served as one of the
bridges connecting students in different classes, departments, and
universities. Such ties were not encouraged by the school administra-
tion, which deliberately grouped students from different areas together.
Old middle school friends often maintained strong bonds through college
years and beyond. For students who studied in universities located in
their home cities, maintaining contact with schoolmates was especially
convenient and quite common.
Informal groups and friendships based on shared interests and
participation in extra-curricular activities were especially important
for upper grade students. Unlike the hometown ties, interest groups
were often encouraged and regulated to an extent by the university
administration. The formal organizations were used by the administra-
tion tools for controlling extra-curricular activities and interest
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groups, but considerable variation was found in the management of
student activities among different institutions.
In addition to informal ties based on school and hometown affilia-
tion, students engaged in various group activities according to their
interests, including intellectual activities, entertainment, and work.
The schools have traditionally stressed intellectual interests and
encouraged extra-curricular activities related to students' academic
field. With the relaxation of controls in the 1980' s, however, various
forms of entertainment became widely popular among students. Dance
parties and mahjong games became the most important social events for
many students in this period. Beginning in 1985 universities, affected
by liberal economic reforms, began to allow students to engage in part-
time work and business activities, which further opened wider social
avenues for some students for several years.
In a significant break with traditional Chinese patterns of social
behavior, students in the 1980 's became more openly involved in romantic
relationships. Along with the liberal atmosphere on campuses, courtship
became more acceptable and "love" became another extremely popular
pursuit for students. After 1986, increased disillusionment with their
studies, job prospects, and the national situation led many students to
focus their attention more on entertainment and romance.
Underlying all of the activities and networking of college
students were their ties with their families. Students remained
financially dependent on their parents. Important matters such as
career and marriage were common topics of discussion between students
and their parents. How socialization by family and prior schooling
affects college students and their peer relationships is a subject that
merits further study.
I
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How cohesive were the informal groups? Hometown groups were
typified by very loose structure and cohesiveness. They tended to be
amorphous with no set places or times for meetings. Because members
were necessarily drawn from different departments and grades, opportuni-
ties for contact were quite limited. Attraction for hometown and old
schoolmate groupings was based on similar background, language, and
origin rather than similar interests or concerns. Student societies
varied widely in terms of size and structure. Because many of these
groups were composed of students from various fields, grades, and
regions, members shared few of the similarities of the class group and
had much less opportunity to meet together.
Informal groups with the highest cohesiveness were small groups
which formed among friends, or within a department. Some of the salons
formed to discuss political, philosophical, and economic ideas may also
have had relatively high cohesiveness as a response to the pressures of
external authority (Shen, with Yen, 1990).
The relative confinement of students to the monotonous "three
points on a line" of dormitory, classroom, and dining hall appeared to
create a counter- force to cohesiveness. Because students were kept
together for so much of their time in these few physical places, they
often desired to break away from the group and the space it occupied.
Regimentation, external control, monotony, and crowding may have all
been factors working against cohesiveness in dormitory and classroom
groups. These conditions may also have motivated some students to
develop informal relationships which cut across the divisions of grade,
department, and college.
In summary, there appeared to be a general tendency for students
to find ways of bridging the academic divisions which circumscribed much
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of their lives. Although many friendships were formed within these
dormitory, classroom, and grade divisions, many students, especially
after the first year or two, found these circles to be too narrow. The
desire for wider social contacts was part of the attraction of the
various networks and associations which crossed class and departmental
boundaries
.
The aftermath of the 1989 protest movement saw increased control
over many forms of informal organization on Chinese campuses. Part-time
work was restricted, private business was officially banned, and organ-
izations and publications not sanctioned were declared illegal under the
1990 regulations. [See Appendix E.] Despite these restrictions and a
ti-S^ter atmosphere, students continued to be involved in informal groups
and networks. In fact, as the appeal and legitimacy of the formal
organizations weakened after the 1989 movement, informal groups and
activities probably became more important for most students.
Notes to Chapter 6
1. For an example of how a Party branch at Tianjin University organized
study groups, see FBIS February 26, 1987, Kll-18.
2 . This type of group was probably more prevalent in middle schools than
in colleges. In a brief article on small informal groups among middle
school students, W. J. Wu (1990) divided them into the three categories:
activist, passive, and destructive. The latter "have conflicts with
class cadres, intentionally interfere with class cadre work, and
frequently openly oppose class group activities" (p. 16).
3. For a more general discussion of guanx
i
.
see also articles by King
(1991, especially pp. 69-70) guanxi networks. Gold (1985) on personal
relations, and Lewis (1986) on political networks.
4. Strand (1989, p. 225) wrote about Shandong natives forming a faction
at Zhaoyang University in the 1920' s. Comparing Chinese society in the
1980 's with the past. Strand (1990) wrote, "Gone are the days when
Beijing University students, politicians, and journalists from Hunan
would share rooms or eat at a Hunan guild hall" (p. 34).
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5. One exception to the pattern of loose, nearly invisible structure wasthe "Guangdong Club" at a technical university. More than fifty
students from Guangdong province joined. Major activities of the clubincluded soccer, badminton, and other sports. Although there was a club
president, it was a nominal position and all members were equal,
according to one member quoted (Peng, L.
,
& Cheng, 1989, p. 36) ’.
6. The use of tongxiang connections to disseminate information, organize
political action, and escape government repression was reportedly
widespread during the 1986 and 1989 protest movements. One published
example was Xue Deyun, who was accused of spreading reactionary ideas
and by using tonExiang connections with students from his native
Guizhou. After fleeing to Beijing, he used these connections to stay in
a student dormitory. (JPRS CAR- 89
-100, October 4, 1989 [translation of
Qiushi
.
August 16, 1989, pp . 9-13]).
7. Dilger (1984) also provided a general discussion of the education of
minorities in China.
8. 6,000 college students throughout China were reported to be enrolled
in special minority classes in 1987 ( FBIS April 2, 1987, K43)
.
9. Tan and Li (1988) saw in student affiliation by ethnicity the
potential for "negative influences" and "elevating personal disputes to
'contradictions' between ethnic groups" ( p. 91). The authors offered
the suggestion that to correct these negative aspects, "educators and
administrators should penetrate the informal groups and especially make
friends with the leading figures" (p. 93). To control the negative
tendencies, they proposed strengthening the official organizations,
holding more officially-sponsored activities, and building relations
with the heads of the informal groups (p. 93).
10. The title in Chinese as reported was, Guanyu buyao chengli
tongxianghui yilei shehui tuanti de tongzhi. Two other State Education
Commission directives were mentioned by Teng (1989) : "A Notice reaffirm-
ing and strengthening regulations on the management of university
associations, publications, and lectures" [Guanyu chongshen jiaqiang dui
gaoxiao shetuan, kanwu, j iangzuo guanli youguan guiding de tongzhi],
(1988), and "A notice that higher education institutions must not invite
at will outside speakers to university- sponsored student lectures"
[Guanyu gaodeng xuexiao budei suiyi yaoqing wairenyuan dao gaoxiao
zhuban xuesheng jiangzuo de tongzhi], (1987).
11. One reported example of this perceived problem was the case of a
" laoxianEhui " [same as tongxianehui 1 at one university composed of
students from Henan province. Students met once or twice a week, taking
turns inviting each other to eat and drink. As their gatherings fre-
quently involved rowdy drinking games and drunkenness, they "had a bad
influence on schoolmates" (Yang, A. H. et al , pp. 53-54).
12. For a discussion of social practice, see pp . 180-181. One student
from a peasant family, a CYL leader, was commended for organizing a
group of his former classmates studying in universities around China to
work on an economic and technical assistance program for their county
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during summer vacation ("Youth affairs," 1988, p. 14; Zhang, X. L. &
Zhang, 1988, p. 23).
13. One survey of students in Shenyang found that the most commonly
reported goal of students in participating in extra-curricular
activities was to enrich their knowledge. The researchers concluded
that, "This shows that today's college students are dissatisfied with
the knowledge gained from classes and textbooks, and they wish to pass
through many kinds of avenues to increase their knowledge" (Li, W. H. &
Dong, 1987
,
p . 37)
.
14. A survey of Shanghai students found two- thirds expressing agreement
to some extent with the "long-live sixty points" slogan. Only 20X of
the respondents expressed interest in their own field of study, 60% felt
their field was only a stepping-stone or so-so, and 10% expressed a lack
of interest in their field. As to what motivated them to study, only 9%
chose the quest for knowledge (Mao & Gong, 1987). In another survey,
only 7.6% of students chose personal interest as their major motivation
to study (Yu, B. S., Jia, 6c Wang, 1989). In another Shanghai survey, in
response to the question, "What do you consider to be the worst problems
in higher education?" the most common responses among 13 possible
choices were: "boring teaching methods," "backward examination methods,"
"dull lectures," and "theory is separated from reality" (Yang, D. G.,
1986) .
15.
The "ten crazes" listed were: reading (often Western philosophy),
doing business, writing, love, sports, dancing, current events, martial
arts, travel, film and video ( Gaoiiao wenzhai . December 1989, p. 39,
reprinted from Sichuan vixuevuan xuebao . January 1989)
.
16.
The Chinese for "mahjong faction" and "TOEFL faction" is an ironic
political play-on-words: "mapai" for Marxist and "tuopai" for Trostsky-
ist. The popularity of studying for TOEFL, the test of English profi-
ciency required to enter graduate programs in the U.S. and Canada, was
the most obvious sign of the "going abroad fever" [chuguore] which swept
most campuses (see Hartford, 1992) . In a survey of students at Compre-
hensive University respondents classified themselves into the following
"types": romantic 32%; TOEFL 9%; card player 16%; studious 12%; other
31% [CU document #8, May 1990].
17. Informal groups were analyzed in terms of similar categories by A.
H. Yang et al . (1989) in the following categories: 1. political belief
[Marxist study groups]; 2. amusement; 3. friendship; 4. academic and
technical; and 5. benefit type [business and work]. The authors cited a
Wuhan survey showing that 59.9% of student societies of were of the
fourth type and 27.4% were of the second type (pp. 49-50).
18. Broadening their range of knowledge was the number one problem
for
students in a 1987 survey of students in Shenyang, and "leaving campus
to make contact with society" was ranked second (Yang, D. G., 1986).
19.
A recently published book (one in the twenty
"University Students' Friends") discusses this
campuses which began in the 1980' s. It analyzes
-volume series titled,
reading craze" on
each of the following
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popular crazes. Nietzsche, Sartre, Freud, Maslow, adventure fictionQiong Yao-type romances, and, finally, Mao (Liu, X. P.
,
1991).
20. There were multiple motivations for students to engage in work
experience. In one survey, Shanghai students selected promoting
contacts and understanding of society as their reasons for working, but
the survey report did not include other choices, such as making money,
which may have ranked higher. (Yang, D. G., 1986). In contrast, in a’
survey of students at Shenzhen University, probably the most entrepre-
neurial group of students in China, 81. 3X chose "personal profit" as the
motivation for engaging in work, and 98% reported having had work
experience ("Shenzhen daxue , " 1988).
21. Both the short story and the film version are titled, "Nu Daxuesheng
Sushe," [Girl's Dormitory]. The author, Yu Shan, had been a student at
Wuhan University in the 1978-1982 period.
22. In the late 1980' s, many college teachers found it necessary to
supplement their incomes with outside jobs and consulting, and univer-
sities were encouraged to establish research and consulting enterprises
to generate income (Wang, J., 1989).
23. As an indication of the significance of the development of business
and work for university students in the late 1980' s, Daxuesheng . China's
magazine for university students, devoted considerable space to articles
discussing work-study, the "business craze," and "making money" in
almost every issue in 1988. See the following issues of Daxuesheng in
1988: March, pp. 4-9; April, pp. 12-17; May, pp. 7-11; June, pp. 26-33;
August, pp. 10-18; September, pp. 38-40; October, pp. 12-14.
24. A survey by a Student Association in early 1988 found that 10-15% of
students in Beijing universities were engaged in some kind of "business
activity," and that 95% were eager to try it (Liu, X. H.
,
Cheng, Wang, &
Wang, 1991, p. 11). An official in charge of student part-time work at
People's University could only estimate that about 8% of the 5,000
students were engaged in business in 1988 and that "most college
students at some stage during their studies take vacation jobs"
("Colleges provide," 1989, pp. 11-12).
25. Aspirations for modernization and Westernization were reflected in
several Chinese slogans and phrases such as "the moon is rounder in
foreign countries," "worshipping things foreign," "wholesale Westerniza-
tion," and "become an affluent country by the year 2000."
26. Many surveys and discussions of students' spending habits were
published in the late 1980' s and early 1990' s as students came under
criticism for being spoiled (Dai, G. S., 1990, p. 20; FBIS , June 6,
1988, pp. 43-44 & June 9, 1988, pp. 46-47; Liu, X. H. , Cheng, Wang, &
Wang, 1991, pp. 50-55; "Students struggle," 1988; "Students' living
expenses," 1989; Tian, Z. Q. , Li, & Liu, 1988; Wang, Y.C., 1987; Yang,
A. H.
,
Dong, Gong & Mei, 1989, pp. 87-88; Zhang, X. L. & Zhang, 1988,
pp. 5-6).
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27. A survey of six Wuhan universities conducted in 1986 found 154
student societies of which 118 were inter-departmental. Overall
participation was 40% of the combined student bodies, and three of the
ibies reported over 60% participation. Of these groups, approxi-
mately 60% were of the academic and technical type and 27% of the
entertainment type. Participants in these two types accounted for 63%
and 31% of the entire student body respectively (Yang, A. H. et al
.
,
1989, pp. 47-50). Another indication of the participation in these
groups is a report that Sichuan University had over fifty organizations
with over one -third of all students participating ( FBIS April 8, 1986
Ql)
. An investigation of East China Teachers' University in Shanghai
reported thirty- five organizations and sixteen fairly regular student
publications. There were over 3,500 members, accounting for 44% of the
undergraduate population and 20% of the graduate students (Lou, 1987).
28. The relationship between newly-formed academic- type student societ-
ies and the formal organizations at Nanjing Institute of Architectural
Engineering, was described by the top CYL leaders as independent, but
under the direction of the League. "[The student societies] only have a
formalistic subordinate relationship with the Student Association, but
actually, under the direction of the institute's League branch, they
carry out various kinds of concrete work independently" (Wang, G. F. &
You, 1990, p. 74). The CYL played an active role in developing these
academic student societies at the Nanjing Institute of Architectural
Engineering. Four student societies had existed before 1985 when the
institute established ten organizations linked to academic fields
(p. 73).
29. Other groups gaining this honor included eight dormitory rooms, four
classes, seven grades (listed by year and major), one "small group,"
within a classroom, and one departmental athletic team.
30. One source claimed that among college students in the 1977-1979
grades, less than 10% were involved in love affairs (Chen, M. H. , 1991,
p. 67).
31. Various surveys have shown students to accept love during college
years as normal and healthy. A survey conducted in 1986 found that over
89% of students were either considering or already engaged in a romantic
relationship (Tao, 1989; Yang, X. S., 1987). In a survey of Shenyang
students, the majority (60%) saw "enriching life" as the goal of love
compared with 25% choosing "establishing a family," 10% "for comfort and
diversion," and 4.6% "casual" (Li, W. H. 6e Dong, 1987, p. 39). In a
survey of Shanghai students, less than 6% agreed with the traditional
assessment that student romances interfered with studies and affected
students' future. Over half of the respondents felt that other
students' love affairs were a private matter which did not concern them
(Mao & Gong, 1987). Increased acceptance of pre-marital sex cohabita-
tion as a private matter has also been shown in several surveys of
college students (Li, L. , Xia, & Zhang, 1987; Ma, 1987; Wang, Z. Z.
,
1988; Wei, 1989).
32. Studies of groups have shown that although proximity generally
contributes to group cohesion, crowding can have a negative effect
(McGrath, 1984). Within the Chinese cultural context, sharing a dormito-
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ry room with six or seven others was more acceptable than it would be to
most Westerners, but Chinese students still felt a sense of crowding and
a lack of privacy.
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CHAPTER 7
ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
Having discussed several types of student organizations separate-
ly, in this chapter 1 compare their characteristics and treat them as a
whole. First, I summarize the data presented in the previous three
chapters. My purpose is to re-connect the parts and correct any
impression of fragmentation given by the separate treatment of these
organizations
.
Secondly, I analyze student groups and networks as a whole and
compare types of associations. Formal and informal organizations and
relationships have been discussed independently in the previous chap-
ters
.
The comparison of these various types of groups provides a means
of evaluating their significance to students. My purpose is to demon-
strate how certain characteristics of these associations related to
student involvement and participation.
The third section of this chapter explores several implications of
the findings on civic learning, political socialization, and political
culture. 1 suggest ways that the organization of student life func-
tioned as a curriculum for civic education or social learning. The
increased disaffection of students with the official organizations and
the gradual rise of student involvement in voluntary informal groups was
a significant trend with broader social and political implications. My
view is that college students in the 1980 's developed a semi -autonomous
and individual - centered subculture but still remained tied to the
official organizational structure.
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In the final section I discuss several directions for further
research on university student culture which lie beyond the scope of
this study.
Summary of Findings
From the student perspective, social relations and organization
are a web composed of both formal and informal affiliations. There are
many overlaps and ambiguities which are not apparent when viewing a
certain type of group in isolation. The basic organizational system was
the academic structure, with the dormitory and classroom groups at the
center. Crossing the bounds of these groups were the official organiza-
tions and the various types of informal relationships . Each of these
could serve as a bridge connecting members of one class or dormitory
unit with individuals in other classes
,
grades
,
departments
,
and even
other universities. In terms of structure and form, these bridges
ranged from the bureaucratically arranged Student Association [SA] to
the loose local tie [ tongxiane l and old schoolmate [ tongxue 1 networks.
The semi -formal student societies and clubs lay somewhere between those
two. Dances and love affairs were especially important cross -gender
links in the informal networks.
For activists in the SA, Communist Youth League [CYL] and the
Communist Party [CP], these formal organizations were focal points of
their lives out of class . In addition to working within their small
group of student leaders, they made contacts with student leaders in
other departments and colleges. Within the same department, activists
in the SA, CYL, and CP often had ties with one another as a
team of
student leaders.
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The majority of students were not actively involved in the formal
mass organizations or in the Party. However, they still participated in
extra-curricular activities such as dances, films, contests, athletic
events
,
and festivals
,
which were sponsored by the formal organizations
.
Those attending universities far from home were more likely to become
involved in groups based on local ties; those studying in colleges
close to home tended to maintain friendships with former middle school
friends both on and off campus. Students with similar economic,
regional, and cultural backgrounds also tended to be attracted to each
other
.
The academic structure of class, grade, and department, which was
consistent for all cases in the study, appeared to be the dominant
organizational mode for most students. There was considerable variation
in class size, and in a few cases the class group was less important
than combined classes or grade grouping. The dormitory residence
pattern was largely determined by classroom groupings of six to eight
same -gender roommates. Several dormitory rooms did not follow the
standard single-class pattern but instead housed members of two or more
different classes.
Cohesiveness of the classroom group varied significantly due to
differences in scheduling patterns and availability of elective course
options. University and departmental practices were important in
determining how strong the classroom group might become. At the
individual classroom level, it was the class monitors who often played
the most important role in creating cohesiveness. In situations where
classroom cohesiveness was not strong, same-gender classmates often
identified as a group because they were roommates or neighbors. The
close physical proximity and continual contact of classmates were
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important factors for the bonding that frequently occurred among
classmates and roommates, especially in the first year of college. The
separation of male and female classmates in separate dormitory buildings
in most colleges probably was a negative influence on cross -gender
social interactions among classmates.
Although the formal authority structure of the class was the class
committee headed by the monitor, the role of monitor required constant
negotiation of formal responsibilities and informal loyalty to class-
mates and friends. Authority roles were mixed with those of social
organizer and mediator. Intertwined with these formal roles, class
monitors were involved in informal peer networks.
Within the formal academic groupings, students developed friend-
ships, had love affairs, formed small groups or cliques, and built
informal networks
. These networks also reached beyond the formal
boundaries. For students, the class and dormitory room were neither
formal nor informal, but merged both forms of relationship. These
groups could provide a sense of belonging and security and at the same
time could allow for the development of individual interests and
autonomy.^ In some ways, the dormitory group and the larger classroom
group, in fulfilling students' needs for attachment and belonging,
functioned as a surrogate extended family.
In contrast to the strong bonds which tended to develop among
classmates and roommates
,
the CYL and SA did not succeed in promoting
much collective feeling or widespread involvement. There was a division
between student activists, who held positions in the CYL and SA, and
many students who were disinterested in or critical of these organiza-
tions. Nearly all students were nominally CYL members, and SA member-
ship was ascribed to everyone. Most students in this study, however.
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considered themselves to be only passive participants, and many felt
that these organizations had no importance or relevance to their lives.
This was not only a rejection of the formal youth organizations, but
represented an estrangement of students from the state and Party
apparatus
.
Students' rejection of the formal system developed rather quietly
and inconspicuously during the 1980' s, only surfacing occasionally
brief protests. Beneath surface compliance, a significant
segment of students desired a more autonomous organization that could
represent their true interests, as was demonstrated in the spring of
1989. In sweeping aside the SA on campuses across the country during
the spring 1989 protests, students denounced the SA as primarily a tool
of the government rather than being a legitimate voice of the student
body ("Impeach," 1992).
The SA and CYL were partly successful in achieving their goals of
promoting and monitoring extra-curricular activities by means of
sponsoring student societies. Despite this official sponsorship, many
of these societies were able to function semi - autonomously . Although
most students were reluctant to be actively involved in the official
organizations, many became active participants and members in these
clubs and societies. The success of these voluntary groups, however,
did not seem to increase appreciably the respect of students for the SA
and CYL, nor did it increase their influence on students. Instead, as
students became more involved in informal groups and activities, the
formal organizations became even less relevant or attractive.
The de-emphasis of political activism, the loosening of controls,
and the tide of economic reforms in the 1980' s created a campus environ-
ment in which interpersonal relationships and individual self-interest
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became more highly valued by students. In addition to the traditional-
type of ties between those from the same local area and from the same
middle school, students developed more individualistic types of affilia-
tions as the climate became freer. As students became involved in
lecture and discussion groups, small business ventures, romantic
liaisons, and various forms of entertainment, they further expanded
their social networks.
Formal and Informal Groups: A Comparison
The study found a general weakening of the ability of the formal
organizations to shape the activities and attitudes of students. As
they became more disenchanted with the official structure, students in
the 1980' s became increasingly involved in a variety of informal
organizations and activities. In this section, by comparing charac-
teristics of the formal and informal groups, I suggest how these groups
varied in their effect on students and in their ability to meet
students' needs. This analysis provides an explanation for the general
disaffection with the formal organization and the attraction of volun-
tary, informal associations.
The framework which I use to discuss the organizational charac-
teristics includes four major features: the structure of authority and
control, the type and degree of participation, underlying philosophical
and ideological values of the oprganizations , and the role of the
individual vis-a-vis the group. This is not a pre-existing theoretical
framework; rather, it was developed through the analysis of the research
data. These features are not linear; they cannot be adequately des-
cribed in terms of a continuum between two extremes . Each has several
facets: for example, authority and control includes dimensions of
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hierarchy, tolerance, and leadership style; participation includes
degree of activity, initiative, and motivation; underlying values
includes both the type of values and their expression in the organiza-
tion; and the role of the individual includes aspects such as confor-
mity, identity, and recognition.
Authority and Control
In China, all official organizations tend to be modeled on the
structural patterns of authority and bureaucracy which characterize the
Party and state. Organizations follow this pattern as the result of
conscious policy rather than as a result of indirect mirroring. In
effect, the structure of formal campus organizations is externally
imposed and determined by the government. As a result, changes in the
basic structure cannot be implemented at the grassroots level, but must
first be reformed from above. Two major principles of the government
and Party structure, democratic centralism and dual rule, are replicated
in the formal campus organizations (Schurmann, 1966, pp . 86-90, 102-104,
188-189) .
This first principle, dual rule, is the combination of vertical
lines of authority with horizontal supervision. There are "multiple
. .
channels of command and information," so that "an agency is partly
under the jurisdiction of another body on the same administrative level
(Schurmann, 1966, p. 189). This principle of organization is replicated
in the structure and administration of formal student organizations on
Chinese campuses (Francis, 1991, p. 409). For example, the history
department SA was technically under the university -level SA, but at the
same time was subject to oversight horizontally by the history depart-
ment CYL branch and departmental administration. The departmental CYL
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branch was under the authority of the university CYL, but was also under
the leadership of the departmental Party branch. Above all department
-
level organizations and branches was the Party committee of the univer-
sity.
Democratic centralism in China is a principle combining "impulses
coming from below with "impulses coming from above," a notion seen by
Chinese theorists as one of contradiction in balance. "Concretely this
means that, once a decision has been made, 'the minority follows the
majority'" (Schurmann, p. 54). Democratic centralism in practice
allowed for the election of lower- level CYL leaders. Once elected from
below, they were directly subordinate to those "above" --the university
CYL branch secretary and other professional staff or cadres. Elected SA
leaders had no direct staff superior but were constantly monitored.
They had little authority or real autonomy because of the position of
the SA as a kind of puppet organization. Under the system of democratic
centralism, the SA was subject to external control "from above" by the
CYL, the Party and the administration by various direct and indirect
means, which included the control of funds, control of publications, and
pressures on the leaders themselves
.
Under this system of external control, student leaders could
exercise little independent leadership or initiative.^ Although lead-
ers were usually elected by the students, students often did not
perceive these leaders as being their true representatives. The
legitimacy of the organizations was damaged by their lack of autonomy
and worsened by students' perceptions of the student leaders as being
selfishly motivated and at the beck-and-call of official patrons.^
This study found widespread expression of dissatisfaction with the
formal organizations among students. Although criticisms were not aimed
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directly at the structure of authority, there certainly was a close
connection between the problems which students identified and the
hierarchical structures.
The absence of specific or general criticisms of the organization-
al structure and operational procedures of class, SA, and CYL was
telling. When students described the process of selecting leaders and
the structure of the organizations, they conveyed an attitude of
acceptance. One must conclude that years of socialization in school and
community have led to a compliant attitude of unconscious acceptance
towards official organizations.^
The fixed, hierarchical structure of the formal organizations
contrasted with the fluid, functional structure of most informal groups.
Peer relations were more egalitarian in the informal groups. Authority
was typically not bureaucratically determined, but depended upon the
commitment, seniority, and personal attributes of individuals. There
was no ulterior motive or any reward for taking a leadership role in an
informal group, except, perhaps, for those groups conducting business
ventures
.
In contrast to the external authority of the official organiza-
tions, informal associations exercised at least a degree of autonomy and
developed indigenous, grassroots leadership. Loose networks of
tonexiang and tonexue usually had no actual leaders and depended on
seniority or ad hoc volunteering to facilitate activities. The loose,
irregular nature of many of these groups made them difficult for
officials to monitor. The personal trust that the groups developed
insulated them somewhat from the system of control through reports by
peers to school authorities.
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Leadership roles
Although official student leaders were often chosen by political
counsellors, strict criteria of "correct" political background were much
less important in the 1980 's than in previous periods. Instead,
students were often chosen for leadership positions because of their
talents, interests, and personalities.^ Student leaders were expected
by students and often required by the institutions to demonstrate above-
average academic achievement.
Motivation of leaders
It was uncommon for students to campaign for a position or be
motivated to lead based on a program, platform, or principle. Students
were motivated by several personal factors to become leaders of official
organizations, including immediate rewards, potential advantages,
leadership experience, prestige among peers, and accommodation of the
requests of authorities. Positions in campus organizations carried the
added benefit of providing of useful leadership experience for future
roles. Because all organizations and institutions in China had
analogous structures and systems, students saw their leadership
experience in school and college organizations as directly transferable
to many other social settings.®
Prestige among peers was of some importance, especially for the
student leaders at the university level. The position of chairperson of
a university's Student Association was certainly coveted by those active
in the organization. Student leaders often formed cliques around
themselves at various levels. Although a leader might not enjoy much
prestige among students in general, he or she would be respected by
those in the smaller group. A leader was in a position to give them
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favors, and the exchange relationships of the guanx
i
network could more
easily be developed by a leader.^ Just as in the government bureau-
cx&cy
,
those in official positions could be perceived as corrupted by
these guanx i relationships and thereby suffer a loss of respect and
perceived legitimacy.
Leadership was typically conferred and cultivated in the formal
systems. This was the common pattern for becoming a leader in primary
and secondary school, and college students were accustomed to submitting
to their teachers' requests. Because it was usually those with a record
of leadership in middle school who were chosen or recommended by college
faculty, these students tended to continue in similar roles. Thus the
leadership pattern in the formal system tended to promote a gap within
the student body between officials and the rank-and-file. Students
teneded to share the same perceptions of student leaders as Chinese
citizens had of most Party and government officials. Officials were
seen as privileged, distant, haughty, and not responsive to the
interests of others.
In contrast, leadership in informal groups tended to be more
spontaneous, and these leaders were more likely to be motivated by more
immediate concerns and interests. There was little opportunity for
advantages from the university or department because leadership of
informal groups was not valued by the institution. However, leaders of
popular groups could enjoy considerable prestige among peers. In small
groups, students who took the most initiative and had the strongest
interest often became the de facto leaders.
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Membership and Participation
In Chinese socialist society, membership is often ascribed; one
may be a member of various mass organizations and units [ danwe
i
1 by
virtue of workplace, residence, age, and gender. Some level of partici-
pation is often required of members of such organizations
,
and activism
has often been used as a criterion for advancement. There is some
correspondence, almost by definition, between the categories of formal
and informal and the characteristics of ascribed and voluntary member-
ship. Likewise, passive and active participation may be directly
related to volition of membership.
Pye (1991) identified passive participation in organizations as a
traditional characteristic among the elite in Chinese society. Under
socialism, activism was encouraged within the scope of official collec-
tive units and during mass campaigns. During the Cultural Revolution,
activism became a prime strategy used by many young people for indi-
vidual advancement, while others withdrew and became alienated (Shirk,
1982; Chan, 1985). Among the legacies of the Cultural Revolution has
been deep and prevalent cynicism towards activist and political criteria
for advancement and a renewed belief in the ideal of meritocracy (Shirk,
1984) . In response to the demands of official groups to which they
belonged by necessity, people learned to practice passive participation
and "feigned compliance" as survival strategies (Pye, 1991). Throughout
Chinese society, active participation in official organizations became
less popular in the 1980' s than it had been in previous decades. To
what extent did college students actively participate in campus organ-
izations, and in what types of organizations did they participate most
actively?
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Types of Membership and Recrul t-.mpnr
Group membership may be classified into three types
-- involuntary
,
controlled, and voluntary-
-as determined by the process of becoming a
member and the volition of the individuals.
To be a university student in China in the 1980 's was automatical-
ly to be a member of several overlapping groups. These memberships were
involuntary or may be considered to be conferred. Automatic membership
had the administrative advantages that the organizations included each
and every student, and that individuals could not withdraw from the
group. Only some of the formal organizations employed this process of
membership
.
In the academic structure, every student was enrolled as a member
of a given department, grade, and class. There was very little room for
choice, and transferring was difficult and quite uncommon. Assignment
to a dormitory room was usually the beginning of a four -year membership
in a subgroup of the grade and class. Room changes occurred infrequent-
ly, and only when a student was transferred to another class.
Every student was also a part of the Student Association [SA] as a
member of a class and department. SA activities were open to all
students; elections of officers at the class, department, and institu-
tion levels were open to all the students in the corresponding units.
In another sense, however, SA membership was considered by many students
to include only those officers and committee members who were elected or
selected, or who volunteered. The majority of students could thus be
considered passive members of the SA as compared with the relatively
small number of SA leaders and active participants.
Controlled membership, the second type, was the method employed by
the Communist Youth League [CYL] and the Communist Party [CP]. The CYL
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and CP recruited applicants and maintained processes for controlling
which applicants would be admitted for membership. The vast majority of
students, often over 90%, were CYL members, and most of these
had joined as middle school students. Recruitment of new members was
not a major effort of the CYL in most universities during the 1980' s.
Despite common disinterest or alienation from the CYL, members rarely
spoke of withdrawing and described non-membership as a sort of stigma.
In comparison with the CYL, recruitment to the CP was much more
active
,
and both members and non-members of the Party attached more
importance to membership status. Party membership was exclusive, with
only a minority of applicants selected to be members. Although the
ratio of Party membership among undergraduates increased during the
1980' s, members remained few in numbers in most classes and grades.
Party membership, unlike CYL membership, required participation in
certain meetings and adherence to more stringent guidelines. Privileges
and benefits were often unofficially linked to membership.
Voluntary membership characterized many of the informal groups,
such as student societies [ shetuan i . Often membership in clubs and
societies involved little more than signing up and participating.
Student societies ranged in size from small groups with as few as ten
participants to popular societies with membership in the hundreds.
Membership was very fluid in these groups, and students frequently
joined out of curiosity and to make new friends and did not necessarily
continue to be active. For groups based on ascribed membership, such as
tongxiang and tongxue . students did not actually speak of "membership,
but rather of involvement.
Typically, student organizations did little in the way of formal
recruitment or selection of members, but relied on friendships and
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posted notices of activities to attract participants. As this type of
organization became more popular in the mid-1980's, students often
joined or participated in activities of several organizations. These
overlapping memberships probably facilitated links between organiza-
tions
.
Hometown and schoolmate groups sometimes did have an informal
system of recruitment. The initial contact was either by word-of-mouth
or could be facilitated by the schools and colleges. Middle school
teachers would inform students about schoolmates enrolled in the same or
nearby universities, and some university administrators asked students
from the same town or province to meet and assist incoming students.
Without regular activities or meetings, students could easily drift in
and out of these networks. There was no real group membership; what was
important was the common identity and relationship. The network was
there to be used whenever needed or desired.
Levels of Participation
In comparing levels of participation among different organiza-
tions, a great range was found. The lowest level was found for the CYL,
especially among students in upper grades. Participation in certain
Party activities was mandatory for members
,
but the nature of this
participation was beyond the scope of the study and requires further
research. Participation by non-members in Party- led activities was not
high because the Party relegated mass participation to the CYL.
High levels of participation characterized the class and dormitory
room units. In fact, close, frequent contact made actual non-participa-
tion a rare exception. Informal student societies depended on maintain-
ing participation in order to succeed and continue. Because of the
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loose structure and composition of hometown [ tonexianp 1 and schoolmate
[ tongxue
] networks, the level of participation could not be determined.
It appeared that occasional contact on a one-to-one basis with tongxianp
and tongxue was a very common aspect of student life.
Active and Passive Participation
Despite nearly universal membership on university campuses, the
CYL attracted only a small fraction of students as active participants.
Passive participation resulted both from student alienation and from the
general lack of innovative direction on the part of the CYL itself. The
CYL made few requirements on its members, except for those few chosen as
leaders. Each class had one CYL secretary and one or two other officers
in charge of propaganda and organization. As has been shown, the basic
demand was the payment of monthly dues of five cents, and dues collec-
tion was usually the major responsibility of the organization officer of
each class. Such lower- level CYL cadres rarely saw themselves as being
very active in the organization.
Attendance at CYL meetings at the class or grade level were also
required, but at many universities these meetings were irregular or
infrequent. Participation in these meetings was especially passive;
members primarily received oral and written guidance and instructions.
Students participated more actively in CYL- sponsored activities such as
school newspapers, contests, parties, and cultural events. During
political campaigns, meetings and activities were held more frequently
and a higher level of participation was demanded. In the 1980' s,
however, such campaigns were curtailed.
The SA typically involved many more students than did the CYL,
both in leadership positions and in general active
participation.
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Still, there was a similar division between the more active leaders and
the mostly passive majority. ^ At the lowest level, each class commit-
tee was usually composed of four or five students out of a class of
approximately thirty students. With 6,000 students divided into
approximately 200 classes. Comprehensive University had nearly a
thousand class officers. Participants in the two formal structures at
the classroom level, the CYL and SA, usually numbered seven or eight
students, or approximately one -fourth of the members of an average -size
class. Although these members were more active in the formal organiza-
tions than other students, many reported that in actuality they did very
little
.
Except for the classroom- level
,
participation in the formal
organizations was largely reserved for the relatively small core of
student leaders in official positions. Participation at the department
level of the SA commonly included six to eight student leaders, assisted
by twenty to thirty other student "cadres" in each department. There
tended to be few avenues for broader active participation, and this was
not often encouraged. Student leaders who did appeal for others to
participate often faced reluctance and apathy.
Because informal student societies and groups had little or no
hierarchy and little distance between leaders and regular members, they
tended to invite broader participation than was found in the formal
organizations. As the purposes of those informal groups were close to
the individual interests of the members, active participation had more
intrinsic meaning for students. In other words, students participated
not to derive some external benefit, but out of personal interest.
Membership and participation were frequently blended, and, as mentioned
above, changing interests and curiosity led to fluid composition of
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these groups. Because a major purpose of informal groups for students
was to have contact with students in other departments, grades, and
colleges, active participation was an end in itself.
Underlying Values
In addition to the differences in authority structure and in
participation, the formal and informal types of organizations were based
upon different ideological and political beliefs. It is important to
examine not only the explicit goals of these organizations, but also
their implicit values, and here Merton's (1968) distinction between
latent and manifest functions is applicable. Manifest functions refer
to those consequences arising from a explicit purpose or need; latent
functions are those which are unintended and often unrecognized. Merton
suggested that findings related to latent functions may be more sig-
nificant because they "represent . .
.
greater departures from 'common-
sense' knowledge about social life" (p. 122).
For the CP, CYL, and SA, the political values were stated ex-
plicitly as an essential element of the official purpose of the organi-
zations. The extent to which political and ideological values were
expressed varied with the organizations, the institution, and the time
period. At many universities, the SA attempted to be largely non-
political, and the political content of CYL meetings and activities had
been diluted in the years before the Tiananmen demonstrations of 1989.
After the suppression of the movement on June 4, 1989, political
"reeducation" on Chinese campuses was intensified, and government
authorities identified the weakening of political training in the CYL
and in classrooms as a major contributing factor to student unrest
(Rosen, 1992) .
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Even though the same basic values officially guided the SA, it was
commonly perceived by students and faculty as less politically oriented
than the CYL. The SA was allowed a freer rein politically, at least
before June 1989. Before May 1989, the Student Associations of many
universities invited intellectuals, some of whom were critical of the
political status quo, to speak publicly on their campuses (Bonnin &
Chevrier, 1991), Still, some students viewed the CYL and SA as basical-
ly the same. Because of ultimate control over the SA by the Party and
the lack of alternative values
,
the SA could not deviate far from
orthodox ideological and political values.
One of the primary functions of the official organizations was to
conduct propaganda of various types among the student body. [See
Appendix E,] Although the style and content of the messages ranged from
indoctrination in official canon to the open discussion of competing
philosophical beliefs, the manifest function was to shape the ideologi-
cal and moral values of the student population.
The informal groups, on the other hand, were characterized by the
absence of set political and ideological foundations or agendas. Their
manifest aims did not include propaganda, except perhaps for a few
political salons and the CYL-controlled tongxunshe [news associations]
which often published the student newspapers and newsletters. Searching
for the latent, implied philosophical basis of these various informal
groups, I found the development of individual interests through face-to-
face relations to be a common value.
The ideology of individualism and "follow your feelings" was
certainly strong among students. Perhaps this could be considered a
latent ideological function of the informal groups. There were both
cultural and political aspects to the individualism of students in the
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1980 s. The role of individualism as an important force in the 1989
protest movement has been emphasized by student protest leader, Wu'er
Kaixi (cited in Human rights, 1990).
Individualism was a powerful trend among the present genera-
tion even before the 1989 pro-democracy movement. College
students began rebelling against all kinds of authority - at
times it seemed their favorite word was "No!" Another
phenomenon ... is that some students stood naked on the
roofs of buildings and screamed, "I am what I am!" Such
incidents were vivid proof that Chinese youth had developed
a powerful sense of self as well as a profound idealism.
All this, however, was totally at odds with the nature of
our present society. Because of the contradictions between
idealism and China's feudalistic reality, my genera-
tion felt completely lost, (p, 209)
Students' negative reaction to authority and their search for individual
identity found expression in the realm of informal groups and
activities. In contrast to the official organizations, the informal
groups had no manifest ideological principles. Their appeal to students
partly can be attributed to this non-political, non- ideological charac-
ter .
The Role of the Individual
The notion of "collectivist orientation" as a dominant
social pattern in Chinese society (Ho, 1989) may be useful in making
cross-cultural comparisons, but it is a gross oversimplification requir-
ing critical analysis. In this section, I examine the interplay between
the individual and the collective in various group settings.
In general, the formal student organizations demanded submission
of individuals to the collective, at least superficially. Self-sacri-
fice for the benefit of the collective has been a common theme in
socialist moral education, most vividly depicted in stories of model
heroes such as Lei Feng (Chang & Shih, 1965; Geng & Zhu, 1987; Jiang,
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Y,H.
,
1990; Jingwa, 1990). Unwillingness to submit or conform to the
group was a cause for some students to reject the organization. Two
examples mentioned in Chapter 5 were the student who compared joining
the Communist Party to wearing the Monkey King's constricting headband
and the student who rejected the CYL because of the requirement of
waiting self - revelatory reports. Some students even objected to the
required monthly CYL dues, one of the only explicit demands made of
members
.
Ideological conformity was apparently only required in certain
group settings, such as during meetings to study government policies.
The required conformist behavior could be characterized as ritual or
"team-performance" (Coffman, 1959) . Students were conscious of the need
to put on an act in these formal situations. However, even conversation
with roommates in the dormitory revealing deviation from orthodoxy might
have been reported, causing difficulties for the individual. Thus, with
an audience of peers almost always present, some measure of performance
was always required.
In an autobiographical account, student leader Li Lu (1990)
described his impression after visiting several campuses in 1986 of
individuals struggling against a stifling social order.
I found a sense of loss permeated college students. . . .
Underneath all the differences I sensed a central charac-
teristic of my generation: the concept of the individual
standing up against an autocratic system that sought to
eliminate individuality. Many did not know how to develop
as individuals but had a strong desire to rebel against
convention and society; they did not want to be slaves like
their fathers, (p. 98)
The classroom and dormitory groups may have defined the sphere of
everyday group life for many, but often students felt the need to seek
out their own groups in the process of developing their own identities.
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organizations, but tended to
Students did not usually reject the formal
take advantage of the contacts and activities which they provided.
However, these groups were limited in scope and restrictive in
activities; they tended not to meet the needs of many students for self-
direction and self-exploration.
Within the self- selected group of friends there was no external
control, no organized hierarchy, and no set political agenda. Student
clubs, societies, and salons formed around individual interests and
allowed for some expression of individual ideas. Many students found
the most support among smaller and looser groups of friends. Informal
networks were better adapted to interactions with others who shared
similar interests and attitudes. Among friends an individual could
still enjoy the security of the group without the fetters of the exter-
nally-controlled official organizations.
!
Implications of the Study
I
I
,
In the third section I turn to implications of the study in the
I
areas of political socialization and the transmission of political
culture. In particular, discussion focuses on how membership and par-
I
(
I
ticipation in the formal organizations and informal groups may have
' shaped students' political values.
I
j
The period covered by this study, 1978-1990, was a time of sweep-
ing changes in China. Beginning in 1977, significant new policy direc-
j
tions were set under Deng Xiaoping's leadership: to reform the economic
I
system, to liberalize the political atmosphere, and to open China to the
i
• West. All of these changes had a profound effect on university
I
I
students- -on their values, expectations, and behavior. Because so many
I change - or iented young people were concentrated on campuses where they
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enjoyed a bit of autonomy, students found the opportunity to build types
of relationships that were not directly controlled by the state. Not
only did students become more involved in non-political activities and
informal, uncontrolled groups, but they also became more critical of and
detached from the state and Party. Thus, the 1989 protest movement has
be seen as "the culmination of an estrangement evolving for at least the
past decade, arguably since the Cultural Revolution" (Rosen, in press).
Childhood and adult experiences with authority relations, strati-
fication patterns, and interpersonal relations are important aspects of
individual political learning. These social experiences are neither ex-
plicitly political nor necessarily intended to teach political values,
but they may be more effective than political instruction (Verba, 1965).
In Chinese schools and universities, students were taught about
the political system and trained to adhere to political values as part
of the formal curriculum. For university students, however, social
experience seems to have had a greater effect on students' political
learning than formal instruction. Many surveys have shown that politi-
cal education was disliked by students and largely ineffective in
achieving its goals. My research supports this conclusion and points to
the importance of family socialization and peer relations in shaping the
attitudes and values of college students. Because the formal organiza-
tions were structured as analogs of the state and Party organizations,
students also learned about their political system through their direct
experiences with the campus organizations. Student attitudes toward
participation, leadership and authority were influenced by the function-
ing of the campus organizations and the university administrative
structure. Alienation from the SA, CYL, and campus Party branch could
easily generalize to attitudes about government and Party leadership.
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Under the economic reforms of the 1980' s in China, a private
sphere developed as a semi
-autonomous entity from the state. The
separate private sphere developing in China has been discussed as "civil
society" (Yang, 1989b), a term which previously had been used in the
analysis of the transformation of socialist societies in Eastern
Europe. “ In the universities a private sphere has also evolved among
faculty and students. The atmosphere of widespread reforms and the
weakening of the system of control and political socialization in the
universities in the 1980 's provided the conditions for the development
of informal student groups and social relations.
There is disagreement among scholars about the nature of the
protest movement of 1989. Some have cast it as a "democracy movement,"
emphasizing its ideological thrust and widespread support (Calhoun,
1989a; Schell, 1989). Others have pointed out the enactment of rituals
and continuity with Chinese forms of authority that characterized the
movement (Blair, 1990; Esherick & Wasserstrom, 1990; Macartney, 1990).
I am particularly interested in how more autonomous and democratic
organizational patterns may have evolved among students in the 1980' s,
developing much more rapidly in the spring of 1989.
Some analysts have contended that because of the development of a
network of autonomous organizations of students, intellectuals, and even
some workers, the movement represented the beginnings of civil society
in China (Bonnin & Chevrier, 1991; Calhoun, 1989a; Gold, 1990; Pye,
1991; Rosen, in press; Sullivan, 1990). Gold (1990) asserted that
"nascent civil society" developed in China, including students and
intellectuals who "created an autonomous sphere for themselves in the
face of continued Party impotence and incompetence" (pp. 148-149).
Observing the 1989 protest movement, Calhoun (1989a) saw informal
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organization, spontaneous participation, and friendship bonds as
manifestations of the development of civil society.
The resurgence of friendship was one of the most basic
manifestations of the emergence of society beyond the reach
of the state, and thus of a capacity for genuine insurgency
and an independent public sphere, (p. A37)
The government's attempt to rein in student independence since June 1989
can be understood as a response to the threat posed by the rise of
personal interests and the autonomy of groups from state control (Rosen,
in press)
.
In contrast, Esherick and Wasserstrom (1990) argued that the
student demonstrations were essentially political theater and that no
civil society or "habitus of democratic culture" can be said to exist in
China. Similarly, Macartney's (1990) analysis of the 1989 student
movement emphasized its undemocratic nature, the reliance on heroics,
factionalism, and the construction of Party-type organizational struc-
ture. Blair (1990) cautioned against applying Western concepts of demo-
cracy to the Chinese cultural context.
My study did not address directly either the 1989 events or
political process; nevertheless, the involvement of students in a
variety of formal and informal groups and activities suggested a strong
drift away from political conformity and official control. One might
claim that growing student involvement in the private realms of busi-
ness, love, and voluntary associations constituted the formation of
civil society. For some students, this privatization was accompanied by
a rejection or estrangement from the formal organizations and the system
of state and Party control. For many, however, the impulse to reject
authority and say "No!" as Wu'er Kaixi described, was not a real renun-
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elation of the system of authority, but rather part of a process of
asserting their individualism.
Although I recognize the significant development of the informal,
private sphere, I would not discount the formal organizations and other
connections between students and the state. Students formed more semi-
autonomous groups and developed a stronger sense of individualism than
their predecessors in the 1960's and 1970's (Gold, 1991), but they were
still strongly attached to the state and Party in many ways. Few
students completely disavowed the SA or CYL, and many continued to apply
to the Party throughout the 1980' s. Even after the suppression of the
1989 movement and the outlawing of the autonomous student associations
and federations, students in 1990 still responded, albeit with some
reluctance, to the revived official organizations. Most students
continued to identify with the classroom and dormitory units, which were
partially under the control of the state and Party through the monitor,
the CYL secretary, and supervising faculty and staff.
Despite efforts to achieve some financial independence and occupa-
tional mobility, Chinese students remained dependent on state patronage
(Lo, 1989, 1991). Although students were less than enthusiastic about
potential state -allocated jobs, I found few supporting an end to the
fenpei [state job assignment] system or embracing the idea of employment
on an open job market. Students still felt that pleasing the political
counsellor and other department authorities was important because of
their power in making fenpei decisions. Similarly, Party membership and
leadership roles in the SA and CYL were generally viewed as strategic
steps toward mobility and future advantages.
Judging from my study of students on three campuses in 1990 and
interviews with those who had studied in college prior to 1989, the
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Tiananmen events did not dramatically alter the patterns of organization
or the relationship between students and the official structures.
Although during the weeks of protest in the spring of 1989 students
created a movement with elements of a Chinese "Solidarity" or civil
society
,
little continuity could be sustained on campuses after June 4
("The movement," 1991; Rosen, 1992).
SugEestions for Further Researrh
In recognition of the preliminary nature of this inquiry, I would
like to mention several areas for further research suggested by the
study. My research suggests that significant changes occurred on
campuses during the 1978 to 1990 period and that variations across
campuses and types of institutions exist. Although I had hoped to be
able to discover patterns of change during the period beginning in 1978,
this would require interviewing a more extensive sample of students who
attended one or more institutions during different periods. Another
avenue for investigation is the variation in student cultures at various
types of institutions not included in this study, such as minority
institutes, art institutes, medical colleges, vocational colleges, and
agricultural colleges. Several sources suggested that student culture
varies significantly by different regions of China. My data provided
insufficient evidence for these questions of change and variation, but
these lines of inquiry certainly justify further research.
Another variation which could be explored further is in the
student population. Particularly deserving of additional research are
ethnic minority students, female students, students from rural back-
grounds, Party members, and graduate students. As my study relied on a
sample which was biased in favor of academically- oriented and academic
-
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ally-successful students, further inquiry could focus on students with a
wider variety of abilities, aspirations, and orientations.
Although I utilized college alumni as informants and noticed some
college ties
,
I did not examine how the bonds and networks
which they developed as undergraduates might have functioned after
graduation. Israel and Klein's (1976) historical study of the revo-
lutionary cohort of "December ninth" student activists provided an
example of how student ties were apparently a critical factor in leader-
ship formation in ensuing years. The impact of participation in the
various formal and informal student organizations on graduates' later
lives might be explored by means of follow-up studies of graduates of a
particular university.
The relationship between students and school authorities
,
such as
faculty and political counsellors, is an important topic meriting
research. Although it was not the focus of my investigation, infor-
mants frequently referred to the importance of authorities in defining
aspects of their campus lives. As Schoenhals (1991, 1992) has shown in
his study of a Chinese middle school, classroom observation can reveal
patterns of interaction, especially between students and teachers, which
may be hidden in other settings.
As I previously discussed in this chapter, political learning
results from both deliberate attempts at educating students and from
students' experiences with authority, organizations, and non-political
campus activities. Questions concerning political education and the
roles of political counsellors and political instructors were raised
during the interviews , but could not be explored adequately in this
study. More research is needed to analyze the reasons for the apparent
ineffectiveness of political education and resistance of students to
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these deliberate attempts to transmit orthodox ideological and moral
values
.
There is also a need to connect the understanding of everyday
campus life and student organizations with the development of mass move-
ments such as the 1989 protest movement, as Wasserstrom and Liu (1989)
have done for the student movement from 1919-1949.^^ Little is known
about the role of classroom groups, roommates, monitors, SA and CYL
officers, tongxiang. and other campus groups on the development of the
1989 movement in Beijing and elsewhere in China. Repeating the
"silences" of scholarship of the earlier period, the extensive body of
literature on the 1989 movement has largely neglected the "daily
routines and structures of campus life" (Wasserstrom & Liu, p. 3).
Finally, two related directions for exploration beyond the scope
of this dissertation are (a) the influence on students of popular
cultural media such as music, films, and reading material; and (b)
students' cultural expressions as seen in their graffiti, art, poetry,
essays and stories. I found many rich sources of data for such an
exploration such as various campus journals, provincial youth journals,
and books and magazines explicitly written for the college student
audience, such as the national university student magazine, Daxuesheng
and the book series, Daxuesheng zhivou [Friends of university students].
To my knowledge, the contents of these sources have not been studied
aside from some articles with clear political content.
My study of university student culture in China is a preliminary
inquiry which 1 hope will stimulate others to explore this topic. It is
also my hope that this study can provide some useful comparative data
for the study of other institutional settings in China and for the study
of student cultures in other societies.
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Notes to Chapter 7
1. Pye (1991) discussed the tension between the need for belonging and
the striving for individual autonomy as a fundamental feature of Chinese
society
.
2. Here I differ from Francis (1991) who interpreted the elections of
class and department
-level leaders as conferring some autonomous
authority
.
3. For an example, see Li Lu's (1990) autobiographical account, Moving
the Mountain
, pp. 95-97.
4. Blair (1990) made this general point in his analysis of students'
conception of "democracy" in the 1989 movement. Blair found that
students were socialized to create group hierarchies as a way of solving
problems, "shunning egalitarian patterns of organization" (p. 85).
Studies of early childhood socialization in China suggest the importance
of omnipresent group life in family and pre-school (Baum & Baum, 1979;
Tobin, Wu, & Davidson, 1989). Summarizing studies of socialization in
mainland China, Ho (1989) found that collectivist orientation begins in
pre-schools and "pervades the entire socialization process" (p. 141).
5. Yang, A. H. et al
.
(1989, pp. 63-64) identified three major ways in
which student leaders of formal organizations were produced: appointment
by higher authority, democratic choice, and democratic consultation with
direction from higher authority. To become a student leader through any
of these processes, three factors were listed as important: 1. being an
activist in the group; 2. being a representative and supporter of group
interests; and 3. being a dynamic communicator.
6. Francis (1991, p. 413) suggested that leadership experience was
especially important for those students who aspired to become government
cadres. They could become "organizationally sophisticated" through
student politics, networking, and dealing with institutional rules and
organizational procedures. The historical work of Wasserstrom and Liu
(1989) showed how leadership in student associations in pre-1949
Shanghai easily translated into activism in political protest.
7. Francis (1991, p. 397) described the use of guanxi connections by
student candidates in contested elections for SA posts at Beijing
University
.
8. For example, the "spiritual pollution" campaign of 1983, which
threatened to suppress much intellectual activity as being "bourgeois,"
was reduced in scale and intensity after a relatively short period.
9. Francis (1991) also observed a considerable gap between activists and
non-activists in the SA at Beijing University.
10. Calhoun (1989a, p. 29) mentioned the popular song, "Follow Your
Feelings," as the embodiment of students' concept of democracy as the
right of self-expression. He also related this with students indirect
call for the right of free association in their demand for recognition
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of the independent student organizations in 1989. I discussed indivi-
dualism further in a paper on university students and their sense of
self (Englesberg, 1990d)
,
11. For a theoretical analysis of civil society in relation to socialism
and "Soviet-type society," see Kennedy (1991, chapter 5) and Keane
(1988a & 1988b, chapter 2). On civil society in Eastern Europe, see
Hankiss (1988) and various articles compiled in Keane (1988a); on civil
society in the USSR, see Scanlan (1988).
12. In a similar vein, Pye (1991) drew attention to the role of informal
students organizations, which were not necessarily political, as "the
basis of mobilization in 1989," and predicted that future voluntary
associations would "be the beginning of a true civil society" (p. 465).
Bonnin and Chevrier (1991) saw the formation of intellectual salons and
the development of contacts between intellectuals and other social
groups as important beginning steps toward civil society.
13. Wasserstrom and Liu (1989) argued that the literature on the youth
movements between 1919 and 1949 neglected "the organizational bases of
campus unrest and the process by which students succeeded in translating
their beliefs into action" (p. 3), and that an understanding of "the
kinds of clubs students joined and the types of classes they attended"
(p. 29) are necessary in order to interpret mass demonstrations. The
authors concluded that Shanghai student protestors adopted tactics that
"were grounded in some way in ordinary campus life or the public rituals
students participated in or observed (p. 28). In another article,
Wasserstrom (1990) drew some interesting comparisons between the student
protests of 1919 and 1989.
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APPENDIX A
CAMPUS DESCRIPTIONS
Technical Institute
In 1978 this institution was constituted as a higher education
institute under one of the national industrial ministries. Formerly it
was a secondary technical school (zhongzhuan xuexiao)
. There are five
academic departments and a short-term program department. The student
body numbers approximately 2,200 including undergraduates, graduate
students, and students in the short-term programs. Students are mostly
from the northwest region of China. Approximately 801 of the students
are male.
The main campus is located on the main street, but towards the
outskirts, of a major city. The administration building, classrooms,
library, laboratories, health clinic, student dormitories, dining halls,
and the athletic field are all located on this campus. Most of the
buildings are three-story and were constructed before 1978. They have
the typical drab cement and brick appearance of Chinese institutional
structures built in the 1950s and 1960s. The exception is a newer
classroom building which is a five -story structure with a brighter tile
facade. The grounds are mostly cement or dirt with few plantings or
trees. Typically, the campus is surrounded by a high brick wall, and
there are only two entrances to the campus. As the back gate is usually
locked, access to the campus is through the main gate, guarded during
the daytime hours. There are no statues or political slogans remaining,
the only distinguishing feature being the newly-built entrance gate.
A newer part of the campus, with housing for much of the
institute's staff and a large day-care/nursery school, is located on
another street, one very long block from the main campus. The apartment
buildings in this walled compound are mostly five-story walk-ups. The
gate to this compound is not guarded or locked.
While the classrooms are heated in the winter and staff have coal
stoves in their apartments, the student dormitories have no heat.
Neither staff nor student housing had hot water, but a building was
under construction in 1990 which will provide improved bathing facili-
ties for students in the future.
Teachers' University
This university is located at the end of an urban busline, about a
half-hour by bus from the center of a large city. Founded in the pre-
liberation period as a teachers college in the city, it was moved to its
present location in 1952 and was combined with another college to form
the teachers university on 1960. There are fifteen departments and a
special class for minority students. The student body numbers slightly
over 10,000, including nearly 6,000 regular undergraduates and students
in short-term programs, about 500 graduate students, and about 4,000
part-time students and traineees. There are nearly 900 faculty members,
two- thirds of whom are lecturers or assistants.
Students are housed in several dormitories clustered in one corner
of the campus. Dormitory buildings are six- story walk-ups, some of
which are "mixed" by gender with female students on the lower three
floors and male students above. Faculty and staff housing is mostly
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located in an adjacent compound outside the side gate of the main
campus. As with Technical Institute, dormitories have neither heat nor
hot water. There are several large dining halls and a small kitchen and
dining hall for Islam students.
The campus is quite large with tree-lined walks. Where a large
statue of Mao once stood inside the main gate, a massive rock sculpture
now stands. Another university is located on the other side of the
wall, and several other colleges are nearby.
Comprehensive University
Located in a large city in the northwest of China, this
university, founded in the early 1900s, is one of the key national
universities
.
There are fourteen academic departments including mostly
humanities and sciences, most of which also train graduate students.
The student body includes approximately 5,500 undergraduate students and
400 graduate students. There are over 900 faculty members, most of whom
are lectures and assistants. According to a Party magazine,
approximately 600 of the faculty are Party members.
Most of the classroom buildings and dormitories appear to have
been built in the 1950s and 1960s period, but there are several newer
buildings including a large library and a student center. The five-
story walk-up dormitories are clustered in one corner of the campus.
They are segregated by gender and organized by department.
Undergraduates live mostly seven to a room, and graduate students, who
live in a separate dormitory building, live three to a room.
Dormitories are all unheated in the winter and hot water for drinking
and bathing is in a separate building.
Unlike Technical Institute and Teacher's University, classes have
no assigned classroom. Students attend classes in different buildings
and find empty classrooms or use the library for studying. Some of the
classrooms observed were quite cramped for a class of thirty students.
The dining hall is one very large room with a high ceiling and very
little heat. Freshmen and staff eat in a smaller dining hall.
1
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APPENDIX B
INTERVIEW SAMPLE AND PROFILE
Nineteen graduates of Chinese universities were interviewed in the
United States, including eight females and eleven males ranging in age
from twenty- three to thirty- four. All but one were enrolled as graduate
students in the United States at the time of the interviews. The
interview sample included six students from small towns or rural areas
and twelve from urban areas.
All of the interviewees entered four- to six-year undergraduate
programs f benke 1 between 1977 and 1986. Two were in the entering
classes of 1977 and 1978; four entered in 1979 and 1980; seven in 1981
through 1984; and six in 1985 and 1986. As undergraduates, eight
studied in science and engineering fields [like]
;
eleven in humanities
and social sciences [wenke] . Twelve studied in comprehensive
universities, three in foreign language and international studies
institutes, three in science and technology institutes, one in a
teacher's university, and one in a medical college. They attended
fourteen different institutions located in nine different cities in
China
.
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APPENDIX C
INTERVIEW GUIDE
1. Basic data: date and place of birth, college attended and
dates, major, current studies.
2. Family background
a. parents: occupations, educational level
b. siblings and others in household
3. Educational background
a. primary schooling
b. secondary schooling
c. What kind of student were you?
d. What kinds of activities did you engage in?
4. College entrance examination and selection
a. influences of family and teachers
b. expectations and preferences
5. General college life
a. Describe your first year in college: (class, activities,
dormitory, friends, teachers, etc.)
b. How did these change during your college years?
c. What activities or groups were you involved in? Could you
describe these? (clubs, work, sports, etc.)
d. Tell about your dormitory and roommates.
e. Describe your class and your attitude towards it:
classmates, organization, activities
6. Major groups on campus
a. Were you involved with the Student Association? What did
you think of it - it's purpose, effect, and leaders?
b. Were you involved with the Conununist Youth League? What
did you think of it - it's purpose, effect, and
leaders?
c. What about the role of the party and party members?
d. Were you involved with a hometown group [ tongxianghui]
?
7 . What was the influence of your teachers and counsellors on you
and other students?
8 . Peers and peer groups
a. Who were your closest friends in college?
b. Did you have any boyfriends/girlfriends (opposite sex)?
c. Did you maintain contact with middle school/hometown
friends?
9. Graduation
a. Tell about the process of your job assignment or
graduate school selection
b. What was the process that led to your present situation?
10. Any other topics that you think were important in your experience'
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APPENDIX D
SURVEY OF STUDENT SOCIETIES IN FIFTY BEIJING UNIVERSITIES, 1986
Table 1
Major Types of Societies
# of
academic
tech. /research
interests cultural news service
groups 115 53 227 54 27 23
% of all 23.1 10.6 45.5 10.8 5.1 4.6
groups
Note : From Wang L. et al
. ,
1988, Dui daxuesheng shetuan zhuangkuang de
diaocha. In Beijing Municipal Party Committee Research Office (Ed.)i
Xinshioi daxuesheng sixiang zhengzhi i iaovu vani iu (pp. 239-256).
Beijing: Beijing Normal University Press.
Table 2
Interest- type Societies
type of interest
art/calligraphy
athletics
literature
chess/weiqi/cards
stamp collecting
photography
poetry/song
film/video
travel
total
Note : From Wang, L.
number
43
39
39
33
32
26
7
6
_2
227
et al
. ,
1988
,
p
.
percentage
19.0
17.2
17.2
14.5
14.1
11.5
3.1
2.6
0.9
100
241.
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APPENDIX E
REGULATIONS FOR STUDENT MANAGEMENT
IN REGULAR HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
(Issued by the State Education Commission, January 20, 1990)
[partial translation]
ARTICLE 1. GENERAL REGULATIONS
Item 1. These regulations have been specifically drawn up in order to
maintain normal order in education, work, and daily life for higher
education institutions, to guarantee the health of students' bodies and
minds, and to promote the moral, intellectual, and physical development
of students.
Item 2. Students at institutions of higher education should have firm
and correct political orientation, deeply love their socialist
motherland, uphold the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party,
diligently study Marxism, actively participate in social practice, and
follow the road of unified peasants and workers; they should possess a
spirit of devotion to arduous struggle for a prosperous and strong
country and prosperous people; they should respect the Constitution,
laws
,
and school rules and regulations
,
and have excellent moral
qualities and civil customs; they should study diligently and strive to
master knowledge of modern scientific civilization.
Item 3. The major task of institutions of higher education is to train
talented and qualified people for socialist construction. They should
continuously raise the quality of education and instruction, administer
institutions strictly, manage the academic environment with excellence,
and ensure that the goals of training are accomplished. The
establishment of an overall system of management should be integrated
with the strengthening of ideological education, placing priority on
leading students in a positive direction, guarding against and resisting
the ideological and political infiltration of hostile foreign influences
and the attacks of the domestic ideological trend of bourgeois
liberalization, and doing our best at administrative and educational
work.
Item 4. In these regulations, student management refers to the
management of students during the period from their admission until
their graduation, and is the standard of study, life, and behavior for
students at higher education institutions.
ARTICLE 2. ACADEMIC REGULATIONS
Section 6. Withdrawal
Item 30. Students marrying without authorization during their term of
study but have not followed withdrawal procedures will be dismissed.
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ARTICLE 3. EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Section 1. Student Societies
Item 39. Student societies are mass groups voluntarily organized by thestudents at a college. Students enrolled at that institution may applyto join. Students establishing societies must submit a written
application stating the purpose of the association, its rules and
regulations, activities, form, and persons in charge to the school for
approval
.
Item 40. The schools encourage and promote student societies to develop
activities in science and technology, culture, arts, athletics, etc.
Item 41. Student societies must obey the leadership and control of the
school. A student society operates within the scope of the
constitution, laws, and school regulations and must not engage in
activities that are unauthorized or not related to the purposes of that
society
.
Item 42. Student societies inviting persons from outside the campus to
in social, political or academic activities must always obtain
school approval.
Item 43. Student societies and individuals which establish publications
intended for the campus must obtain school approval and be under the
management of the school.
Students establishing inter-campus or inter-district associations
and conducting publication activities targeted for schools must obtain
approval from the responsible government offices.
The schools prohibit activities of illegal organizations and the
publication of illegal materials.
Section 2. Recreation and Athletics
Item 44. The schools promote and support students in the development of
recreational and athletic activities which are beneficial for mental and
physical health.
Student recreational and athletic activities must not influence
the normal order of instruction and life. Invitations for outside
cultural groups to perform on campus must be approved by the school.
Item 45. The schools guide students to cultivate noble and healthy
aesthetic judgment, establish correct aesthetic concepts, and raise
their ability to distinguish between beauty and ugliness. The
broadcast, copying, viewing, and selling of reactionary, obscene print,
audio, or video material is prohibited.
Item 46. The schools require students to participate in appropriate
athletic training and encourage students to participate in athletic
competitions
.
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Section 3. Work-study
Item 47. The schools promote and support students in the development of
work- study activities, an in accordance with the law, guarantee that
students receive income from honest work and service.
The major part of student work- study activity is to provide
service in science, technology and culture which relate to the student's
field of study and to provide service for developing a concept of labor
and a spirit of self-reliance. In accord school regulations and
administrative management regulations for labor and business, students
may participate in various work- study activities which are organized by
the schools.
Item 48. Students should establish a concept of labor, and humbly learn
from the workers
,
peasants
,
and soldiers
. The schools promote active
participation of students in public work, productive labor, and
vacation- time social practice activities.
Item 49. Only schools (or institutes) and departments (or professional
specialties) may run stores for practice; individual students must not
engage in business activities.
Section 4. Social Activity
Item 50. Students are encouraged to criticize and make suggestions about
the school's work, and students participation in the democratic
management of the school is supported. The school should be responsible
for reporting students' opinions and suggestions on national
administration and social affairs to higher- level organizations.
Item 51. Students should go through normal channels and actively report
any problems affecting their interests to school and local government.
Item 52. Student demonstrations and parades must be conducted according
to legal process.
Item 53. The posting of large or small character posters on the campuses
is prohibited.
Item 54. No organization or individual whatsoever may conduct religious
activities at the school.
ARTICLE 4. CAMPUS ORDER
Item 55. Students must respect the system of school management; take
care of public facilities on campus; maintain normal campus order;
stress courtesy, politeness, and public hygiene; unite with fellow
students; care about the collective; love labor; and create a neat and
clean, beautiful, peaceful and secure academic and living environment.
Item 56. When entering and leaving campus, gate guard regulations should
be respected and the supervision by the gate guards should be followed.
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Item 57. In order to establish excellent social and moral customsdrinking alcoholic beverages, gambling, fighting, and mass commotion are
Item 58, The libraries, reading rooms, classrooms, laboratories,
dormitories, etc. are places for students to study and live. These and
equipment are national property, and students are responsible for
cherishing and protecting them and for paying for any damage.
Item 59. The institutions should establish an overall system of
management for the dormitories, assigning functional offices
responsibilities for management. Students must respect the system of
dormitory management.
Without the approval of the institution, outsiders are not
permitted to stay in student dormitories for the safety of persons and
property.
Item 60. Honor the teachers, respect the work of the staff and workers,
and obey the administration.
ARTICLE 5. REWARDS AND PUNISHMENTS
Item 61. Students who are developed morally, academically, and
physically, or who are outstanding in ideological and moral character,
academic achievement, physical training, and extra-curricular activity,
etc. may be given the distinction of the title "three-good students" or
other honorary titles.
In combining moral encouragement and material incentive, moral
encouragement is the primary means. The forms of praise and rewards
include: verbal praise; notice of commendation; and awarding citations
of merit, certificates, medals, prizes, scholarships, etc.
Item 62. The institutions may regard the seriousness of the
circumstances in dealing with students who have committed errors by
criticism or disciplinary measures. There are the following six types
of discipline; (1) warning; (2) serious warning; (3) recording a
demerit; (4) on-campus probation; (5) mandatory withdrawal; (6)
expulsion.
On-campus probation is for a period of one year. Students on
probation who demonstrate marked improvement during the year may have
the probation lifted; those failing to reform may be given mandatory
withdrawal or expelled.
Item 63. Institutions may use their own discretion in disciplining
students in one of the following circumstances by mandatory withdrawal
or expulsion:
(1) Those who use reactionary speech or behavior opposing the four
cardinal principals, disturb the social order, who damage stability and
unity, or persistently insult or slander others;
(2) Those who violate state laws, criminal offenders;
(3) Those who destroy public property, steal state, collective or
private property and create serious loss and threat,
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(4) Those who continue to steal after repeated warnings; those
involved in serious cases of drunkenness, gambling, or fighting; those
with extremely vile conduct and corrupt morals;
(5) Those seriously violating school regulations;
(6) Those who cut over fifty class hours of classes during one
semester (cutting one day is counted according to the number of actual
instructional hours)
.
For those students who admit their errors and are sincerely
repentant or who demonstrate meritorious service, discretion may be used
to reduce their discipline to on-campus probation.
Item 64. Students who commit errors should be helped enthusiastically
and given strict demands. In handling these matters, one should
exercise an attitude of great care, persistently carry out
investigation, seeking truth from facts, be adept at distinguishing
problems of ideological understanding from problems of political
position, and the discipline should be appropriate. The decision should
be handled in front of the person, allowing the person to argue his/her
case, and allowing and preserving differences of opinion. For appeals
by the individual, the institution is responsible for carrying out a
reexamination
.
Note: From Xinhua vuebao . February 1990, pp . 120-123 [reprinted from
Zhongguo i iaovu bao . February 10, 1990]. Translated by the
author
.
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APPENDIX F
WORK REGULATIONS OF THE COMPREHENSIVE UNIVERSITY STUDENT ASSOCIATION
[Revised Draft]
Article 1, Student Association Committee
I. Chairperson;
1. Under the leadership of the Party Committee of this
university, understands the purpose and principles of this
Association, is in charge of the routine work of the Student
Association [SA]; is responsible for directing, supervising,
and assisting the work of the functional departments.
2. Promptly responds to the Party Committee of the university,
informs the Youth League Committee and the Student Affairs
Office of the work situation, and obtains the guidance and
support of the university [authorities]
.
3. Keeps informed of the ideas and work of the department -level
student cadres with major responsibilities and provides
guidance to them in their work. Nominates cadres at the
section-head-level and, with the approval of the presidium
f zhuxituan ]
,
appoints and removes them.
4. Listens to the suggestions of a wide range of students
regarding SA work; is responsible for taking care of, and
responding to their suggestions.
5 . Represents the SA when taking part in meetings called by the
university and the provincial Student Federation; builds
good relations with the Student Associations of other
universities
.
6. Is responsible for assigning SA duties.
II. Vice-Chairperson;
1. According to the duties delegated by the SA, assists the SA
chair in carrying out routine work. When the chairperson is
absent, represents the chair with the chair's approval.
2 . Supervises the implementation of the work plan of the
functional offices delegated to the vice-chair; investigates
and takes care of the immediate conditions and problems;
arranges and delegates work of the functional offices
.
3. Strengthens connections with the department -level SA.
III. Head of the Secretariat;
1. Is responsible for calling meetings of the presidium to
discuss work assignments; when necessary calls meetings of
the entire group of SA cadres.
2. Is responsible for general work of the secretariat; makes a
proper assessment of cadres
.
Vice -Secretary of the Standing Committee;
1. Is responsible for taking minutes; makes copies of drafts
and documents.
2. Is responsible for publications and magazines of the SA,
takes care of routine official documents of the SA.
3. Is responsible for the acquisition and distribution
of
office supplies.
4. Is responsible for the establishment of SA
publications.
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IV. Head of Study and Propaganda Section:
1. Understands the needs of the entire student body; promotes
the improvement of study conditions and teaching
effectiveness
,
2. Organizes exchange of academic experience; organizes various
activities to solicit articles; holds academic contests.
3. Organizes and directs various academic societies to carry
out beneficial academic activities; enlivens the academic
atmosphere among students.
4. Assists the university in carrying out educational reforms
and in investigating the educational situation.
5. Carries out ideological and political education;
disseminates propaganda about the central tasks of the Party
by various means.
6. Carries out other work assigned by the chair, vice-chair,
and the head of the secretariat.
V. Head of Student Societies Section:
1. In accordance with the central tasks of the SA, fully
promotes the initiative of various student societies in
order to carry out various activities.
2. Provides timely guidance to various societies; solves
problems of various societies as they arise.
3. Is responsible for the examination of applications of new
societies, and reports to the presidium for approval.
4. Strengthens liaisons with societies at other brother
universities
.
5. Is responsible for maintaining the files and equipment of
the societies and for transferring them properly to the
student societies section for the following term.
6. Carries out other work assigned by the presidium and
secretariat
.
VI. Head of Literature and Arts Section:
1. Understands the needs for extra-curricular literature and
arts; assists the offices concerned in holding exhibitions,
performances, and other leisure activities; enriches
students' extra-curricular life.
2. Properly conducts various literature and arts talks and
competitions; publicizes knowledge about literature and
arts; raises the level and ability of artistic appreciation
of the student body.
VII. Head of Athletics Section:
1. Gathers suggestions and demands of students concerning
athletics; collects, sorts, and raises reasonable proposals,
and submits these to the relevant university offices
,
provides assistance and urges [that problems] be resolved.
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2. In coordination with relevant offices, organizes various
types of interdepartmental athletic competitions and
inspections; promotes the carrying out of athletic
activities by various departments and classes in order to
raise the physical qualities and athletic skills of the
entire student body.
3. Organizes inter-collegiate athletic competitions at
appropriate times.
4. Carries out other work assigned by the presidium and
secretariat
.
VIII. Head of Student Life Section;
1. Gathers opinions and demands of students concerning living
conditions; collects, organizes, and submits these to the
relevant university offices; provides assistance to the
relevant offices and urges that the problems be resolved.
2. Promotes improvement in the dining hall work and in the
quality of the food; strengthens relations with the
logistics departments.
3. Organizes appropriate work-study activities.
4. Maintains contact with the campus clinic, improves sanitary
conditions, enables all students who are ill to be treated
promptly
.
5. In coordination with relevant offices, carries out the work
of visiting inpatients during holidays.
6. Is responsible for distributing various types of university
student subsidies (for example, examination subsidies, cold
weather subsidies, etc.).
7. Is responsible for organizing the committee members in
charge of student life from each department to collectively
purchase train tickets on the evening before vacation.
8. Carries out other work assigned by the presidium and
secretariat
.
IX. Head of Public Relations Section; [numbered 8]
1. Is responsible for outside contacts of the SA; strengthens
liaisons with the SA of various brother universities.
2. Is responsible for collecting and organizing the advanced
experiences of brother universities, and having these
submitted to the secretariat and to our university SA for
use as reference.
3. Is responsible for receiving cadres from brother
universities SA's who come to our university to learn about
the situation.
4. Carries out other work assigned by the presidium and
secretariat
.
X. Head of Women Students Section; [numbered 9]
1. Is responsible for collecting and organizing opinions and
suggestions of women students of our university concerning
various types of work of the university; submits these to
the relevant offices where they should be resolved.
2. Holds several cultural and athletic activities suitable for
the particular needs of women students.
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3. Shows concern for the livelihood of female schoolmates;
holds various types of talks on women's health.
4. Carries out other work assigned by the presidium and
secretariat
.
Article 2. Department- level Student Association
I. Chairperson:
1. The chairperson of the branch SA's is in charge of the
routine work of the branch association, and is responsible
for directing, supervising, and assisting the work of the
functional committees
.
2 . Carries out work under the guidance of the department Party
and Youth League general branches, and of the university-
level SA.
3. Keeps informed of the work situation of the department
branch student cadres and class committee cadres; promptly
responds to the Party Committee of the department and the
university SA.
4. Listens to the suggestions of a wide range of students in
the department regarding departmental SA work, and is
responsible for taking care of their suggestions.
5. Represents the SA branch when taking part in meetings called
by the SA; has the duty to report on work to the university
SA and to accept its leadership.
II. Vice-chairperson:
1. Assists the chairperson in carrying out routine work. When
the chairperson is absent, represents the chair.
2. Strengthens the connections with the various class committee
cadres
.
3. Is responsible for drawing up work plans for the various SA
branches
.
III. Committee Member in Charge of Study:
1. Understands the needs of students in the department;
organizes exchange of academic experience; holds various
academic contests.
2. Assists the department in carrying out educational reforms
and in investigating the educational situation.
3. Is responsible for establishing liaisons with comparable
departments and specialties at brother universities,
learning from each others' strong points to offset
weaknesses.
4. Has the duty to report to the study and propaganda section
of the university SA; has the authority to check on the work
of the committee member in charge of study of each class and
offer guidance.
5. Carries out various work assigned by the chair and vice-
chair .
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IV. Committee Member in Charge of Arts and Athletics:
1. Is responsible for organizing literature and arts
exhibitions and other leisure activities; is responsible for
organizing literature and arts representative teams to take
part in university-wide exhibitions.
2. Is responsible for organizing various types of cultural and
athletic competitions among classes. Promotes the
establishment of mass literature and arts activities by each
class
.
3. Organizes representative teams to participate in various
types of inter- departmental athletic competitions sponsored
by the university.
4. Has the duty to make reports to the responsible persons of
the arts and athletics sections of the university SA; has
the authority to check on and guide the work of the
committee member in charge of arts and athletics of each
class
.
5. Is responsible for organizing morning exercises for the
entire department.
6. Carries out other work assigned by the chair and vice-chair.
V. Committee Member in Charge of Student Life:
1. Collects demands of students concerning living conditions;
organizes and submits these to the student life section of
the university SA.
2. Organizes appropriate work- study activities.
3. Is responsible for arranging and checking on the health and
hygiene work of each class.
4. Has the duty to make reports to the responsible comrade of
the student life section of the university SA; has the
authority to check on and guide the work of the committee
member in charge of student life of each class.
5. Carries out other work assigned by the chair and vice-chair.
Article 3. Class Committee [ banweihui 1
I. Class monitor:
1. The monitor is in charge of routine work of the class
committee and is responsible for directing, supervising, and
assisting the various committee members in their work.
2 . Reports promptly to the department branch chair and the head
teacher f banzhuren l and obtains their support.
3. Listens to opinions and suggestions of classmates about the
class committee's work, and is responsible for taking care
of and responding to these suggestions.
4. Is responsible for calling the meetings of the class commit-
tee .
5. Carries out the work assigned by the department branch chair
and vice-chair.
II. Vice-Monitor:
1. When the monitor is absent, represents the monitor.
2. Strengthens liaisons with the cadres of brother classes.
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3. Is responsible for drawing up the work plan for the class
committee
.
4. Is responsible for checking attendance for the entire
classroom. Calls out, "Stand up" at the beginning and end
of each class.
III. Committee Member in Charge of Study:
1. Is responsible for soliciting the suggestions and opinions
of all the classmates concerning the teachers of each
course, and is responsible for transmitting these to the
teachers
.
2. Is responsible for the purchase of the instructional
materials for the entire class; has the duty to subscribe to
various types of books for classmates.
3. Is responsible for promoting academic exchange of classmates
by means of newsletters, wall posters, etc. which are within
the scope of the classroom.
4. Is responsible for assisting classmates whose academic
grades are relatively low.
5. Carries out various work assigned by the monitor and study
committee members of the department SA.
IV. Committee Member in Charge of Arts and Athletics:
1. Is responsible for organizing extra-curricular arts and
athletic activities for the entire class.
2. Is responsible for organizing all the classmates to
participate in morning exercises.
3. Carries out other work assigned by the monitor and
departmental committee member in charge of arts and
athletics
.
V. Committee Member in Charge of Student Life:
1. Collects classmates' requirements related to livelihood and
submits these to the departmental SA committee person in
charge of student life for resolution.
2. Is responsible for arranging hygiene work for the entire
class.
3. Is responsible for purchasing meal cards and train tickets
for all the classmates.
4. Is responsible for taking care of class expenses.
5. Carries out other work assigned by the monitor and the
departmental SA committee member in charge of student life.
Note : From Comprehensive University document #17, 1990; translated by
the author
.
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APPENDIX G
REGULATIONS AND PUNISHMENTS FOR STUDENTS
AT TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
I. There are six types of administrative discipline for students:
1. disciplinary warning;
2. severe warning;
3. recording a demerit;
4. on- campus probation (not given to members of the graduating
class.):
5. required withdrawal;
6. expulsion.
II. The above disciplinary measures are based on the following
violations and attitude towards admission of fault, as decided in
the meetings of the department, sections, or the institute:
violations of national laws, decrees, and regulations
punished by courts and other legal offices;
stealing from or defrauding government, collective, or
private property;
engaging in gambling;
creating disturbances, plotting, engaging in fights,
providing arms, or bearing false witness;
marrying without institute approval or authorization;
conducting abnormal sexual behavior or being morally
degenerate
;
cheating on examinations, tests, or quizzes;
establishing secret ties, or openly inciting disturbances,
disturbing the educational order or public order, interfering
with stability or unity;
smuggling, trafficking, conducting business, or trading;
installing electric wiring, using electric stoves or other
electric appliances without permission.
The exact disciplinary measures for the above violations are all
stipulated in "The Regulations for Disciplinary Action for Student
Violations." ... Here only the specific disciplinary measures for
j
cutting class have been selected:
I
The following rules apply according to the number of class hours
I
cut in one semester:
I
10-19 class hours, disciplinary warning; 20-29 hours, severe
' warning; 30-39 hours, recording a demerit; 40-49 hours, on-campus
probation; 50 hours and above, required to withdraw; being tardy three
' times is counted as one cut class hour.
The institute also regulates that under the following conditions,
I disciplinary action my be made more or less severe:
I 1. After the violation, if a good attitude toward the
j
admission of fault and willingness to expose others'
j
violations is demonstrated, the disciplinary action can be
I
lowered one degree.
' 2. Before the discovery of the violation, if one voluntarily
! admits one's error and exposes others, the disciplinary
j
action can be lowered two degrees.
I
(
1 .
2
.
3.
4.
5.
6
.
7.
8
.
9.
10
.
I
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But if the attitudes toward admission of fault is bad or if the
person has been previously disciplined, the disciplinary action may be
raised one degree...
Note; From the Technical Institute Student Handbook, 1989, pp . 65-66;
translated by the author.
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